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1. Bcfon- issuing * transfer, note 
that the member wishing to transfer 
mint be a member not less than 6 months 
in good standing in your local. 
2. 'When issuing a transfer write 
across his name on his dues book the 
word "Cancelled," the date and your 
(Secretary's) signature. 
3. Lei the member write his name in 
his dues book and also in the space pro-
vided for this purpose in the margin of 
the traveling card. 
4. Before accepting a transfer let the 
transferred member sign his name and 
compare his signatures. 
5. On accepting a transfer issue to 
the member a new dues book and don't 
paste the dues stamps into his old can-
celled book. 
TRAVELING CARDS IN 
BOOK FORM 
I.»<wl Secretaries are r*qu*ate*l in MBIP 
•hoi Mrmin-r-' Traveling Corda r u na 
nt»re be ohtai atil In l«o«# leore* n>.--. 
•>•' »•>*. I* boo* form of 100 leave* n** , 
.i.-'.i ii"' prlee 1« One Dollar per book. 
5*8.5 
.WORKERS UNION 
Named shoes are frequently made In Non-Union 
factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless its bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
l2E^y s AU shoes without the UNION 
^ ^ STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse, for absence of the UNION STAMP 
UNION^TAW 
BOOT f7 AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
246 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOBIK /W-. CHAS. L. BA1NE, Stc'yTna*. 
DO YOU WEAR A PIN OR A BUTTON BEARING 
rTHE EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNION? 
/ I IF N O T - W H Y NOT ? • 
Get one from your Local Secretary and show your employer and your 
shopmates that yon are a loyal ^member of your organization. 
PURE GOLD BUTTONS 
. . , - " : ' • • • ' • • . 
We have on hand a limited number of pnro gold buttons, suitable 
for presents by locals to active nieiubei^Hfor faithful service. These will 
be supplied to Local Secretaries on reqSest Price per button, $1.50. 
Members must order same through their Local Secretary. 
----- -iLOJ^! 
P U B L I S H E D MONTHLY IN ENGLISH AND YIDDISH 
VOL. V. APRIL, 1914 No. 4 
X 
My Tour in Europe* 
A. D 
OB Tuesday, the 30 t lyo l July, I made ar-
rangements; t o leave for^^ondon. At the break 
fast table t he follotfinff, morning there wore 
about a dozoo i.-.>• • j•!<* gathered around, and, as 
usual, all were quiet, for a t those hotols you 
u'Willj find a cosmopolitan crowd. With the 
exception of. a few couples who convened 
among themselvw in a low tone, there was 
not a word-exchanged. I noticed, however, au 
old couple s i t t ing directly opposite me who 
spoke English. I asked them whoro'they came 
from, " C i n c i n n a t i , " was the reply. " W e 
came from St , L o u i s , " said a group of three 
sitting near them. Presently we found that 
everyone gathered around the table came from 
the United Sta tes , and before we were through 
everyone at the table was engaged in a lively 
conversation. 
At 10 o'clock that morning I boarded a train 
for London. I never felt BO happy an when I 
'•Mstxl the Brit ish Channel. For the first time 
in my life I was among the few who were nol 
seasick. I w u until then of the opinion that 
1 was the worst " s a i l o r " in existence. This 
timo I was pleasantly surprised. 
On my arrival in London my first visit was 
lo the West End Branch of the Amalgamated 
Society of Tailors, where I met Brother Wag-
ner, the British delegate to the Vienna Cong-
ress. The boys tried their best to soak me 
^i th British drinks, but I succeeded in getting 
away quite sober. I n the eorapany of Brother 
Wagner and a few old timers, I left for 
Whitechapel, the Jewish ghetto, where wo 
visited the Executive Board of the Jewish 
ttranch of the Amalgamated Society Of Tailors. 
Although I did not meet any of the old timers 
there, still m y name seemed to be familiar to 
ihose present, and they all expressed the pleas 
urn in having too oportuuity of meeting ine. 
They arranged a mass meeting for the 10th of 
August, which I was to address, at the Pavilion 
Theatre. The tai lors ' organisation, especially 
the Jewish tailors in London, a re divided into 
two hostile camps, the Amalgamated and the 
ImieppBilent. 
TUB AMALGAMATED HOCUJTY O r TAILOR*. 
The A. S. of T. is one of the oldest trade 
unions in England. I t s composition and char-
acter is anslagous to the Journeymen Tai lors ' 
Union of this country. For reasons not easy 
to explain, the traditional English tailor is 
generally an Irishman. The Amalgamated So-
ciety of Tailors was organized and is officered 
by Irishmen. The Irish tailor is the most con-
servative and immovable creature on the face 
of the earth. The Egyptian pyramids are not 
iu i t . I am told that in the City of Cork, the 
most Irish of all Irish cities, there are quite a 
number of tailors.' shops where every particle 
of the garment iB religiously made by hand, 
and the sewing machine has no more chance to 
get id there than the Biblical Camel can get 
through the eye of a needle. When the sewing 
maehino made i ts appearance, the British tail-
ors would not look a t it. I t is hard to say 
how many centuries or ages it would have taken 
to introduce the machine into the tailoring 
trade if i t were not for the immigrant Jews, 
who not only began to use the machine for the 
ready ifiade garments, but went so far as to 
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fJnrwent. ' ' One r an imagine the cry of horror 
raifed njsaimrt the Jews by the native British 
tailor who saw hiimelf swplant rd by the keen-
witted immigrant who, with the extensive nee 
of 4he eewing ma-chine, turned out a much 
eheape- AIM! better garment aad earned more 
money than the Britisher who pmde the name 
ihinji by hand . " rrnes-legjfed ou the board." ' 
Th* ^ W I B M to It IFM nothing but human. 
Only at our last Convention in : Toronto oor 
delegates, most of them Socialist*,' Anarchist*. 
Industrialist* and all sort* of 'progressives, 
passed a resolution a g a i n * what i* known as 
the " ta roed-ont or uwerjine-msd& garment - " 
When one knows that the whole campaign 
ugoinst l-ocal IT was due to the fac t that 
they haw used the sewing machine ofl many 
opMatloni- which have hitherto been the priv 
i l e g * ^ ' the member* of Local No, 9—1 say. 
taking all ih>* into consideration, one can 
imagine ttir ttj Rfifctv by the British tailor am! 
by the officers of the Amalgamated Society of 
I W D M IKwtRM Hki iMiBitJialU . ' •«i"!i f.iiV-. 
There eetf intercut was rombtRed with racial 
and the religious prejudice against the alien 
invader in an old ami thickly ]>opiilatcil ennntry. 
I t was the leading spirits <« * n c Amalga-
mated Society of Tailors who were the first 
to raise the cry that the immigrant .lew is a 
"b l ight ing blister on th«> British workman; 
that his low irtandard of Hving. intelKgenre 
nod moral* i* a drag on the British workman** 
progress,'-' I t i- unite natural thai under soeh 
rirnimslatieo* (here should be no lovp lost be* 
tween the Amalgamated Society of Tailors and 
the immigrant Jewish tailors. When the im-
migrant toilers began t o organize i» England, 
some thirty years ago. none of us thought of 
going near the A. & of T., nor did! the A. S. 
of T. try is- any way to send organijwrs to 
approach the immigrant tailor* and t ry to get 
them into their organization. It 1? true that 
atr . ' .T. N . Flyan, the Secretary of the A. S. 
of T., a broad-minded, progressive gentlemao. 
saw that the immigrant Jews were becoming 
an important factor in the tailoring industry i» 
Kngtand, that no amount of legislation would 
be able to drive- them ont of the tailoring trade, 
but that the reverse, was going to bo the CAM*: 
that the progressive
 Rnd enterprising method* 
of the Jewish immigrant would »oon drive the 
British tailors out of the industry, and he bqgan 
to nrge upon the Executive Board of bis Society 
to flproach the .lew. and t r y to organize thorn, 
he narrow-minded an«3 roit-ervative mew 
hers of hia Kxeentive Board gave him a-, 
hearing. 
In J897-98, when the anti alien agitation ww 
a t Its highest point, 1 wrote two articles ID 
the ' * Contemporary Review. ' ' one of the lea J ' 
ing monthly reviews in England, on the subject 
of Jew'** Immigration, which Boon became tW 
clawic. w to say. on this question, I there 
exploded the theory that the Immigrant i* is 
any way inferior to the British workman. toil 
that liecauae of hut willingness to work for 
lower wages he is dragging down the standard 
of living of Uio native laborer. I conclusively 
pro red that the earnings of the immigrate* arc 
considerably higher than those of the satire 
British tailors, and, above all, that the garment 
which he produces is much superior, from aa 
artistic point of view, to the heavy, clnmsr 
garment the native workers prodace. Tho«e 
articled created a sensation, because I then 
succeeded In exploding the opinion among tbc 
British Public as to the statu* of the immi 
grant in England. The despised Jewish tailor, 
through the pages of one of tho leading re-
views in the country, turned the guns against 
the oponents of his race and proved that the 
anti-alien Agitators did not know what the* 
were agi tat ing a g a i n s t Mr. Arnold White, 
the leader of the antinliert forces, fell oi» tie 
defensive. The Amalgamated Society of Tail 
ore growled and cursed, hut had nothing to 
reply. 
In 1896, at the International Socialist anil 
Trade Talon C-onpTew, on the day of its ad-
journment, there was a separate meeting held 
of. the delegates coming from the tai lors ' or 
ganizattonn of the various countries represented. 
I had for the Brrt time the opportunity to 
meet the representatives of tho Ainalgam-'ileil 
Society of Tailors, ioclnding Brother Flyns, 
the General Secretary o f t ha t Society. I t wo* 
there that Brother Flynn broached the idea of 
having tho Jewish immigrant tailors join his 
organization. But I noticed right awny thai 
it did not meet with the approval of hi* w-
de le jna* of the Amalgamated. They still coo-
tinned" saying that our machino-mado garments 
were ruining the industry. 
Since then, however, the solid and ImmovabSp 
Amalgamated 8ociety of Tailors changed it» 
policies and began to approach the Je>ri*h 
tailors srith a view of getting thera into their 
organisation. They first succeeded iD that di 
rection in 1-ondon. 
The London Jewish tailors, for the last thirty 
irsr*. have not succeeded in eataouaWDg any 
iKifls *>rniao<mt or solid. Home eight years 
•gu tie Jewish branch of that Society in 
WhitffsawtmBOihgrto o small and insignificant 
o r ^ c i j a t i o n , ' D ^ H B | . . g r o w and expand. Ai! 
of a sodden i t begaiTto enrol! members by the 
taoasuda. The Cloakmnkers followed sui t and 
became a brauch of the A. S. of T. The tlen-
,.ral Eiecutive Board of the Society responded 
groerously and spent a goqij deal of i ts treasury 
to bo!]) the Jews organize 'and fight its bat t les . 
This, liowover, did not las! long, and the old 
hortilitr and mistrust of the Amalgamated So 
'ietT of Tailors; the desire of thu Jews for 
separatism and independence and local auton-
omy, which ia so noticeable in this country; 
ifct idea of J>eing officered a n d . geueraled by 
ibe "gen t i l es , " which i* BO repugnant to the 
pride and -elf-confidence of the Jewish- Tailors 
is tan-loo, asserted themselves, and thoy left 
the Amalgamated Society of Tailors aud be-
came " I n d e p e n d e n t , " When 1 value there last 
tummefl found them divided into two hostile 
caiops, spending most of their energy in "show-
ing up ' each other. I found my own orgaui-
tilion. the London Mantle Makers ' Union, split 
up into two factions, one of them a brauch of 
lite Amalgamated Society, consisting of about 
'-ftii' : L":'' i '" 'm ' l ,*T;s ' •'""' t1 '1 ' " t , ! ' - ' r i"1 ' u f c 
peaJenl Union having a membership of about 
5,000, under the leadership of au able anarchist ' 
orator, Mr. Kaplan. The few old timers still 
left in the Mantle Makers ' Union are equally 
- ; -<! between the Amalgamated and the In-
iopmd*nt, and I really did not know lo which 
party 1 belonged. Since, however,' i t became 
kaown that I was going to lecture under the 
auspice* of the Amalgamated Society of Tail-
urw the Independent* were greatly displeaw.il, 
aim !bey had the more reason for it, since the 
Amalgamated used my name as a means of 
^mbatlng and fighting the other faction. I 
woa found myBelf in a very unpleasant posi-
tion, bit, of course. I had to accept it. 
Oa Thursday, August 1st, I visited iny old 
friead, Joseph Finn, who occasionally con-
tributes articles .to this journal . Mr. Finn was 
lac mai who organised the first local of the 
l-nited Garment Workers of America In Boston, 
t o a l No. J. Some twenty-five years ago he left 
'Ms country and settled in England. He has 
"een in business now for some years, but 
•» still takes an active interest in the labor 
movement H e is a man of original mind and 
Miwtruetjve ideas and ho has evolved a new 
Socialist theory. Having lost faith in the pos-
sibility of the working olawcw being able to 
expropriate the capitalists by means of physical 
force, or outvoting the possessing classe* 
through political action, he propounds a system 
of Trust Socialism. Hia idea is. tha t the con-
centration of capital willvtevelop so far that 
most o M h e industries will lie trustified; tlieii 
it will pay the s ta te to buy the »tocks and 
bonds of the capitalists and become the owner 
of the trusts. Since i t is the tendency of mod-
ern . iviizatinn that the r a t e of interest should 
be reduced, so gradually the capitalists will 
consiimr the revenue they will got out of those 
l>onds and eventually die out . He lias written 
several articles on tha t subject, but so far he 
is like a preacher without a congregation. His 
audience is a very small one. He explains this 
by the fact tha t he .is about a hundred years 
too soon, but tha t eventually these ideas must 
spread and will sooner or later be realized. 
The next day I visited ai) old friend of mine, 
Mr. Orago, the editor of the " N e w A g e „ " n 
very aggressive revolutionary Socialist publica-
tion in England. I know Orago eomo twenty 
years ago in Leeds. We were then members of 
the Cemral Labor Club, At that time he was 
a school teacher, and a rather mild Independent 
l a b o r Tarty man. Since then his ideas nitvo 
changed radically to the extreme left and he 
has become a believer in what he calls "Gu i ld 
Social isai ." He succeeded in popularising his 
ideas amongst thft-extretne section of the so-
cialist* in England; 
On hiit fa ther ' s side Ornge is French and on 
his mot lc r ' s side he is Irish. He thus combines 
in himself the blood of two fighting races, and 
lie certainly is a fighter. Every week he pours 
out in, His paper, ia the most beautiful aud 
forcible Engliah, hia anathema against the 
Labor Party, which, he considers, has betrayed 
the interjmt of the working classes, especially 
against fa inaay Macdonald and Keir Harditf, 
who, ho claims, became the puppeta of the Lib-
oral Pa r ty in Parl iament. He has no use for 
Keir Hardie, who, he says, Macdonald uses as 
his tool, The Labor P a r t y and the Trade 
Unions iu England, Mr, Orage claims, have 
sold their bir thright for a mess of pottage. 
In the great strike, when tho miners had the 
capitalists by the throat, the1 Uuion had sold 
out for ft miserable minimum wage, which be 
considers to bo a farce and a fraud. I f the 
Trade Unions and the Labor P a r t y in England 
had been true to their mission, they could 
• " 




have bad the whole capitalist cfavw on their 
knees, and then could have dictated terms to 
them. Socialism. Oragw told me, is dead in 
that country. People won t touch i t 
"This explains," will Mr. Drag*, "why our 
paper, ia spite of its acknowledged merits, is 
read by a comparatively small number of poo-
pie. The people in this country bare no use 
for Socialism, because Socialism has become Ac 
moralise-! through the action of the Socialist 
politicians, the labor members in Parliament. 
It wfil take about twenty-five years before 
there will be a real Socialist teownent in Eng-
land." Having found the activity of the con-
servative unions on the political, as well as 
the economic, field futile, and having come to 
the conclusion that Syndicalism is impossible, 
Crags has evolved the idea of "Guild Social 
ism," namely, that the Trade Unions, through 
economic industrial action, must, in the first 
instance, create a monopoly of their labor. 
This would give the Virion equal and direct 
power with the employers. Such a Union could 
aoceeesfufly offer its partnership to the state 
or the employers. Orag* con tinned: 
" I n either event, the wage system, as far as 
that union i» concerned, would be abolished. 
Instead of a wags* determined by subsistence, 
the members of the, Union would receive pay 
determined by the value of their industry. But 
if this is possible for one union, it is still more 
for a federation of unions. 
" I believe that the wis* course for the men's 
leaders to pursue would be to study and master 
•II the implications of the wage system, to 
rcahxe the possibilities of guild organisation, 
and frankly to base their program npOn wage 
abolition, labor mooopry, and the application 
of that monoply to joint control with the state, 
possibly joint control with the employe™ 
passing phase of the movement. I t is 
y interesting and encouraging to us to 
observe this growing reliance upon industrial 
action instead of parliamentarism. 
The only man in England of whom Orage 
thinks anything at all Is Mr. John Boras, 
U>e Cabinet Minister, the President of the Local 
Government Board (now president of the Board 
of Trade). " I n spite of the denunciation 
of to* BoclaHsts," Orafo continued, " i n call-
ing him traitor, Jobn Boras L* all right, and 
at the bottom of bm heart be is still trite to 
the cause of labor. Joan Burns told me that 
when he leaves the Cabinet, bis only ambition 
» to bacon* a labor leader. Bon* wfll be 
delighted to see-you. 1 would advise you to 
see him and tell him what you have accomp-
lished for the past years in America. Ton see, 
if you had waited for politics, you would ncter 
have secured the advantages you have gained* 
through your general strike. The most corrupt 
element in the labor movement is politics. 
Keep away from i t It is only through fight-
ing afld strikes that you can gats anything it 
all. Keep on fighting and tcavo politics alone," 
were his last words. 
In the afternoon I went to see John Barns 
The first time I had met John Burns was some 
twenty-five years ago, at a fire in Bermondser. 
A huge crowd gatliorcd to witness tbe fire, as*) 
Burns took advantage of this opportunity ami 
got on top oY a barrel, and fired away hi* 
Socialist ideas, IIow this man has changed! 
I found him truly a Cabinet Minister of the 
British Empire, as polite and as formal as a 
true British Aristocrat, He bowed politely and 
told me that he was "delighted to see mo." 
Years ago, before he became a Cabinet Mis 
inter, when I met him he would say, "QIad to 
fee you, John"^ now he was "delighted to see 
yon." Still he showed great eagerness agj 
listened attentively to what I had to say about 
the progress we havo been making in this (•din 
•try, and after I finished my story, he toM 
me that the tailors in England are hopelwflj 
divided nnd that nothing tan be done wits 
them. Instead of fighting for Improvi ... • 
taey keep on fighting amoog th^Mlve*. an-i 
be doe* not soo any hope for them. 
A strange feeling camo over me during tin* 
days i "pent in England. Most of the time 1 
thought I was In a trance. Everything seemed 
to be new ami yet old. I t appeared to me that 
all .«&,; my bid friends were wearing masks 
TheyfSfere the same, and yet not the saW. 
When sitting at the table and looking at their 
faces I was often tempted to pull oil their 
masks so that 1 could see them as I left them. 
Everything seemed like a dream, and in my 
dreams at night I would often ask myself 
whether it was tree that I lived in America, and 
Whether'!, had left my family and my homo is 
Jflew fork. This sense of unreality was height-
ened still more when I came to Leeds, where I 
lived from 1686 to 1898. There the city, u 
well a? tbe people, changed even more. M««t of 
the people whom I know appeared as though 
they were wearing gray wigs on their head* sari 
old masks on their faces, -
(The conemding article in nert issoe.} 
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Report on Wages and Hours in th$ Dress 
and Waist Indust 
CiKNKBiW, Ht'MMARV. 
Tie investigation covered by the present re-
»rt ma wade under the direction of the Wage 
Stair Boaf<l» in compliance with the provisions 
of Article VIII. of the Protocol of Pence en-
wtcii into on January 18, 1913, between tho 
lBt*raatioiial Ladies' Garment Workers' Union 
usd the Dre«* and Waist Manufacturers' 'Asso-
tatioD. Article • VIII . calls for " a complete 
ud exhaustive examination into the existing 
nies paid for labor, the earnings of tho oper-
ating and the classification of garments in the 
industry." 
The investigation was started at the end of 
Mirth and completed in August, but the 
rwentation of tho report and of the summary 
of the finding!' has been delayed until the 'pres-
ent timcTJwing to tho necessity of taking up 
the second investigation ordered by the Wage 
vile Hoard under tho provision of Articlo VII. 
if Ibe Protocol, "wi th a view to establishing 
ii nearly as' possible a scientific basis for the 
ding of pieco and -week work prices through-
oat tbe industry." 
At this new investigation could bo carried 
os only while tho factories were busy, requiring 
1 ik tiding of various operations hi th e roanu-
.". 
fvlnfp or dresses and waists, and as the Fall 
wason » very short, it was necessary to con-
nntntte all efforts on that work and to post-
j*ne the writing of the report as to the flrBt 
iarestigatlcm until after tho closing oi tho Poll 
WUOB. The results of the second investigation, 
baling with the standardization of piece rates, 
•ill ho teporteil separately. 
The investigation constituting the subject of 
iUi report covered 520 shops employing about 
31,500 people (not counting designers, foremen, 
fcrdadies, packers and office force), who con-
ttitokd nearly nine-tenths of all the workers 
known to bo employed in tho Dress and Waist 
Industry in Greater New York. Of the 520 
rtopa, 2S9 were Association shops and 231 non-
•MKiatlon shops^hawing individual agreements 
«i<h ibe Union identical with the Protocol in 
* f«r as wages and hours are concerned. 
Although the number of tbo non-association 
Union shops, was not much less than that of 
Association shops, they employed only 6,690 
people as agiilnst 24,795 in the Association 
shops. This js duo to the fact that most of 
the Association shops are large, while most of 
the non-associntion shops are small. With few 
exceptions, it uiay be said that ail the large 
and important shops of the industry are affili-
ated with the Association and Biibjoct to the 
conditions of work prescribed in the Protocol. 
The two groups combined gavo employment to 
about nine-tenths of all the workers employed 
in the Dross and Waist Industry of Greater 
New York, leaving only about one-tenth of the 
workers to tbe 200 odd non-association non-
union shops. 
The investigation disclosed that more than 
$9,300,000 wax paid out in wages in 1012 in 
shops employing 20,500 workers in the busiest 
week of that year. from this It is estimated 
that the total wages paid out by the DreM and 
Waist Industry of Greater New York io 1913 
exceeded $17,000,000 and represented an out-
put of dresses and waists of a wholosalo market 
value of close to $100,000,000. 
Of the 29,430 persons found working in the 
dress and wnii-t shops in 1913, whose sex and 
occupation wne ascertained, 24,728 wore 
women and &7J1 were men, making the pro-
portion of women to tnon nearly 0 to 1, or, 
putting i t in percentage form, S4 per cent, of 
all tho employees were women and 16 per cent 
were men. Taking, up the operators, we find 
that of 16,418, 13,993 were women and 2,425 
were men, making the proportion of men and 
women practically the same as abovo- Some of 
the occupationi' outside of operating aro almost 
entirely monopolized by women, wbilo others 
are filled exclusively by men. Among thoso in 
which women are exclusively or almost exclu-
sively employed are assortere, cleaners, em-
broiderers, examiners, finishors, drapers and 
joiners. Among tbe Ironera, i. o., those work-
ing with a. light iron, the number of women 
is about twice as large as that of men. Press-
ors, that is, thoso working with a heavy iron, 
exclusively men; so are the cutters. 
. 
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Tsatigntioo. The most salient, a? w*ll as the 
most important, fact alike to the employer* 
•kit the employees in the Dress and Waiirt In 
dostry Is the general increase In wags* in prac-
tienlly awry branch of the industry and every 
Mmpatlon in which it* worker* ar* engaged. 
The lonWM took place l e Ajwociatiou as well 
as i s i » s association Union shop*, l a m w 
fMi i the increase is more pronounced in As-
sociation tfiops, in others in the non-association 
shop*. A* » rale, the difference. 1B wages as 
thaw two classes of shops bass been 
nd to be determined not by the affiliation 
or non affiliation of the shops with tho Asso-
ciation, b«t by tho character of tho goods 
atanafactered. Shops making better grade 
garments require workers o f higher nkill, who 
naturally ooinmand higher rates of Wages than 
the less skilled workers employed in the shop* 
making cheap garment*. The group of shops 
making cheaper garments i s designated la thir 
report by the letter A, and those making the 
higher grade garments by the letter B. The 
general role found to prevail with regard to 
wages is that the Association and oonasaoeia-
tior« Union shops in the B groups pay higher 
wages than the Association and nonassodarJon 
A stops. Unless this fact is borne in mind. 
BB« 'an just ah easily prove that t*»e Associa-
tion shop* pay higher wages than the. non 
association by comparing Association B with 
non-association A shops, aa the contrary fart, 
namely, that the ooa-assodntion Union shop* 
pay bighfr wages than the Association shops 
by comparing tbs Union B with the Associn-
tian A shop* l a other words. Association B 
shop* pay higher wages than Association A or 
110a association A, non association B shops pay 
lly higher wages than Association A or 
tfoa A shops. When, however, we 
eosspare Association B with non-association B, 
or Association A with non-association A, there 
it rm geaeTtl role, sometimes on*, sometimes the 
other being higher, and the difference between 
the two Doing comparatively small. Thus tho 
wages of cleaners have been found to be higher 
ia the BOP association A than In the Association 
A shops, and in torn higher in Association A 
than la Association B shops. This was doe, 
as explained elsewhere in the report, t o tho 
fact that th* large shops employ a considerable 
t" 
aber of errand girls who carry work f X 
one part o ' the shop to another and ^i-eftf 
errands, and work on cleaning when they a n , 
nothing else U do. These girls are o i tan> 
paid lower wages than girls who do cleanio 
delusively, which Is the case with smaller 
shops, where there is no call for errand 
A s the non association shops are, mostly 
aad the Association shops are mostly lares, th« 
former make a better showing in the ease or 
cleaners than the latter. 
On the other hand, in the case of vesas 
operators worl ing by the piece, the esminp 
in the Association B shops were higher thai 
in the non association B shops, aad these u 
the Association A shop* were higher than tho* 
in the non association A shop* (see chart H, 
table 4 1 ) . Again, in the ease o f women op» 
ators working by the week (chart SB, table » 
the wages in the Associstion A sbo[>- »« , 
higher than in tho mm-association A shops, 
while in tho B shops tho situation was rem**), 
there being a higher percentage of women ears 
ing $14 a week and mors in the noD-asseciitM 
shops than In the Association shop*. 
In tho ease of finishers working by the week, 
the Association B shops had a higher iiroooe 
tion of girls getting from $9.00 a week dots 
and from #12.00 a week up than the non-ssa-
clatlon B »hops, and a smaller proportion or 
those getting from #9 to $12, while In tbs X 
shops the aonnasocistion group was above ttt 
Association in the proportion of girls reenirin 
the minimum rate o f 18 a week and up, eirefl 
those earning $16 a week or more, of whsa 
there were " few in the Association B *!.:>:•». 
Tbo earnings o f the finishers working by tbi 
piece showed np, on tho whole, higher In 1st 
Association A shops than la the noo-assoeUtioa 
A shops, and In tbs Associstion B shop* thu 
In the non-association B shops. These insunf* 
sufficient to indicate that neither the Am 
>n nor tha non-association shop* a* *** 
can be said to b e paring uniformly higher rib* 
than the other, the difference being princlpsllT 
as between shops making higher and low 
grade garments respectively, irrespective «*" 
their affiliation or non affiliation with tb» A> 
-ocisUon. 
XCACM OF STUCK tTOKKKRS FBOVIDBP 
FOK IN TUB PROTOCOL. 
As stated above, there has been a c*srnJ 
increase In wages in the industry aloce (tie P»* 
tocol went Into effect. This is aspeeialiy trss 
demonstration, in the 
all occupations for which a minimum 
provldod in the Protocol. Table 1 pre-
Mnts a summary of tho wages for ouch occu-
;ace chart 20 f"« graphic p n t M t M t a 
cf UK*C data). In e+»ryAeaee there has been 
1 decided reduction in toe percentage of per-
loai receiving less than the minimum Protocol 
nie. *ad In every instance there has been a 
wrr marked increase In the proportion of thoee 
rcioiviog the minimum Protocol rate and a 
liauhu, though smaller, increase in the propor-
boa of those receiving more than the minimum 
Protocol rate. Thus the proportion of CLEAN-
VRS receiving less than *6 a week has been 
••raced from 60.4 per cent of the total in 1912 
to WJ per cent, in 1813. The number of 
DRAPERS receiving leas than the Protocol rate 
of |14 H week has been reduced from 60.1 per 
t u t in 1912 to 36.0 per cent la 1913. 
natber of JOINERS receiving I 
minimum Protocol rate of $12 a week has boon 
reduced from 55.7 per cent in 1912 to 47 per 
i-aWS 1913. Too number of EXAMINERS 
rweiiiog Ice* than tho Protocol rate of $10 a 
•reck lms boon reduced from 42.3 per cent in 
1918 to £9.7 per cent in 1913. The number of 
FINISHERS receiving lees than the Protocol 
ntat ef $8 a week has gone down from 49.3 
per cent, in 1912 to 28.0 per eent in 1913. The 
Dumber of women IRONERS receiving leas 
tbn tho minimum Protocol rate of $12 a week 
hu goat down from 69.9 per cent in 1912 to 
5X1 per cent in 1913. The number of SAM-
PLE MAKERS receiving less than tho Protocol 
rate of $14 a week has been reduced from 43.1 
per cent in 1912 to 20.3 per cent in 1913. 
Tke number of CUTTERS receiving Ion than 
I") ft week baa b « n reduced from 81 per cent. 
1» 1912 to 57 per cent in 1913. These 07 per 
mat include, to a large extent, cutters of vari-
«-t degrees of apprenticeship, for whom tho 
fotoeol provides rates of $6, $18 and $18, nc-
•""ting U tlw length of service. The propor 
•*• of persons receiving these rates has In-
° » e d in each case. Thus the number of tho-o 
Piling $6
 ft week Increased from 2.7 par cent 
« »18 to 3.8 per cent in 1013. Those getting 
'** • week formed the same percentage both 
*»*», namely, 8.5 per cent, and those getting 
'15 a wMk increased from 8.8 per coot in 1912 
to 10o per eeal. in 1918. On the other h u d , 
j * number oflnooo receiving odd rates—that 
*«. rates h«!ow $25—other than tho three mon-
•assj 
tioned has been reduced from 61 per cent in 
1912 to 33.8 per cent, in 0913, 
Corresponding to this general reduction In 
the relative number of persons receiving less 
than the Protocol rale, there baa been an in-
crease in the percentage of those receiving the 
minimum Protocol rate and more than that 
rate. A good deal has been eaid in the trade 
about the tendency of tho minimum becoming 
the maximom. I t is , therefore, interesting to 
compare the proportion of those receiving the 
minimum rate with those receiving more than 
tho minimum in each occupation for which a 
minimum rate has been provided in the Pro-
tocol. Thus, in tho ease of OLEANEBS, the 
number of those receiving $6 a week constituted 
30 per cent of all the cleaners, while those re-
ceiving $7 and over was 32.7 per cent;, the 
number of those receiving more than the mini-
mum thus exceeding the number of workers re-
ceiving the minimum- It should bo noted that 
both in the ease of cleaners and the other work-
ers hero quoted, the tablo prepared gives tho 
number of those receiving $6 to $6.90. While 
tho great bulk of workers in that group were 
getting $6 a week, there were a number receiv-
ing $6.50 and a few receiving $6.76, which 
should havo been added to the group of those 
receiving more than the minimum. This would 
involve, however, so much additional clerical 
labor that i t could not be undertaken in the 
cloning days of tho completion of this report. 
This remark applies likewise to the percentages 
of the other occupations which follow: In the 
c u e of DRAPERS, the proportion of those re-
ceiving fropi $14 to loss than $16 was 51.5 per 
cent, wbilo those receiving $16 or more con-
stituted 12.6 per cent of the total. The pro-
portion or JOINERS receiving from the mini-
mum rule of $12 to less than 114 a week was 
44.0 per eent, and those receiving $14 and over 
numbered 8.4 per c en t In the case of EX-
AMINERS, the number of tboso receiving from 
$10 to loss than $12 a week was 37.7 per cent, 
and those receiving $12 a week or more was 
32.6 per cent If tho number of those who re-
ceived from $10.50 to $11.60 could be separ-
ated, It would in all probability show as largo 
a number of examiners receiving more than the 
minimum rate of $10 a week as of those 
received the exact minimum rate. In the 
of FINISHERS, the proportion of those rcct 
ing $8 to less than $9 a week was 85.3 per eent 
and of those receiving $9 or more the propor-






at those receiving more than t s * a t l a t a a u 
that of Oe workers receiving the onto** 
i r a t e . U t t a ( « • *f IBONEBS, tfcow i » 
from #12 to toss O a n #14 a w w k mm. 
bered Marly SO per cent, and those receiving 
$14 or more numbered a little over 19 pet cent 
I f the proportion of those receiving #12.50, #13 
end #15.50 were added to the group of ironor* 
receiving more Oan O e minimum r»te of #12 
a woe*, the number* t f those receiving the 
minimum end more than the minirnum would 
probably be •hoot ecssai The number of SAM-
P L E MAKERS reeeiTUg from th* minimum 
n e t ef #14 to toss thex #16 A week was 42.6 
per . e a t , and o f these r e c e i v i * #1* and **wr, 
there were 31.1 per cent. Here, too, the pro 
portion of thorn receiving the minimum and 
More than the minimum would probably be 
about equal if those receiving #14.30, #15 and 
Q could be added to the preper group. 
Bumming op the effect of providing mini-
ratei in the Protocol, it may be said that 
occupation! than provided for, Uw 
he* been e n iucrnwe'ln the number of tsaw 
receiving #14 a week and more from lfi.6 p* 
w e t of the total la 1912 to 2SA per fent i. 
I t l S ; among the men working by the week the 
number of those receiving #16 a week and zt 
increased from 26.8 par cent, in 1912 to 331 
per cent, in 1913, The same U true of all tat 
important branches of operating in wfckh tat 
work in done by the week. Thus, ammg ta-
l l EM8TITCTTERS, the percentage of ttosa 1* 
ceiving #12 a week and more increased f n s 
30.1 per c e n t in 1912 to 51.4 per cent in 19)1 
The number o f women LACE RUNNEBS « T I 
ing #9 a week or more increased from 53.8 p» 
can*, i . I t l t to T8.8 per « n t i . WIS. Tta. 
number of women TRIMMERS tatnirlng | U 
a week or more increased from 30.5 per teat 
in 1912 to 47.6 per c e n t in 1913. The cuober 
of women TDCKEB8 receiving #14 a *eek « 
more increased from 21.1 per cent, in 1912 to 
56.5 per cent in 1913, while that of men tsekVl 
e n receiving the same wage increased frenus] 
52.S per c e n t in 1912 to 75.6 per cent in 1911 
_ of t h « e receiving toe. than the
 W A O M Q | r m c K w o n K w f i 
mimum rrotocol role was reducevi rrun one-
fourth to one-half of what H had been before What baa been said about the week -orton 
the signing of the Protocol, bot that about ta » * * * » • * • * • * * On piece worker* Tton, 
ene-foorth o f the werkers Otis' provided for 1s • n w a B **- wt>men .rone™ working by the piece. 
O a a the minimum rate. t h o • , u m b " " i b o w « n i i n g #20 a n e e f w 
more during the busiest week of the year is-
* MOT * • • . creased from 1S;6 per c e n t in 1912 to JU 
- r n o T o c o a v per c e n t U i » l * . Wkito .enoag the
 W n uV.t 
The increase in wages was not confined to has been no such marked uniformity, some vs | i 
the occupations for which minimum rates have 
bean provided in Oe Protocol. Practically 
r i t f ? occupation s n o w the same tendency, 
though the increase, as a rule, is not as large 
and not always as uniform as in O a case o f 
the occupations with Protocol rates. Tons, 
among the AS80HTERB, the numbcr-of those 
toss than #9 a week declined from 
at- to 27.2 per cent , with a oorrea-
increase in the number of those reeeiv-
#8 a week or mors. In the ease of EM-
BROIDERERS, there has been a decline in O e 
®ifl 
. " • 
imbor of those receiving toss than #8 a week 
from nearly 25 per r e s t of the total in 1912 
toss O a n 13 per cent or about half the 
anmber in 191S. In the ease of PRESSEBS, 
there has been an Increase in the number of 
groups showing increases in numbers anl othen 
reductions, on the whole, however, tiers to* 
been an improvement, the number sf thne 
earning #16 and op having increased from £'•• 
per c e n t In 1912 t o 66,2 per cent in 1811 
Among the operators, tho number of womrs 
piece workers earning #14 a week or mere dur-
ing the busiest week of tho year ineresjed frsn 
33.7 par s e a t fc» M i l to BQJ par cant in WH 
Among the men, tho number of those earnini 
the same amounts increased from 69 scr ewt 
to 77.1 per c e n t The number o f SKIRT 
OPERATORS working by the piece, earn*' 
#18 a weak or more, increased from 53.3 pa 
c e n t in 1912 t o 68.9 per c e n t In 1913. Tk 
number of women TRIMMERS working by *> 
piece and corning • ! * a week or more iccr**** 
Ooa* jeceiviag #20 a *cek and over from 11-2 from 18.9 per c e n t in 1912 to 49.8 per cent n 
per cent of aO -the mes pressors and ironers in 1913. The number of men TUCKERS carsiBf 
1912 to 28.1 per cent in 1913. Taking the #14 a week or more in tho busiest week of thr 
OPERATORS A S A WHOLE, we find O a t year increased from 83.8 per c e n t to '•'•'> F* 
Oe women working by O e weak, Oera 
B 
SITKCT OF THK FKOTOCOL ON "OIK* OC 
1TOU. 
The figures given io table* 17, 18 sad 19 of 
thi? report show that the Protocol was no less 
effective in shortening the houn of work than 
it was in increasing the pay of the worker* in 
the Dress and Waist .Industry. The normal 
l^.rs of work, which varied from 52 to 04% 
hears per week in 1913 have been reduced to 
50 in 1913. Overtime has been limited to * 
noun per week and not more than 3 hour* in 
eae day. 
The report bear* ample testimony aa to the 
enforcement of theee provisions. Comparing 
the busiest week in 1912 with the busiest week 
in 1913, tt waa found that both in the Aasoeia-
tiea and non-association Union shops the num-
ber of persona working more than 50 boor* a 
week has been greatly reduced, while the num-
ber of those working 50 hours a week or less 
has iecrsansd. In the Association shops the 
number e^SfeMJROrklng 51 hours or moro has 
been redocra^H|ljfftS per cent-, or more than 
two-thirds of Blithe worker* in those shops in 
1912, to 33 per cent., or only one-third in 1913, 
while in the non-association Union shops the 
number has been reduced from 61 per cent, in 
1912 to 33 per cent inij913. The number of 
those working 50 hours a week bos correspond-
ingly increased in the Association shops from 
11 per cent, to 39 per cent, and in the hon-
sssociaOoa shops from 11 per cent, to 30 per 
out. The number of those working less than 
50 hours in the Association shops has likewise 
increased from 21 per cent in 1912 to 28 per 
cent in 1913, and from 28 per cent to 37 per 
cent in the non-association shop*. 
The same tendency is observed in the caso of 
tbo hours of tbo cutters, except that it shows 
a murh smaller percentage of persons working 
aw* than 50 hours, namely, only 13 per cent 
ia the Association and 15 per cent in the non-
association shops and a much higher percent-
age of those working 50 hours in the week, 
namely, 55 per cent In the Association shops 
sad 65 per'cent in the non-association shops. 
* ! * KKtirLAHlTY O F EMPLOYMENT. 
The Dress and Waist Industry is no except 
tion to the rest of the garment industries in 
being subject to extreme seasonal fluctuations. 
As shown in charts 2 and 3, there are about 
*ui months of activity, four in the spring and 
two in the Pall, half of them carried on under 




an equal period of subnormal activity, with 
almost complete stagnation for one month ia 
the year. 
The report shows that there are more ex-
treme fluctuations in the wages earned from 
month to month than in employment That is 
to say, 4here is a tendency to retain as many 
employees engaged during the busy season as 
possible and to keep all of them partly em-
ployed during the slow season. This is es-
pecially true of the piece workers, aa it Is to 
the iutcrcata of both tire uumu/actnror and 
his employees; the former because i t enables 
him to maintain his organization intact, ready 
to respond to tho demands of tho market at a 
moment's notice; the workers, because It 
enables them to earn what little money they 
can during the dull season instead of remain-
ing totally idle. In the case of week workors, 
this is less true, the manufacturers preferring 
to keep busy stfl, tho time whatever workers 
they can retain. / But here, too, there is a 
tendency to accede to tho desires of the Union 
and keep as many pcqple ou tho payroll by 
dividing the force intoMwo or more groups 
which report for duty at the factory by turns 
on alternate days or weeks, and at tho same 
time are kept folly employed while at tho 
factory. 
I t is significant to note that even during the 
busiest week of the year (which is tho period 
covered by this report) moro than one-fourth, 
namely, 28 per cent, of all the workers in tho 
Association shops and more than oue-third, or 
37 per cent, of the workers in tho non-associa-
tion shops were employed lees than 50 hours 
duiing that week-
Taking the wages paid out in the industry 
during tho busiest week of the year, and ex-
pressing this as 100, the investigation has 
shown that the average weekly wage earned by 
all the workers during 1912 was equal to 72.8 
per cent of that of tho busiest week of the 
year. That is to say, if a worker's wage dur-
ing the busiest week of the year ia equal to, 
say, *1G a week, his weekly averages through-
out tho year would amount to nearly oleron 
dollars (910.92). This average is not found 
to vary much in tbo four branches of the in-
dustry Into which, it has been divided, being 
69 per cent in the non-association A shops, 69.8 
per cent in the non-association B shops, 72 
iu Association A shops, and 73 per cent in 
Association B shops. 
h 
Takia* U * Association u d Veins shops to-
cether, w l i a ftK U senons worked 1 M 
than 10 hours during the busiest week of Ula 
year, S05 worked froto 10 to SO hoar*, 556 
worked trmm SO to 30, KM worked front 30 to 
40 hoars, aad S.M0 varkad from 40 to ten 
taax> 50 b o o n a week. As this happened, dur-
tag tbe bwnest week of the year, wbAi tot de-
mand for labor usually exceeds tbe supply, 
moat of tfcis idleness during part of the week. 
la probftbiy due to personal reasons, such an 
ilteem, tardinaai i s reporting for work and 
other eaoaaa which may make it impossible for 
a worker to be at tbe shop. However, even at 
periods of intense activity, It happens that 
workers are obliged to remain idle part of tbe 
tine, owing to tbe inabUity of tbe manufac-
turer or tbe foreman to keep tbe working or-
•ion in smooth running order in all its 
Th* failure of the cutties; department 
to cat a certain let of material on time or to 
cut op certain parts or trimmings may throw 
into temporary idleness one or more depart-
ments or some workers in one or mora depart-
The failure to provide ft proper pro-
portios of body leakers, sleeve setters, tuckers, 
etc, war hkewise caoae a congestion at one 
atage of the work and idleness at another. 
causes asay be at ft mini-
mam daring tbe height of the season, and b 
much mora frequent at other parts of the '..a:, 
when it is felt that it is not so important t* 
maintain a strict balance between the different 
departments, since there are more workers u 
the factory than can be kept busy all the time. 
While this is true, it seriously interferes with 
tbe efficiency of tbe shop, both among U* 
workers and those responsible for its main-
tenance, as has been shown i s a mpplcmcntan 
investigation undertaken for tbe purpose o*-
staudardislng piece rates for the different pro-
cesses in tbe manufacture of dresses and waists 
and which Is not covered by the present report. 
T H l rftOTOCOL ON eXB-CON. 
TfcACTINti. 
ho prohibition of subcontracting In tbe 
shops, called for in the Protocol, baa had s 
marked effect on that practice, causing a very 
decided falling off in the number of people 
working for sub-contractors, except that ap-
prentices are employed as assistants to skilled 
operators, only one apprentice being allowed 
to one operator, the practice having the suc-
tion of both the Union and the Association. 
(Concluded in nest issue.) 
the Referendum Vote for the Convention City. 
JJumber pf Votes 
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mate the amount of mis-
understanding caused by 
the name "Protocol" in our relations 
"i^L-thc Manufacturers' Associations, 
with which bodies we have collective, 
agreements. This is because the*" term 
Protocol suggests a new idea which these 
agreements do not imply. The other day 
the editor of an influential daily news-
paper told the writer of these lines that 
from the Tery beginning he has been 
opposed to the Protocol, and he is still 
against it. When asked'whot he would 
substitute in its place, he replied that 
than collective ' agreements, he was 
rather shaky about i t 
As long as there will be a strong union 
in any branch of our trade, there will 
naturally be a corresponding organiza-
tion among the employers, and then 
nothing else is thinkable, or possible, ex-
cept a coUeotiyc agreement between 
those two opposing forces. Collective 
agreements can only cease to exist in 
our trade when there will be no unions 
among the workers or no employers' 
Associations. As long as there will be a 
Union, it stands to reason that there 
will also^ne n Manufacturers' Associa-
if the Union were strong enough it tion—tlfen a collective agreement is the 
wo.uld be much better to have individual necessary and inevitable result. The 
agreements. When further questioned reason the Protocol continues to exist, 
whether he thought individual agree- in spite of all the objections against it 
iwnts more advantageous to the Union by the extremists, both in the camp 
• a i 
the Union and the Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation, « because there is nothing else 
to substitute for it- The reason why the 
Protocol stood the teat during the Hoor-
wich controversy is because both sides 
realized that even if they were to go to 
f
w*r, even if there should be a strike or 
a loefcoat, both parties will have to come 
together For, so long as the eloak-
tnakers will continue to make cloaks, and 
the employer* will continue to manufac-
ture these kind of garments, they will, 
after all, have to come together'and will 
have to arrive at some understanding. 
It is because both parties realised that; 
because they understood the futility of 
a fight, that the Protocol is still in ex-
We hive already pointed out once in 
these columns that the Protocol arrange-
ment does not essentially differ from 
scores of collective agreements which 
exist in this country between organised 
labor and organized capital, as well as 
in Europe- The only novel and new 
thing about it is that its duration is not 
limited; it does not provide for any 
specific date when it is to expire. It can 
•be abrogated at a moment'* notice from 
eitfie* side. In our judgment, this pe-
culiarity is a source of weakness rather 
than strength. It would be much better 
if our people would know that the con-
dilions stipulated iu these collective 
agreements are good for a specific time, 
say, for four years, as the case may be. 
We have such a provision in the White 
Goods Trade. There the agreement has 
been drawn up for two years and is 
therefore a great improvement over the 
•Protocols" in the Cloak, Waist and 
industries. 
i 
X t. w. w. 
V N H K l l . U t D LABOR 
Among the progres-
sive element in the 
made against the A. P. of L. for only 
looking after the interests of the skilled 
mechanics in this country and neglect 
ing the unskilled laborers. The I. W, W. 
is pointed out as tho only organization 
which is trying to organize this import-
ant element in the community. Il is 
further pointed out that the unskilled 
workers are much more in need of or-
ganization than the skilled workers, for 
the skilled mechanics arc naturally 
in a better position to command better 
conditions and better treatment. The 
American Federation of Labor has thus, 
It is said, entirely neglected the class of 
workers whieh stands most in need of 
organization. 
This contention sounds plausible, 
but a closer examination will reveal its 
fallacy. 
Every responsible labor leader ii 
aware that he must be very careful be-
fore tackling an unorganized mass, for 
to organize shops without careful dis-
crimination as to prospects and conse-
quences would cause disaster and would 
bring no benefit to the workpeople, and 
would, in most cases, make their posi-
tion worse instead of better. In organiz-
ing unskilled laborers, the chances are 
one hundred to one that as soon aa you 
begin organizing, a strike or a lockout 
will immediately follow. Then two 
things are essential: In the first place, 
finances are needed to make the strike 
successful. There also must be compe-
tent" persons to take charge of£4he or-
ganization after the strike is over. Union 
leaders who will indiscriminately go to 
work and begin organizing shops or fac-
tories without heing provided with those 
two essential conditions are practically 
committing a erime. To call out a strike 
without the necessary finances and, what 
is even more essential than money iu a 
ike, is to provide for the possibility 
[ . • : : . ' • 
of a permanent organization in the trade 
or locality after the settlement of the 
strike. »o to enable the workers to 
retain the fruit of their victory—to call 
to without making this pro-
worse than useless. 
What, after all, does the winning of 
a strike 3 | | j £ | , l t cannot mean any-
thing else thanOTRtsiny a promise from 
tht employers that tke firm wilt grant 
the conditions demanded by the workers. 
It can mean nothing more than Obtain-
ing a Promise, either Verbal or on paper, 
that the firm will( live up to certain 
stipulations. But if a leader of din or-
ganization culls a strike and secures 
from the employers a promise of im-
provement, then immediately leaves the 
workers to their fate and proceeds to 
carry on agitation in some other place 
or industry, as the I. W. W. leaders have 
beeu doing, then you can be sure as the 
tun will rise to-morrow that the employ-
ers are not going to live up to their 
promise, and before you turn around the 
victory" U lost 
A promise which is wrung from the 
manufacturer because of the financial 
Kt3!ffl to which the strike has put his 
firm, such a promise will not be fulfilled;1 
such a firm will not pay the bill if it can 
avoid i t That is exactly what the 
I. W. W. leaders are doing all along. 
As soon as the strike is over they go 
away and leave the workers at the mercy 
of the employers; It is like winning a 
litigation, obtaining judgment for the 
paymeat of a bill without making an 
effort to collect it. 
Whatever logic or reason there may 
be in the I. W. W. theories or ideals, 
the leaders of this movement have pur-
sued a form of activity which is nothing 
more than a fraud upon the public and 
a crime against the strikers who bap 
to follow their lead. 
th.t 
• ; • ; 
• 1 
• 
Even in Lawrence, where they ' ' 
the strike, they immediately left 
city and went to Paterson, with the 
result that the I. W. W. adherents in 
that city were left without leaders, with-
out people trained to hold au organiza-
tion tbgethei^K without peoplo who 
should be constantly on the spot to 
negotiate with the manufacturers and 
keep on collecting the,bill from them. 
Such strikes, even if they are won, are 
really lost; for when you win a promise 
and you are not on the spot to seo that 
this promise is lived up to by the em-
ployers, such a victory is a farce. So 
that the claim of the I. W. W. that they 
are organizing _ and helping unskilled 
workers does not hold good. Such tac-
tics lead nowhere. They are destructive 
from beginning to end. There is noth-
ing constructive behind it, and their 
activity causes only suffering and misery 
to the people engaged in such conflicts. 
The only people who do profit by it are 
a few leaders who gain newspaper noto-
riety and also a handsome rake-off from 
the public subscriptions for the strikers. 
William Haywood knows what ho is talk-
ing about when he boasts that "We live 
on strikes." 
We have tens of thousands of 
skilled women^engaged in the Ladies' 
Garment Industry who are still unor-
ganized. And we confess that wo are 
rather slow "in going about organizing 
them. 
For until we are in a position to 
finance a, strike and make provision to 
furnisli^fhc strikers with people of abil-
ity tojhaudie the situation after the 





I t is contended that 
W. W., while it 
no constructive 
not in a position to 
t organization 
among the worker*, still it is doing use-
ful work in the way of calling strikes, 
eren if unsuccessful, for the ihreal of 
strike acts a* a cheek on the manu-
turera, preventing them from esplott-
the worker*. Thw theory of "In-
dustrial Terrorism" may contain some 
truth. Here and there, in isolated in-
atancea, a strike, even if unsuccessful. 
may prove beneficial, but experience has 
proven that when this kind of strike is 
ienatieaUy conducted on a large scale 
givet.no result. On the contrary, It 
a demoralizing effect on the work-
There are few, if any, indus-
which have been subjected for a 
considerable time to spasmodic stakes 
so much as the Cloak Industry. Tnere 
ar t few firms which bad no trouble with 
their workpeople at some time or an-
prior to the General Strike of 
10, and yet the hours of labor were 
united, tbc wagea low, and the evils 
at varied and as many as in any 
sweated industry. Each one of those 
spasmodic strikes created a number of 
scabs recruited from the worst element 
among the workers and disheartened the 
better element, with the result that the 
great mass of the worker* became de-
moralised and lost faith in the move-
ment—in the struggle for better con-
ditions. It is only since the General 
referred to, which ended in a 
permanent organization and the cessa-
tion of strikes, that the workers began 
to feel the benefit of organization and 
were imbued with the hope for still far-
ther improvements in the future. . 
fiasco of their much boosted "victory1 
at Lawrence, the miserable end of the 
strike at Paterson, has left the Indus-
trialist leaders without a field of activity, 
with the result that being unable to 
either organise the alrilled or unskilled, 
they turned their attention to organiz-
ing the UNEMPLOYED. Unlets they 
succeed in turning unemployment into a 
permanent occupation and gather 
around them a class of "workers" who 
have made it their business to be UN-
EMPLOYED, it is hard to sec how those 
people can be organized. We can un-
derstand organizing almost any trade or 
calling, but it is wonderful how leaders 
can organize people who have no trade 
or calling at all. No wonder the 
I, W. W. have been known in some quar-
ters as the "Wonder Workers of the 
World." Now that there are no more 
t W. W. strikes, and William Haywood 
cannot boast any more that he "lives on 




I t appears that within, 
the last few months the 
I. W W . leader* had no 
opportunity eren to demonstrate their 




On another page of 
this journal the read-
ers will see the exact 
number of votes cast by the local 
unions for the respective citiefi, pro 
posed for the next convention. Prom 
this they will see that only a little over 
4,000 took the trouble to record their 
votes; that is, in an organization of over 
a hundred thousand, only four in each 
hundre^took the trouble to participate 
in the voting. The readers will farther 
see that leas than half of the local unions 
look the trouble to pat this matter to 
their members, and in New York City. 
which comprises about 75 per cent of 
the membership, only 1,300 took the 
trouble to vote. Oat of eighteen locals 
in Greater New York only nine local* 
sent in their votes. Such locals as NV 
9 ami No. 35 did not think it necessary 
to lwthcr jrigut it at all. , A careful 
perusal of tNMBKga will show that the 
larger the loe!9>tne smaller was the 
number of members who participated in 
the voting. Local No. 10, with a mem-
bership of over 8,000, recorded only 50 
votes. Local No. 23,w*h a membership 
of 12,000, recorded only 37 votes. On 
the other hand, some of the smaller lo-
cals sent in a larger vote than their 
membership. Local No. 44 gave us a 
vote of £69, while the membership of 
that local fo> the past six months shows 
710. The same holds good with^Local 
No. 26 of Cleveland. The membership 
of that local is about 110, and it recorded 
126 votes. We certainly would have 
thrown both Ibese ballots out if the vote 
of those locals would have affected the 
result, but we let it go, for the majority 
would still be for Cleveland. 
Some International Unions have a ays-
tfoi wVipervising the referendum vote 
of the locals, I hardly believe it would 
be worth while for us to adopt this sys-
tem, since there is so little interest shown 
by the members in casting their ballots, 
and on the other hand the system of su-
pervising is connected with such a large 
expenditure that the "game is hardly 
worth the candle." I t may.be advisable 
to change the system and let the conven-
tion decide the next Convention City. 
and indifference of the local officers 
the strict observance of the laws govern-
ing the election of delegates, we have at 
every convention a number of delegates 
whose seata are contaflgl, and a great 
deal of .the time of the convention is 
occupied with unnecessary discussion as 
to their eligibility. In such a largo or-
ganization as ours there is no reason 
why the locals should elect persons who 
for one reason or another are not en-
titled to a seat at the convention. Our 
convention, like every other convention, 
is a very expensive affair. The cost to 
the locals, as well as to the International, 
amounts to thousands of dollars. There 
is no reason why part of this expensive 
time should be spent in wrangling over 
the eligibility of particular candidates 
and their right to a seat at the conven-
tion. The Convention Call will be ac-
companied by a set of laws govorning 
the election of delegates to the conven-
tion, and besides this every member has 
a copy of the constitution in which this 
information may bo had. 
By saving unnecessary debates, more 
time will be left for the discussion of 
vital matters concerning the welfare of 





By the time this jour-
nal will be in the 
hands of our members 
the call to our 12th 
convention will be issued and the cam-
paign for the election of delegates will 
ke on. At almost every convention a 
fcreat part
 0 f ^ e time is devoted to dis-
cussion as to the right of candidates to 
a seat at the convention. Mainly through 
inexperience, and above all negligence 
Idea* to bo of any practical DM have not 
only to be enunciated, they OUTO to be lWed. 
Trado Unlqiffsin is a practice. I t has no rela-
tion to tlxtorirs or speculations. It has to bo 
lived. Tlitjw aspects of Trade Unionism which 
enn bo put into inteliectuallsed form seem to 
fall by that very fact to touch the needs or 
improve the lot of the workers.—(Exchange.) 
What in all our wealth and learning and tho 
finest flower of 'civiliintlon and our constitti-
Hon—what are these and our political theories 
but dost and ashes, if tho men nod women on 
whose labor the whole social fabric Is main-
tained are doomed to lire and die In darknt 
and misery in tho areas of oar great cities f 
c m . BY PATTUW M. S t a t u . 
" i i - i n r I T la Too LATK. 
By the time you will read this issue of the 
Ludift* G*r***t Wortxr, Spring will bo here. 
April and H*y we still the busy months of 
the n a n n . »nd the on)y lime to organise is 
when it » busy »» the trade; when the girl's 
mint) is free from worry—she at least earn* 
enough to li*e on. Ton can talk to her then, 
end she will listen to you. Ton ought (Sot, 
therefore, to lo-e the opportunity. YOB ean 
always approach her on too subject of orgaut-
union when it is buoy. 
I f you 0*1 w t to do any work among your 
•hop-mates, do it now—before the season &> 
V*r. Don't wait for too summer month*. 
Sonuser is »ot the time to do organitation 
work. In the first place. It is usually not busy 
In onr trade. . In the second place, girls arc 
not inclined to do any thinking while snmmer 
is in the sir. And to join a anion really 
to do some thinking. Consequently mc-
in this kind of work during the summer 
is pot to be expected. If you are 
wslKag to d<» work, DO IT NOW. Don't post 
pone it for later. 
Toes there is this to contend with: that most 
* of the active wnrfcen a n away on their vaca-
tion, to which they are entitled, of course, but 
at the same time it leaves the organisation 
without those who are willing aad ready to 
on the good work. 
Don't wait for the Fall, Begin now. Get 
together yoor committee; if yoor local has no 
committee, see to it that they elect or appoint 
one- Start oat with a determination to ep 
h all the /oKhrganited girls and orgs 
to join yonY oTflbihajion. 
Ccntinoe the work which ypur local has he 
sad y«v amy be certain that the next 
tZoa will blese yoo for 
l a connection with the above, let me "ay 
that the Women's Trade Salon League ban 
started a cUss to train trade union agitators. 
From yoor own experience you know that ' ' lack 
of expression" on yoor part is a great obstacle 
in your way of convincing the girls to join yoa 
in your fight for better conditions. Now, here 
you bare a chance to practice. The class will 
meet in conjunction with the organisation com 
mittee of the league every first and third Tues-
day of each month. The lessons are to be 
divided into three parts. The first subject for 
discussion will be "why do we need Organisa-
t i o n ! " The second subject will be "What 
has Organisation Done for the Workerst" and 
similar other subjects to follow. Those of you 
who wish to take part in this class should come 
to the leaguo and get all information. 
Wo need speakers., We need girls who should 
bo able to give expression to what they feel 
and think. And, above all, we need our owu 
members to know how to explain the A. B. C. 
of Trade Unionism. Why should not the locati 
of the Internationa] have a'band of girl sgi< 
tatera! Wo need them. We will need them 
more so in tho future And the time to train 
for i f la aow. 
rn iLD CLOAKS AND HrcFESt M.\KH;> 
I WON, LOCAL Ne. 17. 
Of all the women who participate in th* 
above trade, only a small percentage Is not M 
yet orgaalxod. We can aafely say that more 
than mn«!|y per cent is In the Union. That 
is hopeful and encouraging. The reason for 
not baring been very sQccesaful in organising 
the rest of tho women workers is, according to 
Brother Leader, because of some factories 
being controlled by women only. By this we 
do not mean that the factories are owned by 
women, but that the employers employ wotcn 
only. Women, of whom tome are American* 
and iremo are Italians. Needless to say that 
theee two elements have been the hardest to 
approach on the need for organisation. 
" * ! 
• 




]'•:! there is hope. The Union will, in (be 
fatore, see to U k g u t the rest of the unorgan-
--r& women axtffi|fefeJoln tho rank", A moot-
ag of all the woulsipjMbberB is be ing planned, 
••boo the subject o f T o w to ge t tbo oon-
.-->->l.s to join the organisation will be di-
ns**]. Prominent speaker* will address tho 
Seme of the women workeji who do belong 
to the above local arc active and alive. Some 
0/ them are chairladies in various shop*, thus 
helping in tho work of tho local. Others **rc 
&et only active in their own union, but also in 
other labor organisations, such as the l e ague , 
f« instance. Of course, those a rc the excep-
tions. Tho facUstlll remains that tho majority 
•f the women member* a re inactive. I t has 
tit: been thus. But there is no reason''why 
this state of things should continue. All our 
locals ought to get together and find some wars 
sad means by which they could ge t all their 
•omen members to participate in tho work of 
the organization. We can ' t hope for a power-
ful, democratic organisation unless we mnko 
ewy member understand that the Union is 
theirs, and that it does not belong to a few. 
• t • 
» 1 1 - 1 * 4 * 0 DKKHHWAKEK8' C M O S , LOCAL 
According to Brother Polakoff, Local No- £5 
it going to appoint several more organisers. 
He expects to get tho help and co-operation 
of the Women's Trade Union League. Shop 
Heelings will be called overy night from now 
oa until the season is over. The season has 
j o t begno, and this is, of course, the time to 
4s the necessary work. 
re still several shops which are not 
organic . Thoro aro also some Association 
•hops which, are badly organised. Then there 
» the problem of the American girls. Tho 
bulk of tbem aro still outside the Union, And, 
needless to say, that they a re an obstacle in 
the way of perfecting ^ h o Organisation. • 
We do hope that tho new organisers will have 
women among them. Borne of the organisers 
who have been in this local ¥oj years are jus t 
now beginning to understand the importance of 
having women orgaolzers for a women's or-
ganization. Of course, the question is under 
advisement, Thoro a re those who think that 
because it is- a women's organization, men 
should be at tho head of i t . From past ex-
perience, however, wo know that it is not quite 
so. Girls a re apt to have more confidence in 
n woman than they will in a man. They will 
feel mora at homo with a woman than with a 
man. They will have more courage to speak 
up when necessary. And tho woman organiser 
will not appear to her as a master, a dictator, 
but as a friend, a eo-worker. 
And we beliorc that there are some women 
in our movement who can bo utilized for this 
work, were they given a chance. However, 
more can be imid about th is vital question, but 
we Bhall deal with it soma other time. To us 
tbo great pnzzlo is that there should bo un-
organized girls in this t rade , considering the 
efforts of the Union and I ts success) in improv-
ing conditions. 'For it Is for the good of the 
girls that we go' to such nn expense of energy 
and time, Tbo labor movement ha* done an 
enormous piece of wofk t o eliminato tho terri-
ble conditions which existed in tho factories 
and shops years ago. I n our t rade we know 
how much better tho conditions are now. But 
wo want to make them still better. Nothing 
is too good for those who work—for tho*- oho 
give their l ife 's blood t o the work they are 
doing. Therefore, we hope t ha t the girls will 
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Children's Dressmakers Union, Local 50 
Preparations for a general strike on the 
of the Children's Dressmakers' Union, Local 
No. 50, was avoided by the timely inter-
ference of Dr. Abelson, former chief clerk of 
Ibe Jfannfacturera' Protective Association. 
The eause of the throat of a s t r ike was based 
«* the claim of tho Union t h a t . t h e raanufoc-
twsrs were not living a p to thair Protocol 
*. 
>te was taken by tho Union, resulting in 
2,471 in favor of abrogating the Protocol and 
call a general strike, as against 466 who voted 
The strike was avoided by the aceeptsneo by 
both parties to the controversy of the following 
arrangement suggested b y Dr. Abelson: 
• • w w w to tin 
Iks I M H -
t.»4lc*' 0»TMI»< W»rtm' Owtoa. 
UM- ( M U m ' i »M«to*k«r*' rata* aa4 . a . 
(alUrra't !»*»•» J* •*•**** ar»v»' AaaacfetWa. 
1. Both rddss are willing to maintain and 
perfect the existing Protocol of Peace which 
signed March S, 1913; both aids* ple-lge 
T y j faith and agree to the limit of 
their respective abilities to carry out this 
f l W u n l for the welfare of the Industry 
a*d all engaged in ft. 
t 1B order to carry out the foregoing 
proposition, both sides are ready to go ioto 
eotifereaee at the earliest possible moment 
with Dr. Abeison, as an expert oa Industrial 
Relations, .who t* hereby engage<l by both 
sides to discus* afl differences existing at 
the p i m a t lime between the Union and the 
Association, and to devise solutions for them. 
3. The aotatiaw ta be found shall be 
eitber by an •xphange of views of both aidca 
in confereccs wherever possible, or by aa 
taveetignUon of a particular situation where 
difference of opinion a* to facts eaist, or 
an exchange of views between the expert 
respective side* not in conference, 
side* agree to embody tbf notu-
found as amendments to the Protocol. 
5. If in formulating these sroeadments or 
rule* and reffuiationa as may be required 
make the machinery of tail Protocol work 
a a degree of satisfaction to both aidea 
a difference of opinion should develop, Dr. 
is hereby authorized to cast the de-
Tote with the following proviso: 
" A . If the nutter is one of immediate 
ance, his decision Khali be binding 
ret creed by the Board of Arbitration, 
which ProfejW-^H^schwaT is the chair 
" B . If W decision Is not of pressing 
ft, such decision sakll be reported to 
Arbitrators for their [approval, revision 
or mod location." 
This understanding applies fc the Aasocia-
tioa only. In the noo association shops it has 
bwo found necessary to call stkkes, to which 
several thousand workers responded. Manager 
Klstein has this to say on the situation: 
The threatened general strike in the Chil-
dren's Dress Trade has been/avoided through 
the strong agitation of tboUInwn. Circum-
stances led the nuuufactnrers^^sVasoeiation, 
with whom the Union bad great troubles dur-
ing the past year, to make there live np to the 
agreement, at the but moment to signify their 
intention to adjust matters with the rnfea 
through a new plan of arbitration. 
In consequence of that, the local Execurit* 
Board decided that It would be a, better policy 
to enter into a form o f agreement with ths 
Manufacturers' Association by which all mat-
ter* in dispute shall be adjusted in conferences 
with an impartial chairman, appointed by a 
regular constituted Board of Arbitration, anl 
so avoid a general strike at a time when maar 
considered it inopportune, because of a back 
ward season. 
The Board of Arbitration aa now constituted 
will work an new lines. Instead of the Usiea 
and Association submitting to the Board mat-
ters in dispute between tfao two contending 
parties, a representative of the Board ap-
pointed at the conferences of the Union and 
the manufacturer*, will* act aa chairman, «ita 
a deciding vote. Where, however, his deeiwoni 
be disputed by either aide, the matter will bt 
submitted to the full Board for its considera-
tion and decision. 
At this writing several conferences h»v,- aV 
ready been held, but it is yet too early to stats 
the progress made. In ail likelihood, mat ten 
will be adjusted satisfactorily to all concerned. 
The Union is now actively engaged to have the 
so-called Independent manufacturers—that la, 
those who have previously had agreement* with 
the Union—renew those agreements with cer-
tain wage improvements covering the period of 
March, 1014, to March, 1015. 
An attempt is being made to organise a 
number of shops that have until now remained 
unorganixed, by calling shop strikes. The 
chances are that the Union will, daring tab 
season, succeed in increasing its metnberdiip. 
The International officers have from the start 
of the agitation taken a Tery active part in 
carrying out the plans for the benefit of our 
local. Vice-Presidents Mitchell, RleUaMn and 
Dubinsky have bee* appointed by the Gen«al 
Executive Board to work with the local officer* 
to the best of their abiUty. 
The local has attempted to carry through tan 
year a.^rnlnimum wage in this industry. t'P 
till nowfepo one knew the prices for begiunen 
and when the so-celled beginners become full-
fledged worker*. The Children's Drea*tnax«»' 
Union is attempting to establish a price ' o t 
learners and a time limit when workers m*T 
be classed as experienced. The Union demand! 
iv, 1914 
!-T tie Kginfler $8.00 p«r wwk to s tar t with. 
After t»o months the wages should be $8.00 
MT wet*, and » ' t " »>* months $7.00 per week. 
«V •'.*••«•* o n that this minimum will be 
*al i »od will form a basis for improve-
rs* iiit»-hou' snSaiH Hjj$?,B Union attempted 
•3 ertablisb .Hiring tbe'TJSC year baa been ex-
gaded to almost three-fourths of thg t r ade 
ijrite a number of shops not working under the 
IBWB ugreemont still work the fifty-hour week. 
to it ha* been proven la our 4*&e, as in other 
earn, ti-.t oven though a Union may not have 
its entire trade organized, its iotluonec is felt, 
i l l numberlwa workers are helped by the effoft 
tt the organised. 
We hope in the next issae to give a fuller 
•tahnwnt of the work dona by the Children's 
J»«smakcr»' Union, one of the DAW and large 
>JJ of our International Union. 
OCR INTKSNATIONAI, 8 C P P O B T 8 T R R 
HTHIK1NO TAlLOBft O f HOLLAND. 
Cpoa the appeal of Secretary Stunner of the 
JWroational Tailors ' Secretariat, our Inter-
uttonal Union has donated $100 to the striking 
tailors and tailorosaes of Almoin, Holland. 
Prom direct information at hand we learn that 
J-l workers are on strike, 413 of whom are 
•TOMB. The strike has been in progress since 
January 20th, and has already co-it the Union 
about $Sfi00. Both the number of strikers and 
the sum oxpended are considered enormous In 
that part of the world. May victory be thelrsl 
K K P O K T O r 1VAOB BCAUt ROABD. 
On Fr iday , February 27th, Mr. N. I . Stone, 
the chief statistician of the Wage Scale Board 
in the Waist and Dress Industry, gave a con-
ritnud verbal report of the investigation into . 
condition* of 'wages and hoars In the industry 
couductcd by the Board in course of last year. 
The meeting was held in the hall of the 
United Charities Building, and there were pres-
ent representatives of both aides, including 
officers o f the International and its various 
locals in New York, Meyer London, Jacob 
I'anken, P r . Frice, Mr. Williams, tho impartial 
chairman of tho Grievance Board in the Cloak 
Industry; Charles Winslow, Ab. Bisno, Sdiney 
lliliman, tho new chief clerk of the Cloak 
Makers ' Union; Mis* Gertrude Barnum and a 
number of others. 
Some thirty etereopticon views were thrown 
on the screen, showing in figuros the relative 
progress mndo in the industry in the past year. 
The report (an interesting summary of which 
appears in another column) take* up some 200 
typewritten pages and may be printed by the 
Federal I«'i!">r Department as a Government 
Bulletin. 
• 
Agreements in the Boot & Shoe & Lace Industries ted Kingdom. 
By Sidney Webb, L. L. B. 
(Author of " Indus t r ia l Democracy , ""His to ry of Trad* Unionism," ete.) 
; and William MeUor, B. A. 
/ Copyright by Sidney Webb and William Mellor. 
"he fourth of a series of twelve articles writ ten specially for the 'JLadies Garment Worker . " 
Ihe Boot and Shoe Industry is remarkable 
te the fact that for the last twenty yeara all 
Kites and all wage and hour agreements 
k'B been settled by conciliation and arbitra-
te*. Under the terms c** the settlement of 
the 1S93 strike the National Union of Boot 
**& Shoe Operatives and the Federation of 
"Wers-Bgreed to submit all question* " c o n -
" ^ 8 *agea, hoora of fcbor and conditions 
*< eaploTmeot" to arbitration in the last re-
•"*• f a dispute of any kind ocean In any 
lMf ity "here the employers are organised and 
I'fait th« National ion has power, the matter is 
first referred by the workers to tho individual 
employer; then the union representative trios 
to settle the question with the employer. Fail-
ing aettletnent, the local arbitration court is 
empowered to appoint n committee of enquiry; 
and if even then no settlement Is reached, the 
dispute is put before an umpire or arbitrator, 
whose, decision is final and binding. 
Daring oil the time these negotiations 
going on, no " l o c k - o u t " or " s t r i k e " is a ] . 
towed. The rule governing strikes and lock-
• 
IBS' GiHMBNT WQRKa» 
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In 1906, the penaKy of 
sag recalcitrant members beinfl deleted, an 
U now bud down that, in the event of a strike 
* ' T * * * . " " " * * « * - . the work be r * 
twees tbe Union and the Federation. For ail 
practical purposes, therefore, tbe strike-weapon 
baa W«ct abandoned by the boo: and shoe 
operative*, in favor of negotiation and long-
admit tbe success of this policy, for a ruiuimuin 
wagv haa been firmly established of 3 0 / per 
wee* in eitle*, and £8 / •• J »— 
districts. D i m sums being 
previous earnings. Furthermore, 
n^nM MM fattfcfunjr kept on the whots, for 
sine* 1W6 only £88* 13-4 ($3^443) has been 
forfeited by tbe Volon. and £10 ($50.00) by 
the Federation; while a coneiderabl* portion of 
the O U baa baea paid owing ta merely tacV 
moai bnaches of tbe agreement. Had to mi* 
wbea the aationtl agn» 
ment comes up for revision a determine'} effer. 
i s ta be made to ntak* tbe rate* apph ta al 
workers. StUl, a . tba ga-«ral eneation tf 
amicable working, there can be ao doubt leal 
in thit trade both master* and men are <an> 
content to trait tbe wethod* of peaceful eel 
lective bargaining and arbitration, rather tku 
reaort to the strike. 
We can only deal very briefly with tba otatr 
clothing tradea that »ra g o w n e d by agr» 
ment» with tbe employers. Both In the hesterr 
trade and the lace trade wages and hours art 
settled by means of scales drawn up joiait 
by tbe masters and work people. There u at 
national onion for hosiery employees, and tba 
all agreements can only apply to tbe town aad 
district covered by the particular local u*i«" 
This naturally leads to great divergence u 
wages and conditions. In fact, there is DO a> 
ordinated policy in this trade, and so far M 
elaborate machinery bojond tba ordinary u 
rangement for local bargaining between en 
ployers and tbe representatives of tb* rod 
people has been created. 
The aa»» k largely t r w of tho Lace Is*» 
try. Tbe very superiority of trado union setae 
laterpretalion, rather than to aay deliberate la Nottingham has been accused of driving u> 
trade Into places where no workers' orgmHin-
tlon exists. One peculiar feature of tbe Net 
tlagham lac. trade la, k « e « r ( wall aart. 
considering. In 1903 the Nottingham Lw 
Manufacturers' Association and the Operatim' 
Virion accepted an award by Sir George AaV 
with, K.C., but the agreement has not baa 
entirely kept by either tide. It may aw 
htraage, but it appears to be true, that t* 
main reasons for tbe agreement having bM 
only partially successful are tbe strength tt 
the workers' organization and tho compbouel 
manufacturing process. Every shop has a con 
mittee of men who meet the master when u* 
question is disputed. They lay their case '* 
foro him, a n d l f be Is not ready to graat lbs: 
request, they arc so well organised that »V 
particular machine can bo kept idle as long** 
It is desired. The result is that tba emptor*' 
feel bound in almost every ease to give a«T. 
The existence of these "workshops cona* 
t e e s " and the strong organization in Uoron? 
ham mean that the looal lace workers can prw 
hmaking away. 
The great difficulty, however, lie* in tba fact 
sa and all the master, are not 
la the Vaioa and Federation respec-
tively. About 126,000 working people are en-
gaged in this trade in the United Kingdom. 
Of these tbe National Union has only 36,439 
Btasabers, while tW asm ether bwrtrand rtoe 
unions have 4,700, which are not touched by 
the National Agreement, and can therefore be 
- left out of account Tbe Employers' Federa-
tion represents masters employing 44,000 work-
From these figure* it will be apparent 
the groat majority of masters and men 
ill unorganised. The inevitable result is 
t undercutting goea on, and the federated 




this country of 
arbitration. 
One point, boweverj 
machinery. Could the 
more perfect, the Boot 
Id be the onset example 
methods of conciliation 
must be mentioned; the 
minimum rata of wageaaifpUea only to trade "tieally extract any conditions then? pic y-t. »'< 
unionists, and a federated 
to pay this rata to any 
With thai 
i i not bound 
unionist whom be 
National Hale* action is actually 
are only bound by the exigencies" of the Ira** 
Indeed, the employers complain th"! taar 
tbe lace trade est «* 
Nottingham. Whether or no thus be t rue, can-
tot be accurately decided, but the masters ' 
ttt -.;le does Dot help toward amicable rela-
tnaa. One good thing tha t the agreement baa 
i«ompUshcd, however, in t o narrow down the 
trea o* disagreement to aew processes, for in 
tbe main, for the ordinary machi ne*, the award 
referred to has been accepted more or lee* 
faithfully. 
In the clothing trade*, then, we find tha t in 
» fur as maatera and men are organized, the 
tendency U to surrender the r ight to strike and 
lock-out for the more peaceful methods of 
mutual bargaining, conciliation a n d arbitrat ion. 
We have also noted tha t where t h e organisa-
tions of masters and men are about equal, the 
results from this method are generally satis-
factory to both sides, but where, a s in the case 
of the Nott ingham lace t rade , t h e workers con-
trol practically all the supply of labor, the em-
ployers aro inclined to resent wha t thoy call 
" t h e tyranny of the t rade u n i o n . " 
• 




"Tillie did not go d o w n . " 
Whispering In agi ta ted voices twenty-
Ut girls and a half a dozen men buxxed about 
in s small meeting place .An. tbo lowor end of 
the city. They have j u s t peered into the dark, 
unlit room and huddled close to each other as. 
girls would, when a Budden ebb seta into a 
tUt* of spirits pitched up high, high. 
Surely there was ground for consternation. 
Tiliie Frumkin, the tall, blue-eyed sample 
makrr of the Salts Bros, establishment, was the 
lilontly acknowledged leader of t h e placCj, True , 
ihs was not a " Y a n k e e , * ' b u t Tillie never ap-
peared a t the shop without a book under hor 
ana. and discussed Tolstoy and Ibsen between 
sandwiches during lunch hour with such chari-
table earneitness towards ber audience that it 
provoked 8am Salts, junior member of Uio 
firm, on M-vi-ral occasions to tnko a hnud in 
the debates. Of course, he wan routed iguo-
rainiously, bnt having had the good grace to 
rutire with a smllo of a good loser, he sent 
Tillijafcaajiutlge in the place cv«ry time a con-
siderable way upward. 
The shop came down in the late hours of 
the afternoon. There were grioTances old a n d 
latent and a heap of new one*. There wore 
•aop meetings where these grievances were 
fsipfully and diligently aired through nnd gone 
onr. Alex. Manger, the cut te r , a square-
'aouldered young fellow with a voice of megn-
tAoM,eallbw. was the natural choice of tho 
*fiop/for chairmanship, after Ti l l ie declined 
>oe honors. A committee earoo t o the Arm 
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wrangling reported tha t thV only outlet open 
was a strike. ' So, af ter sanction was obtained 
from the r ight sourco above, thoy quietly went 
down in the heat o f * busy workday. A t half 
p u t four Alex, came in to the opera t ives ' room 
with his coat on, blew a whistle- and proceeded 
to wallt out. Within three minutes they were 
all down and in a quarter of an hour they 
were a t the hall and began tak ing stock of 
the situation. Then the discovery was made 
that TUHe was not in the room. A committee 
of girl* was sent hurriedly to her home to in-
vestigate, but came back without results. Then 
Mamie Hosman suddenly remembered tha t while 
everybody rose a t Ales, 'a whistle, Tillie j n s t 
rained bcr bead from the machine, threw a sort 
of fitful look a t the big cut ter a n d lowered her 
head again into the work. I t was really pre-
posterous for any one to hurry her on. Tlllio 
Frumkin needed uo prompting or coaxing. 
Alex, approached a small s tand , topped with 
an antiquated marble slab, pounded on i t force-
fully and called the meeting to order. Ho 
briefly told them of the successful walkout, 
exhorted them to stick together, but avoided 
mentioning anything about Tillie. Ho was evi-
dently depressed auoV'rubbed the smooth, yel-
lowish stone in front of him nervously a t times. 
There was no necessity for picketing, ho as-
serted, a s there could be no scabs in the place. 
There would be another meet ing in the morn-
ing. 
" A n d what about T i l l i e t " a voice inquired. 
Alex, looked" perplexed and stared blankly 
in front of fcim. 
. 
her to 
toe, no saatfrr what ah* nay be to MI 
The effect o f tfci* remark n i pyre 
Atex , *o«to4 free* the ating, reared out: 
•*Yow ea* tot your »** there's 
toe.*** warkiug . 1 t t o M t » t U m c u f "Ofc, I atogoi, T » « • » °»> d ' r n 
ML T e % M M . * , are bar neigfcber at the ma- What to one fellow to yoo—you require to late 
ehia*. Tew 11 watch for her and And all oat Si least a down of thorn around y o u . " 




Abewt * aseeth or so age a stow-stepping 
eoupto eanatsred tato Certoar's Hook Park 
f r — e e e ^ t t o adjacent strewta. Ttoy reached 
extension* which aba* « the 
» « f t k Book, and found sees* Taeast 
Terr edge o f it. The summer 
ret young. The ever active East 
please, you bnrte, do jou heart And if yea 
d o n t like It, jou 11 wait long before I will 
ever talk to .yom." 
Xa a minute ato wae gone, with Ale*, trail 
ia« awkwardly with*, hatf a block after her. 
At the morning's meeting Mamio reported 
underneath. Barget assd tag* tkat though the did Dot tea TUlie at the fat 
. the dark, paradiag through the t*ry, she was convinced that ahe was working 
i »f tat b i g wtoctrie s igns which h a a g there and something strenuous must be done to 
mysterious!* over on the other side o f the big 
stream and toeing themselves under the huge 358 
• • 
. a d i t 
a* the hgtoblsa iad bridge*. Ato*. 
stepped etott ing and listened quietly, 
tore, TiHto," Ale*, drawled out ah-
l e d l y , « what were you ebewtag ail day long 
the place to-day t " 
I «a tor atoaOdam 
" C a n d y , " she said without emotion. "That 
laaie knows only one thing,—feeding 
almonds." 
•'' Ak-x. snickered. ' * He di»o* not mean 
Mamie by he* candy. U e mono* you 
know i t " 
felt aroused. >peared hurt 
Is mood. To 
some/Tandy 
ahe aid not 
« • indifference. 
i'X should worry," she went on, -'whom he 
How ran I chase him 
He to 
mean*, or what he does. 
• • 
.• ft • • 
U M 
get her out of the place. Strange enough, 
however, there was something peculiar in Mami* 
Bosnian's voice when she made this sugfi«*'.v-^ 
' * ! know comeone who would get better re-
sult* with her than anyone elec, but of courw. 
it i s ooue of my business. " 
Thirty pairs of eye* turned on Ale*. Tto 
atop ragaaJy knew of the eoldaeea that « — : 
recently between Tillie and Ale*., and wu 
quietly taking sides in the matter. They abo 
knew that Mamie was Mis* Frumkin'* eke* 
friend and confidante. But this was a tin* 
of war and sentiment looked petty aad oat *f 
place. Soon there was a chorus of voices. 
" A l e * . , vou must be the committee to re> 
tor." 
" J u s t go ahead, tell a aoapto of. words to 
her, Ale*., aud that will d o . " 
The big, swarthy cutter sat thoroughly eo* 
filled aud nonplussed in tlio choir. His howl 
sank to his knees as be heard the pleas of tto 
girls for him to save tho situation. He ataav when he coross to stand around!   a nice 
intelligent l o o ; you ought to •*arad out: 
aehool, yon "Girls, you know my position. TUlie a*d 
I did not speak for a month. She baa forbidda 
v , ^ _— 
H e went to high * 
• 
Ak*x.'i features 
smile. tig CE 
lot the p r » were inezorab'*. The younger 
rmf jojt swarmed and climbed about him (tad 
,selowd- Here and there a vote* of protest 
• D beard- It w u clearly a question Of m-
r.rrM duly which no man bad a light to shirk. 
Hs stood op and ssdd: 
•'Well, listers, i t ' s hard for me. I never 
eosnt to hurt the girl or atop talking to her. 
1 tint sure yet she will "peak to mo anyway, 
let If the shop demand* it, I am going tod 
swakl go imich farther than that too." 
-^sm 
girl with a tilted, 
upward looking face hastily entered and fairly 
ran across the little room. A gleeful nolso and 
shout greeted her. When sho finally extricated 
herself from tho girls, Tillio calmly strode over 
to the chairman who gazed at her with a for-
lorn smile. 
" I heard your little speech behind the door, 
Alex. You have become quite an orator," ahe 
laughed". " I guess that puts us even now. 
You don't have to go very far to picket this 
time, do youf" 
The Amalgamated Society o£ Tailors, Tai -
loresses and Kindred Trades of Austr ia . 
Compiled from a Report to the Vienna Convention of the International Tailors' Secretariat. 
B ; J I M n i PRASKK. 
M "ItKtl »V W O M U I S HU'I.IVKD IN TUB 
M.$TIUN(i 1MHSTI1Y. 
Tie prodBetlon^flKArntents in Austria is 
rtill in the hands of small fnns. Factories, 
witk a few exceptions, do not esitt yet. Thoro 
an some so-called factories in tho ready made 
trade, hot they are not factories in the ordi-
nary sense, conducted by firj^s on a largo Male, 
osing the work on their'own premises. Such 
workshops do not exist, as all garments are 
being prodoced by home workers. Homo work 
sot only prevails in the ready-to wear trade, 
Ut also in the mado-to-order trade; anil there 
are many small firms where comparatively few 
people are employed. 
According to tho official census taken six 
rears ago, there were 63,840 firms which' had 
their own workshops and employed #5,958 
workers, male and female. Then there were also 
3f,ZT6 firms employing 47,031 men and women 
home workers. In all t hen were 101,110 firms, 
employing 132,088 persons. It Is thus clear 
*h»t a largo number of these firms are only 
firms in name. In reality the* are collimators 
•wking for wholesale and rttaii firms. Ac-
cording to the census, there were then in the 
dothing-nd mfUiacry industries 17'different 
tru^hesT* 
In the production of moo's garments thoro 
•«re 44.7&G firms, employing $5,690 male* and 
3,048 females; in all 38,738 workers over 10 
\ 
years of age, and also^ 8,823 apprentices under 
16, of which 322 were women workers. 
In the ladies' garment trade there wore 
19,050 firms, (employing £9(554 workers above 
16, of which 24,705 were wMien workers and 
also 8,823 "apprentices under 16, mostly women 
workers. V 
From the above figures It will be soon that 
tho majority nf the«e- Arms are simply manter 
workmen, employing on an average abont two 
employees each. When, however, it Is borne 
iu mind that some of the firms in the Indies' 
garment trade employ 6 to 20 workers and that 
there are actually US firms employing SI to 
100 workors, and 0 firms employing over 100 
workers, wo may safely conclude -that the 
tailoring trade In Austria has hardly emerged 
from Its mediaeval stage. 
Owing to these untoward conditions in both 
branches of the clothing industry, tho dlffl' 
culty of organizing these- mostly home-workers 
and bringing about the introduction of regular 
workshops will at once become apparent. I t 
is possible to get into tho organization some 
of the men over 18, working in regular work-
shops. About 20 per cent of the male homo 
workers and about 10 per cent, of the women 
working in workshops can be reached. So that 
about 44,000 workers could be organized by 
onited effort and concentrated energy. Un-
fortunately these are ;5onsplcuoiiH by their ab-
2 4 T i r e L A M B S ' G A R M E N T W o w r e a 
senee s a d t he result is that only one-fourth stagnation, the new members naturally press 
of this number is organised. Th« present for improvement; and increased strength give* 
strength of the o r g u u i t d tailors of Austria ia the organisation greater confidence to pat for-
11,500, divided as under, and teen this force ward new demands for regulated working COB 
is neither united nor harmonious, ditions and paj .aenta, In tho shape of w * or 
The membership of our Amalgamated renewed agreements and logs of prices. 
Union i t . . . . 8,800 i „ 1009 movements or agitat ions for la-
Tha t of tha Tl th i t t i t a B s a r t t i t r i i t . . 1,600
 p r o ved conditions took place in 40 different 
The Bohemian national organisation place*, affecting 9,263 firms in nine branches 
oevnt discloses i ts membership, but
 c f \he industry-, employing 9,752 workers, o f \ 
i t mar hare abont 1,000 which 1,966 were onion members. I n «omj__J 
Tho Christian Social Union has abou t . . 700 eaM* striken woro declared, involving 482 men 
and 103 women. 
Total 11,500 J.,, i 9 i o there were 73 movements, affecting 
White we cannot speak for the other unions, 724 firms, employing 4,216 workers, of which 
which are more or leas in opposition to our*, SJOB were union members; the strike* involv-
we can any with regard to our organization ing 1,078 empIoycc-% 
t h a t It is being gradually strengthened no In 1911 we carried on 4S movements, affeef 
mericaliy and financially. Ing 4,532 firms, employing 16,643 workers, of 
The Allowing table gives a clear idea of which 3,050 were nnion members, the strikes 
the steady increase of our membership since inferring 5,926 men and 0,284 women. 
i t i formation: In 1912 we conducted 37 movement*, affect-
Hembership from 1901 to 1913. « « 7 1 1 &na*> employing 2,769 workers, of 
Total which 1,426 were uniofl members, the strike* 
••*-. .Somber of | nnmberof involving 1,423 workers. 
J MT. btasehea-j members- "H* Aba ia * " o t t 0**B morement* aad agt 
lP0i 47
 ; , s i t a ^ o M is to secure wage improvements and hare 
UOI
 G9 1Q13 agreomenta concluded. I n a l l towns where a 
1J0J g4 4JJ-J branch (local) of our organisation exists, the 
I 9 * 4 * " " \ 117 flit) working conditions a r e regulated by agreement. 
1905 . A , 155 5«S3 A U negotiations for these agreements were 
1906 . . . . T T r t w . 189 64*8 conducted by our organisation with Individual 
1907 . \ V ) ' • ' 72J3 employers and employers ' organisations on be-
1908 YL. . I * i m half of a l l the employees. 
3909 . I f . . . . 165 8083 Wo hare developed (he method of demanding 
- WW *!j. 120 7253 the introduction of new collective agreement* 
* 1911 i . 127 S305 where this appear* to be necessary. Where they 
*> 1918 >^ . . 132 8311 cannot be locally secured the organisation steps 
The year 1910 shows a toes of 45 branchM >n *° reinforce the demand. Thus in 13 oct 
and 765 members. Th i s \was in consequence of *7 cases where such agreements were de-
af the spKt caused by the Ebnemtan separatist**, mnnded, the organisation stepped in aad 
when about 1,000 m e m b e r s \ a d left onr organ helped to secure them. In 30 cases the demand* 
liatiou. In the year 1911 we not onlv made * o r •greements were coupled with tho demand* 
good against the lose of 1910, ba t timpani nil *** increase of wages and shortening of hoars, . 
i t by a gain of about 1,150/mcmbers. •* a result of tho rise in the cost of living. 
M O V B i t x m . » s t t « * i i k K s . ^ ^
 a K a r t o m c d t 0 k o e p (ha agreement*. 
The continuous fight made by onr clasn-con- B a t in some cases wo are compelled to fight 
members in coarse of the last four years and resist violations; in others we Insist ea 
brought about a great improTement in oar the introduction of workshops, tho abolition of 
tinir condition". Tho steady increase in home work and better treatment of the ea-
tip naturally gave rise to increased ptoyaea. In one case we started a movement 
agitation and extended strike movements. F i n d ' oo agj&Unt of victimisation, or discrimination. 
i n | tha t their working conditions are ut ter ly I t may be said here tha t piece work prenilf 
bad. a t a result of many yea r s ' negligence a n d in all the branches with few exception-, eteepi 
. , - > • ! • • 
• 
to the better class English ladies' tailoring, 
-here day work prevail*. 
All sgreements in force at the end of 1912 
•ill expire in course of 1913 to 1916, and wo 
(« so situated that we know in advance the 
comber of person* of each branch of trade that 
will be coacarned in the renewal of the agree-
ntats- Thai within the three Tear* alluded to 
H renewed, ^ agreements will be demanded on 
.,:•*;f ef llfe4Q workers of all branches of 
inee, of whtcn^l J6»n> organised. Arranged 
jftording to yearsj'rne number may be divided 
i- follows: 
Total era- No. or-
ganized. 
A P E * , 1914 25 
at the legal regulation of home work for tai-
lor*, boot and shoe workers, shirt makers, fur-
riers and hatter*. Up to the present ho has not 
succeeded in placing the bill on the statute 
book. We shall, however, continue the agita-
tion until our effort* will be crowned with 
success. 
Our funds are sloeated for the following 
purposes: Strike, nek, funeral, traveling, out of 
work, and extraordinary benefits, removal ex-

























Total ...19,540 14,394 54 5,146 
Legal eipenses arising from strikes absorb 
a big proportion of strike expenses. Thus in 
one ease a lawyer demanded the exorbitant sum 
of 1,700 kronen (a krone is about SOeonta), 
titd we had to engage another lawyer to deal 
sift him and bring the amount down to 1,000 
beast. 
Is time of strikes the courts are, as might 
1* understood, on the side of the employers. 
Is the eyes of the law there is ' ' liberty of 
combination.''
 a But the courts and their in-
rtruments—the police—openly show their ani-
mosity to the workers by favoring the employers, 
tWr^iaiN and the blacklegs, or scabs, wbon-
tier sftrike is in progress. In connection with 
lb* tailors' strike in Vienna of 1911, legal pro-
wdinp had been instituted against 35 work-
ers, 17 of whom were sentenced to 112 days im-
pfiwnraont, amounting on an average to three 
4sji and a fraction of a day, and 18 were 
v<antted. The employers nse every means a t 
tonr disposal to induce the government, which 
wndly ranges itself on the side of the masters' 
Jations, to take more stringent measures the workers. Thus the international 
employers' organisations recently petitioned 
Parliament to secure greater protoetion for 
Ntekkjga and extend the limitation of the 
rightsof trade unions. 
0 » organisation la agitating for the legal 
"^station of home work and the establishment 
«' » tags! minimus* wage for these workers. 
Ow President Smith*, who is a member of the 
ith, brought in a bill aiming 
tion sod organisation, rnanagement and con-
ference expenses. 
We fcnvo on understanding with the tailors' 
organizations', of Germany and Switzerland 
whereby traveling members are mutually en-
titled to sick benefit 
Our Executivo Council not only keeps op a 
correspondence with tho organisations of other 
countries, but we occasionally send fraternal 
delegates to their national conventions. 
The Seeker 
(Mariner!!* 0 | d * n M i r l o w ) 
Poverty asked, "Will i t Cort too much t" 
Mammon asked, "Will it p a y ! " 
And Scholarship, " I s the measure wise, 
And are you sure of the w a y ! " 
Statesmanship, "Can we find tho time 
To finish before the nightf" 
But when tho Seeker had heard them all 
I He only asked, " I s it r igh t ! " 
Poverty said, " I cannot help, 
For ray pockets are not filled." 
Mammon said, " T h a t land must wait 
Till my own broad fields are t i l led." 
Scholarship, " I f I lend a hand, 
Too much, I fear, I afcall miss' 
And Statesmanship, "There are other 
Of ns large import as th i s . " 
But the Seeker, poor and of little power, 
All untricfl and untaught. 
Bearing only the .knowledge proud 
That his heart could iml be bought, 
Turned his face to n rugged path, 
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-nyw yoB^p 8 v i Dvm lys^^pa^uiK PK 
•1*3 TP«I iKp D3«oy3 py lyajpi DKIV ,iyo 
.1914 , V n » * 






















laptmtp *m*v *ptf 
10 9 52 
— 51 54 
49 2 61 
69 9 62 
• 4 5 75 63 
2 8 — 6 7 
36 — 70 
43 15 73 
30 4 75 
— 382 78 
12 — 80 
4
 1 9 82 
73 — 83 
18 " — 9 0 * 
68 1 92 
10 58 98 
26 9 102 
— 18 110 
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-
ItfBniWTJD'lH D"1P3 t>K IPC hm ,t»T 1*1 « 
tpwrr IKJBI «H ,m# w Pa *IBDBP K 
•pawn H Q T s ^ a pmo in 5ST *BOBP 
irJi ' P'P |jn.j»'«rp*i5 ipis P*HDD 5m 
prvapn it -mn< opwp vi JPSM^TP oo IPP 
j»D8jra jnrpK pn JP$KI op imi 
-tiBDTPjm can O»D D»pp3 ma ]»3 TK 
,PR Dapwtfp iP3^BiHiit»«TPD3W ,oyjin 
n»a5mv .ojyov^ IVT ,|s*vw»;BnK TPUIR 
l»p mvfjiK MI upn< s t» .nato b3>tf J 
»33n-rurwwD owip *i no jpanpomK 
•mOP 1"K PK lTO5»n 0*0 W 3 1 K H VD 
• jw«t DW ,IP3KH IK«» n JIB vti-WD m 
ny itfitpi vo t»*im PR JBO ojn po "3W 
p#m "t is ,DPD«3 ^ )ID n»*T3 o n pota 
P3-,lJ0n«jnTW tWTnpo (yfwsnnm o-s 
H is ,TTRB3 t u w n -an I«J IPDOJP cr 
in rn 'imumui i»no oTrniroppciae 
p'p Tin m: l a w "»jn B»D ipm^;Kmn 
TR 3»n .fO'ivnn .m Tin *fl ]*npB Tjn» 
->D« H B3«DVa DBtPiPDDMR 5*0 PTWB 
n tmxumvft Dip ,TIR«3 ijKjm pe DTP 
-jtf IPipn pn uitWDDMK irannin-iytf* 
JPVDpn TJ1K DP0K3 .*"!: \&\1 *P IB .Vs 
I 
nyp-Hfli DJVDIW cwb, ijn. 8 
p) WW* "MPpMSll DJPOMK3 B ' 1 ^ * Mpon -J 'EID ju»itm p» B.-J tmanyapynv »'*a Bpii 
JKSB "in TK ipaWaix D&rr IBDBOKTID TK -Jpujrtpi B ip:*n prtp.i * p p r n ^«» v pit jpj 
JS'J 3*1D ' IKOTpB'tf |PC"K"DMKB31K |K pD . jn*H» B tW'1"! \SVP " ' *B ,1P,,,,1 i» B»H 
Dsn tvoftovne . I D . IK ,WKIW pfea a i p T K
 3 M K D r i ( D , n H T t D a . ^ D y ,,. f „ , ^ 
n IJH I K , . u w i u n v a . p;o pawpaw
 b «n D 5 « P I # ' P K 0fitftninnto-[Mvr*i n 
•mi D>jnwn-un> \v$*i OPD»P r r r w r o o n P K - , 1 9 0 8 vw DMPM3PP3DIK uwva P K T ' 
?o |P>jm ,5KPKDK*IB r a w .jamot? IPM -po^ampv-.aj^^noai t | \D OD»3 i y i Tj-a* 
•rii jpaitn IKDMPPB *K*enKaD*K IK n r a w .ipa^vr njn jpa^aw »Mpa*n r n K o .aan 
a|a^D3"o w n ' I K
 (0D3PDO"DD3'KPM ivaw - ' ' -
-B58.1D ^ 0 .DW *11 DPPPnKSTDDH M.MPD 
pc o a r a p a PP-PK wtn m T » 5 » « MQ - W » ^ * T « p w y ^ a r H . n 
a a w w w p*o w _,!Papapai* t u p ,K3KP*C. .(1903 , W D J » ,"VPJ»H,, P « ) 
Ml DTJTOK DK11DP PK d p ."P3»D3n K PK 
) '» IRDTPiyD fcptnKHD'K IK W |P3V3W 
•5Jpnp3*K iy 'WB?ano awn v * pnv ftuj 
IKS^ K'DKDK MJJT p i MPHPOCnKD *M TK ,IP3 
rjHpa ^KPKOCIB' i'a«> 
Mf! ,IPtP'DD3'KPMD*3 OP3 
t ovum ,pa*niK pa»oan n V P K DD«W,-
Sp'B T t IVTfc^  JPDDKD TPD"3MK JVTM H 
DTP«K* ,O»VIDPBM PD |P0^D3»Kpa inpo 
anJip iPMKiipa lyaicpa P K DKa MPM urn -i»a 
]'DM* D«M J-|«B>P3'B*MPDn M»PD38„ pK 
•I'VOH IK Pl*3 DM3 KTK " I IP3'1M3 PPTP3 
:DPM3P35KD oaKtya *PD MP own — , j p w 5 
-1KBD*R JR MRD KM1D 'I«D DKM
 :W D*3 MP TK 
Cttfl IP .DP13**13P3 D13 PR JKOMP^ D *K'C 
•HBMPO -rt : (ID P3«P 0*1 ,t3'fl3PbP3 MP3K. 
. w n w o ^ DTP i " ? o v » ' pa ipatjn opvtfp 
ht*FMKBO*K I"P • IP11P3 0'3 PK DP 5«n 
1&VJK3 PK BBH PDDKO '1 JP11 .JKOTPCD 
... . ' * - ' . ! ! . - " B ,3 I»WW MPD»3nK PK»TK H D>'PS«>PV11 
•P3 MP! ttffiPD "T ; DDimiP3"IPDK>P 313P3 
- |«n pit 5**11 .DPDnKT5*D JPDK P^ ]1D fak 
WID , « i r n i 3 K **i lie i n p * opo3 P K jjrv 
-swmv pK ipjn*K p3*?Mp3-i*a3'^ p D'Q 
."|P3 
11KK3 D3'Kt?n MPT PD f33'1P3 DPT p« • 
"ODKB TP**3W MPT pK IP3P'Bhp PK MP3^P» 
nD U>W5X!3 *M PK IP3*^3 MH'K IPMK^ MPD -?«D M*D>1P? ,n D JPD20 DPI 3KD'*MD JIB 
"IK 0*3 DP IPP DPD3P11'M3 UK MMK83 MPM *j DPM3P3 
.JMOPMtPO 5K'BnKB0*K IK JHK 1P0»3 "ij> m m ty ]pO 1«7 D?3 'IVtaQ^na .t>m 
•ippiaiiiC t*i5a D«n MpH TK ,OPM jpapii 1!»P» ^iTnjrtpip pa^apnja K jy^jn \i |pa»rt 
iPt?>K«>b'lKB31K IK IP3K.M PD IPO DKM ,DM»D " " ^ 1*K-inHlipacl«Dp3 V* C$\\ J3ldi;.np= « 
113 ,PDU K PK PPM*K >T 5»11 0*3 .IKDMPPD .» .3 J> npD'3 jposp1! p,H ."TppT^n EWl*a OH 
V 1 1 ' K - W n J » l l J DP DMPMKD PDKD >M 5"11 '« £ « « 1 .« .fftT p»-rfffljnTpi ETUO tnpll 
*1V 1"! 5Kt PDKO n IK ,5PD*D MP3'V3'*K 1'IK VK 1p qp.flp3papilS DH'lt B*n WCM((mi 
h i l • Ji £ . _ * i *. _*. 1 4 1 U L k i . ftTikHA - - ' " L l l u i k i L U A * A I L L * B . L . ^ L L B ^ L_ >- I t J U DfT— "jnpappiiK 5«t ro»inm IK IPMP'MD 3?W iBaipro ^I ;»I*O»H in te ^a.Jna T^I O»D 
T3 Mpr*DKM3K3PDD MPM ]P3'WMP3>K DPI! 1P»*» LI !P^Bt«»M ^ n 1?0 n v MIH T.3 ,a<3 
TIK1J3 MJTi pD 33*D*D IPDSP? DPM [ID D3*M 
"tfa*K \v5sv\ T O ipa^pn ..iKcno^aMK MK 





11 .1914 ^v-ijBtv 
\VW> npann ,u Swwtiwfaj ivntr »B ; w w u n D*fi HBOKP. B IVUBBW:* a-
ivopyoips, H lyijra iPD"3»n*TpDH T O
 : .tWMTJrtww iyno vnvrpv. ••• 
•no DBn,OBnoy »t no ipjjit^ra jw YDDB "• J w^«p»oin DTBO -lytyn ;V*VDVJ 
TWBNHW) v » n ^ pa o*3 imjn*a ftg*3 r i - t t t x n m ^ yroni pip i p ^ 
,;Kr"K'D«D08 -iyO"31\, *1 "Una ,D-un 
K iwwi i*i wfruwrip 5»n ?DBIVIBD 
? 'iijDyBijns,, 
1«3 opyi iyo*3*o i* Co -mwffuiK jyn 
i n DB.-V.1910 pa SBPBDBTB no p>j**b osn 
^yiBPu: B DKTUU l yW iron Pa ruo«w 
-pjrair*. i n lie lyointnya y w H B»D 
"Pump*!* »t OBfl |1K "|IWX'DtfDM WO 
-yi? n -VD T**3VD3IK PX DP m .osKbya'DBi 
-»» onj [»^3«niPD w iran njn JIB mjn 
"»u rwtfKmvj* mK wp ; pvtfpttfpro -ty 
i»*3ivi/* o*o .puunxio jo*>T»m) jnp 
vi.iytfiro o>o i#rw»-«.|»5»ww.«t|in» 
Tnn tyjyp p t y - i y w im no iremouD 
p>p wnwjDM* DO nip n twip .jyoip 
•vm pmopn "i 5m i«un n TK ,crw5 
pviJp I»*M I*K ,p't p*** SPOKM myn 
> • ' 
DDint, n »« o n IB3 ajio yj>:"K i ro 
"lH*"ICvDtfDDR DljniB*t3pyD«*tO*t30rMl \W 
*yw "un o»o *BPBBIPB njn 03»DPJ own 
-B'IK |p3noy3 "I oan 1w oiyooiy »i a^i 
-lynno o*n *IBOBP DJTI lyonpjaj 
•*53 B V « , iy«omw>-wif lyaun YD 
,:xjsiv~ nyrr.K "lu oycB$ H p»j 0M 
-ute iya«n *i*o .PtttitP.-ownror Tp!,-,| 
im DMTK o»3 oyii po'ivnn an* »B .wnxr 
no D**PR> mi3'D*3 I P I « 5 iifam i r » " 
-jm yW« tvMni- TO 0'3 ,TWHP DJ-ICH 
o»ytey33"iK pn jn D>BPB* w w * w jhp; 
n ijh"? oyn *mo*p *w no iu ,:jn,-
.i3»5 ipiyn pa 33Ujm*3 | p i m » t D w * 
-li >T jyo'H OtK? D*3 "B'D1»riPKpw K |pll ! 
Dl(« D3ycn^K*Dy3!13-l'D,D ]tfp ty !fr! ,|ip> 
"IPD im tyoipmn o»a nn>« tap^c |»»«» ni 
owe ,ijnjn3« IK IPPT-tsnm 1m-m oi»i| 
1H 63M? W'31i K 1KB 5"« , W K DV pel 
-rr Dywp D^D iy"iyp3»s |nn*fi»:« =*;; 
.mnyB syr*-
cnjnipDppBUBD'p^p " t tb^w-^i imi 
iyDB3St5 y3»3»K 13»D C31>n IKC'WDIJDDS 
TX ,TIN^3 D3'KL-n ly-i |j?D'\i c:idy) prji 
TI'K i«j P33BD b^o jy^nsBmyB DU |y:s? 
I"P Dimy3Ty3*» ts»3 |yo »sn . y o c s K r 
,w*5»itfa 33R i^yD iy>^ T DBn iyo IIK mirn; 
j$ i I'J» D I^K i s .tjnyotsnyD i«>3i* n §n 
i^i oyDB3 n D'o l"f im 5y3*iD-lyi'-ffira 
rt IJHB5y33"K 1)0 IPO D»P ^K31#e"'3iPD 
nyiyn pc 33»o>o m n p i^mpyipy w 
n » 1 w -nun :iMbMp. r n I K V ^ D B D D B 
-nnp» *n iwjm iynorui3 T O »*D T » °¥" ^ ^ 
TnbTPD D^B iy&yo»3B iy>B» »t ya^yii ,iP3 no -m»w«a »^iy^i> 1'K V$W D ^ 
.jrav ijn w iBe"?n»o*(ot)K ny»T na ->yo -BT JBOV ijn IJB nyoponyD ri m ,\m JB 
•y3JB Jny"» no DJ»»K DW"«ra- m3B" "i jy3yp joSjm ,ty3Br^B 11D lynyocpa ?5 
3«n VK Bramv |y3ya i»3B(Ty» yo^yoc .oytiip H O>D jyoipsin iw Bfri3Bm» 
-3B i»owy33B T W iwipi »i .oyopycTiSB |p»np « TVDD'K tyo tsy-no o»n iv ODJ«I 
D3Boy3 " t a w ^H?;«wt 4t3y5c^ KB mm tyo r-iyomoiyo D5B ty3*nyi worm n 
UOMia y35yii ,opYi$p »iyoD ny^t jysyn nyB»n3yDyo iy5yot?3« ooTys^ ^«i ft? 
oy jyaB-T "t .|B'3i» run e»o nrtn3«myo iv Dip &4m 0B3 DIS uW-u#Kt ys^ yn ,o»ia 
Dm tB iWBDBnw ipavi «? 5»*h 4BnDP3 \<* w wp n Doao . m w >T a-unp 
in iyr>iiv Dy3»»3 iBflD lyJMt lyonB* ">iv P3>»P ."B'DDBTT »BIWX ,OO IS .BSP 
n ts ,tpr»!M.iHHnjr DP?K nti«t;nmo jynju V^jya^K |y3"VDBn |w !nu*w 
ty3PP i ' i iy>m nmx m>»3 PE TyonyDnyB - m IBO»BB-IB pa pi»PBb n .nrtHnoyo n 
-jm DOiBt ,iP3»noTya jr«n3K n t»o y3»K *BDDB nm D'O iy33i5T3B?nyo »rn i^ « w« 
-JP3HV p« &n •up«|;..n»»,,TanKB w a»5 T P B VW D3B»P3 I M I * t»p iy .w*"ro 
pMnrma n PB lyDy-iyoj^ K »i PK ,jy*n .JBIK tP^BDywpriypcsw 
T" i r i irno iy5im ipomoTPO »>i wnarn P*B px jyo^n tPDo^twnmn yny '^R 
n. m ,ow»wjn ojn D*D ,wm TJH is 
gj»*m nsn "a asmipi »8n "JTODKO 
iwrotu n »I»DD:P»3 o*n )yo .rmtp 
n?n iitfijRmyD DUD in»K ,"nij oiwn,. 
*T* .jp'wmvwi D'D 
rn ytfwnwiR rwxx ipftm Dm 
n YI\ mmvivrm BIB t« .inyoe-nye BPP 
TWWlKB |PV)BB8 "DO I»C» ">JDBOpl$ft> 
Tor iponpa tie .oppsiwnoD; PD »D'$H» B 
• 
pK .Dp'noo Jmjfjppn D»D ojrwp n .tw 
B m o»a IBCWDBDOB *t urn fi$a yrw 
"t IVJ'M ,*£K re-o»o **V&W PK 5yor 
T33B ** pM JJfpybB' ori |PMS3.K-pt»np H 
.JPD*ti , 
PK IKP»KIDBOOB nun iiD,;iyoy> -cyr 
D*D I»?m »t IB
 p|»Dni MIR |PIB$ Wl J»3$jm 
•pa pK ,istf-uBmyD DM TO^m lywivnn 
,l«ny» TJTUB IB J P W »n tv% -TO re IJTD 
riw IPOTO vi jw'Dj«>ija»K.Du:-i»ai> T< I»°27 Din W W D ipo^vniv TO pa*i 
•W Ml JB^MBTIK BIB lyil IB ; IPmiMX" 
row f«i n PD *«£ pR•"»«; p3Kunj» 
TOEB ipipn m . ,"n. pit "«D, lPSttf'w 
TWI V'iVn .0P0B3 ?1 H'lK 1P"D D'D (jJ»Bf 
w ,D"P3«IIP n lP3»x i » "w» ypnyo 
? 1»M1* B pD D^plBDIP *1 
,i»u TK pa •,|J»D,'»BMnwi-»03K n 
jt iironpawBMK PDcny n ipripa jpojtfii 
tni ,ivi»ow>wt yooanp n nyD3tK *IBO»P 
TW IX I31K D381iya I'l |yO>811 D»DB3 **1 
in nut urvopn it nv,amin«D BIB »# 
n ipo^ Bii p« ,pn p£ijt yooBpa PTPUIK 
.papjpmp OM irwoiwaiR; W P nyo3i* 
'n is ,yyvR yonimix ,y-)*lii yiyn 
ITIKBD wn»n Tin w.-w»bip n pe TPOP* 
ham \VP DBII DBiioy ^ t^ pK D^BTOW 
TT Jm IBP'WDBDDB *1 IB ,ir>yil DlTO"D 
N WOBJO nPOlK Spll IB'JI* TJT! IJh*D 
[ W l l H HKPD'3 bDKBW V> W P ,pM ] ^ 
11 VD TO ,Itf^1s IWBDPIB^P H pD IVDjn 
jiiB.iy^io i«i5 po iPoyiyDi'B M'&jyntfB 
IVi own nyW'D *KI5 VO .jy'iwinw »» DW 
i B*I $83 P»K D*D .anrr^BCE' B DiVtvyz tp 
• w irani wt D»n3yay5y3 >T lyiippp; ny 
j;*w lyaBDP^^P Tin po Tysno-iyiKa 
i !P3V3 y-my LTK IID lyan^ntsiyo *yn 
iV"vj-iyDJ-K H
 fC3yDB2 H PD JPWtvaD3BP 
."W3iy»hBB#. PD pK yoosya '5«3 
n in»nwa»iK pmiayj.yr oi#n IPD pK 
n IK ,Tjoi»Mi0pn IV m^yas .jyooso 
j#JV TJTI i» r«y n i»n«nbTWJ jptio 
^ IPD IB , ¥ W ire>Bn l»j iypQ «t is 
TK n*TB nnm tnyv PHIBO inn ..Tyapyv 
nyn PD JJ>O'» Sywyao B tvxipuu lyDrnyc 
3'iK .umtsBTya ix yr WK.TWIP orwri 
"i "in* 3jnn»D Ty»i jpayaaBa "i $»i ]yo 
D*D DO |y^3BmyD jyno »*i re ,iynny>pTy 
-tpDnnin m jmn3 MI ren»B iyi3B p*p 
•y3inya»K PKT iyDB5W3 taipi 33'0^D nyn 
B iy33»»i33»iK 5BT ya^yii J»»D*P"K IV m 
•\jn po 3j'o*o jyooays DIV |Mi?»n3yD8py*i 
-BDDK TJH W t31Blt03B TTI -"TIKip DJMPH 
o n osny irufiiys poyau PK IKC^'K'D 
-TyDyBC ayn ti5yii» ,J\ .T .Ty-aoyvyi iyo30 
•"K'DBOK ijn po iyoy? ijn •on"K 
i w p» DBni.tjnBiiys'DVit^aiB T»K IB^ 
-PHIS >«t ny IK ,]'$yiB "iri'K "a owsiw 
BIB v» 08n I'poMmn iya« ,iinyii ]y i^xy3 
•yj K D3.WM o«n iy jtt'i&ya D»3;33i>njKn 
WW n i»»y^?3"iK t»3yp « DIK o«n»a^ 
po inn? Ty^x'DB i n "wa^ yn i « a K PK 
K ijniya oftm ,ix :o»i n w o orwcn' n n 
: "3K w cn'K o«nr |yo iyn"K iy;yiK^iyD
-
-^aiB. pK 0Bioyj'y»5a UBTI .Ty .''iy3jKDy3 
VD y!>3yo3iR lyano'ix DIK iwjy? wn tn'» 
"Vl'M PD iyn»X p»1W y i lKr"K»DKDK ijn 
jji^yot? 
w a n pK 03»tf3 nya^ jni ,IKD i n 
OBH "HKB3 OVXtrri-}! ^ *3 IjH^ K^ ,'atn 
w lyonyJ ix asi^yof K TD DKH iyDB5B'ya 
-oyp K !y33KByj3K pie- ny OJ^I ,iyoy> .pirn 
ny3ip iya5yr o n pic jfDDjns *yn pK |«*' 
D'O 'O'WIKIV *T CPITK l*R 3KD"a 38DT 
."BBP I'-iya^K, : JyiPDiK-o"^ B 
jya^ynyB K PBTIH bSKoW mw' iv 
-anwmyo «! PK .ijn^yoKiBDKP ou BI ^ M K
 ( , y s . n w tyj3RDV33K taijn• ;I«BIWP 
* n re .puncnpo B i*i?a I»K orr IB ,jny» ipj>nMwra ,iybKO pi*ta H jyvyn 
ini DU vi |p9»ft »i i« ; t»tta |yD*$3 oyo o»n'nD3iK t» t3>»pa»5WWi PK IPOOBP: 
• 
m 
18 .1914 , ^ - i B H 
, --
-5yii Miwv PD ivoBoyno OK*$II PK i«o 
ivosain n PK [yoiaya J»nwH iva«n w 
-WD ,yooiKiiy3 n IVD»"ID ivBftpiya pR 
l U ' ^ w n TITPT PK .irvtfmih wnjmwn 
-iw Ttr.osrtfffpw oTyacyo yryisiR -nmni 
no-. Hp2i< Tin v* W>"3*U!O*D D J ^ W I I 
W J I U T K Tjn po j:it33%rijiD "yn w I I W D 
-3»K n no 3310^ p't TyoaiR wn PR IB'* 
*38TK3 T.TR |M3 lyTVPniX Tl 5K38P"3TyD 
in»iiM OP^GTOB PR t r s t i iwn yiy.n -^ 
' . v n w p . D W n TyT w lyocny nyS* DIX 
•53 «T V> IV^» "1 18 ,BP3inV3 !M*T w 
iWTPWOm* D"n3Jf3J^ J?3 TJT1 B'D IW13 
co ' inm-ry^o n vtfwt PK yoB^a -on po 
IB ,iyBjtfB>j"TK i r ^ . W ^ " yvB3UD«P 
is .tmrutfpny TPJSP % TTKB3 o a ^ n n 
pfcnt oywp n J»ni o»3 D<m no poMmn 
•wjnyw»K in pD yoo»y3 n £»»H *m ,oy 
TyaKPnyoB i n PD yDD»y3 n PK 5838C 
oaypTyjK D>TK pav* aaiaihiys iBW-vno 
.]HtTyB JQ*>TJW K T D 
,5yoio iym PK w .eoiRiiya lyaBn T O 
ODIP 08ii ."Tyxyn yoDBitfypy ytyn PK. 
T D T O ptfyu ,33iamB^R TJWH in* TBB BT 
o»3 TB . T W D n i»py? o*a \**t\imr\ BIB 
taiK iy5mi "D"mwiB n o'a PR BWVWI 
ty3*T T*D .l^Vl^ll^ 8T8 TB )ya»lienyfl 
"ID >BO y$8 TB 580 |*K 18 ,Dfo*Dy3 Ty38 
8 lyonya yooBM y^saB^BaTyoa'K n iyt 
PB 08n niD^yii ,i8TiyB 8 jyjys aatfyoi? 
,IBUP Tin p8 P>TR T'K Ty MI ,HJO jyoeny 
^Dnyrpon iv p'fioyp « tvutdsvaaw 
Tin PK jraosys ys^OTBuoaKryo n pn 
PK ,iyo3'jnm IX P^KTBO »* PK vpxfr 
iyo"pa^ayo y$K o»o oynoya OBmya^yn 
*$Wl 1BD8P. BpM 18>31V »T |yBl#BT*3"TK 
^Ka PK Ty Tm»K TyamK^ryo K PK TJD 
H . IK3T8 itfv'.roif Tin m ."jyaaKByaav 
.IS P*5K 0^3 T3D8B y»*a 
KT tPenw T^ O t8 ,tya8omyfi HDBTITD 
-ya Ty38 ww\ vai0»w «D^Tnywa 8 
Wva « oyo3»>BTyB |ya»n T O t8 vb5n*B 
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4,711 |W IPMID 1P1W 24,728 |W"t ,1913 
|ttt |p»VW B31W1B 84 D3»D DHT .1P3PD . 
.•wara IWPVRTB 18 pift 
,TO $P3'Dp3 ,Dn8t3»TPBR n 3n3PDTl»3 
13,993 :16,418 *3n ^0 jpiiP3 |P3"t op t« 
w s w i a mpn3B .TJUPD- 2,426 PR IPM-ID 
PD aV1^8BB3B3 ffUlU 1'R OJTO3 1»3»T 
Tfe^wm |P3«t .TPIPMI yuruit ,IP»VID. 
.CTPJP^ P .DW18DR .np3PO pB.umirurD. 
-**n , o w v b firanvoww jnarvvnrQa'r 
.U»rw P$B DpD3 |M»n onyvwn pn OTPB 
en tw)«yiKvjo5jm ,n ,oip;n«R n "3 
«mMP»ro> 5n«t n i ' « ,u>t»R.tn»»* R 
•DTPOPTB ."W3J» *n*v n w o*ru IITR >BO 
pm»R jrame* K o*D'tPO"3iK yafcm ,nprp 
.DTPDHP ip-lM »5tft..DTl ,Ty3SO P*R |M»l 
-cjnrn"n a*i«.V«38D»nD pis Mip-pn 
TT cin W P 3 ipnpi D*»R IPSRP *ro 
•TD3M1 i n jiiainimJtti i n pn DRDMI 
DU '1JK DUniVOPVOUBD H 1W) OPBD TPDD 
TH w»»opa$« n 1 T»R IPB^SIR n IKC ni 
ne Dpiroaro »J* pit mTSf PD JJTTO' 
cowrwD t«M.unyayn' n jmooru'it i n 
1 T« "D TPBPtf I»P«K*D*DD|« Tl pM "D 
I5» P»'3«H p« .TPB^lRBy^R'DiJOWD^ 
"WCVDDV n pK T»3*03JTP 33^3jm n nit 
•3*3 n PR /HTTP*)) JTIH3R pR ,TjmPB» JRP 
IPJIEViD R^ PR Dp .TPBJW W»^R*DRDDS 
" » J t 3 n j int. OP 5»H ,»np« 03*503PBP 
OR11 ^3>3>npD31R.PO"11V H IP3RO IX fJ/W 
5»po-e»n»nvnin pD pniptpa DTP-TIBM »»M 
D1R .^PROIfTB pD 7 SPPWR D»l5 TWOJ3 
•»D8K»3POm 8 V$3PD t3"11 MV 1PD«B^3 1V 
1RD lP?»n» H IPO'OrpS 1RB 0UR3 IP315 
•j'R i n i w i n P R D ^ a t n w n«,T>*w 
. n » o n 
t33PPP3 183 ,D8n 33)31tTPD31R ^ 3 n 
-P3 iP3"» o n W o n lim .unjni t)380P3 
03PPP3 IPD Dan im p f o 5»iv ,»?»a IPII 
•80 W.ODTJW DP D»Y 5P»D'« JP3P3JT1DMR 
IP! .0"3TR tyoiao P3PTjnmyD H 1P3 
np3*Tjn /ttnrw'. 8 nnpi I'R i8rcroD3Tpn 
•38 P^8 Jin,nD3jnf38P I* 1P11P3 i»D»U T*R 
"1R113R PR D«3TR IPBTf VW ltf33l3;p1D6' 
-•np njn po oiRBpn D P I iP3«nr O»D IPO 
"*DT»3TPn pD JH3P l»3 33WinP03lK TpOB» 
'0811 ^313inPD31R WM1V TTI [P3P11 .|8r 
DPD3HP3 Ojm D'OIR-P'DV W T» bnP'VpS 
. . ipi^tpa ipTim 
520 IP013»30nR 08T1 3il3inPD31R i"l 
TPO«318 31,506 1P3»0DPI?P3 DR1> %WBPP 
^"^ I fD
 rDTP3^nPT 3H3P3JP3PTJ'nj( D i j) 
tfin .(PD>I'DBV33R PR DTPPPB ,DVl"^RD 
y?8 po >pt33nprj"3 pn D3pnip T*R 5HRV 
o j m P R oa*ooppp3 i»j»n ya^jm-.Tpo^sTR 
.PT8* H) TPD;n3. PD *TDOn3»R DD*m pR 
•|8»"R»D8DD8 289 JP3»I npBPt? §20 H JIB 
*03in3PBPT3»R 231 P3n3»R H pR TPBpV 
• n n i n j i jPDitfew pfsan pa^pii , I P B » P . 
jra5pt--n *»MR J B W njn.twj DD3Pa»Tj8 P5p 
• , w n w 8 n » » 3 i « P R nvioe* po iPawsnps 
' .T8D 03»TI7 jRPMOipfc TJH '11 
IRK>"RU38DD8-0'3 n p& ^lRV-'T D3fl 
>tt8V n »11 1P3P5P 5JMD DO j i * TPBpBnR'31* 
«» !P3'qpPB»P3 ,TPBPT |8VR*08008 H PC 
-RDOR n ?ip3 ,npp»aiR 6 ^ 0 m y\m D>J 
""31R 24,796 IP3*DDPW3 TPBpC* J ^ ' R ' O 
TPDR PD0'*O W DR11 ,TRBTP1 PR DRT .TPO 
POD'^ O n PR jrD*)T3 |P3"» TPBPP |BBM»R'D 
P5« ^3«>P IP^tfc 1PBPW P^Ut'DRDBR-B'J 
.'TODWR Tin PRTPB'Pf W'b3'lf PRPDMT3 
tPDB5tV33* tP3»T ,tPDnB3DMR pa^jjni 0*O 
"T pR.B«aTR IVO pR !Re»"H»D8D°R W 18 
| » r u " . m » 3 -D38B"138p 5Bp8q8n» TP031R 
• 
21 .1914 , ^ - l B K 
1912 PK QMW 26.8 pfi 1MW« t*K 
N PS^yr w n .1913 PR BjyvapB S8.2 ViR 
v j\o BPPOJPT3 woDMi &x iy«ni mbaVi 
B"3-wya tnjm cy p^yn PM ,33'B«TPBR 
> i » c D « o o - o * n ^IBY.H .IBII no 
.WO PR 1»U 8 TH?**! 12 1JW»P» DH11 
1912 PK OS«ipB 301 PD jyaww t»R 
W'tS 5n«Y n .1913 pK DjpxriB 6X4 <mR 
. W . K 1K$8*1 9 IMHTPB Mm B1PJ8"I 
1912 PK bayxana w$ m ipanswa I*K 
lyma AIBY .*I -.1913 pit 785 v w 
K Tttfip 12 jyaipps Dam . o u o n D -
PR 30.6 pB JW'OCM PK 'VW09 Tjrwt W) 
fciRX *i .1913 rat BjyvmB 47.6 *piR 1912 
nR5ap 14 jyoiPM oam ,B T y p at O IP'VIB 
|1B IPi'DCVJ PR *WWD. *«nK 1811 8 
,1913 PK oarvariB 56,5 *PW 1512 PK 2L1 
Dim .DTPPKD np3pa pa Djyvans i n p« 
pa iproBTJ p» ,wnm«n ytfyi n IPBIPPS 
.1913 pK B3pwiB 75.6 ipw 1912 PK 52.8 
.Tyo«3W p w IHD ptf njn 
ipapn imsnyi Basipa pit? PR DV BBH 
P'BC n ipayn TIDR I*IK PR /npn-jpsVn ,_i 
BKII
 ftrumn"N UPVIB. n "a .npD»3™ 
DM11 n pB 5nttX n PR , P W pfi n»»"31K 
PK /inyo njn« I811 * IK>KT 20 | P » T T » B 
oitfomripB * w pB i«n "TPBD'^PS,, nyn 
KJ 1912 p* t33W«na i a 6 pB ITlKiUU 
-8T<R Tp3pB *1 1P3PH .1913 pK .v*pB 33.3 
M38D JD^PI DKT iw«r B*; jpo IPP D-WJ 
ITK 5napt np"i BTporinpB ipa»n iwru 
P' PR TP38 5*33 .Biy3]tfplpB — W O S 
Dim ^i I\B ?nai» n jjvwoMiro B iyny3 
•manvB PR TOD PK nRJsn 16 IPWHTPD 
P3 ,1912 PK -XKIB 62.6 pB imKllW B"1PD 
.1913 pK .YS"1B 66.2 
-»nB pB 5nat* n PR onBD»iBK n "3 
. *n 14 jyarnyD DKII , W 3 - I R ? w ,\V 
1«ii "nubo'u^. Tin pK ,inyo pK iam » 
33.7 PB .nriipw: oiyDjnnyB ,inar JIB 
T» t« 5n«v n PK ..itara 50.1 P3 .tariB 
TUTyB VH jyaiD PTPH iwy*TipB D»inpj 
.vipB 77.1 P3 .S8T» 69 itt.pniA>M onpo 
IPD»31K DK11 D1K0»^ BM DV1PD I1D Snipt H 
pK 1K11 K' .JTT 16 W3P»T1»B PK , P W pfi 
PB iw»jp« P3 8 PB BjyvariB 35.3 iKiip 
-pa DjpvaoB 41.1 njjnnpn ^KW K -w?tp 9 
^BD IVIP'T pat .inpo pK IK58*I 9 uap 
IPmppa DKII ,'T pD'Snapt n »a»onw»ai 
DTpaan»K/T PB .d ia^o nm |IB hnpo 
pB ipaoyii ha 12 PB »wapB 30 jyaipss 
19 11& ny^yn DKiioy pK w i at natfan 14 
n .inyo PK n ^ « i 14 ipoipys 031^ .^9 
jyoipys patii . ny^KD^yBoyo n^«y 
a»K ii>iv « iK5ap 16 MI nyj^yii t»3 14 la-
w lyavn pjyvapB 3L1 \m Djyx«iB 42.6 
.myo pK iR>ip 16 lycw 
TJT1 Mt11 ,I'HB B10»3'O TTI Bl*?l 5>33 
TV
 ftjmniya ,D"in*Byu>»K DKn 5«P*D»IS 
nyjoy^i jyoipys tvsvn DKII ,n PB 5iiKK n 
•ya pisnvte'WD VH
 #t"*i» DID»J'D DPI MI 
^ n PE BB^ Pn at am 5yoTy*D p'K PB jsnapi 
*Wttb-tfti TJTI ijn»K ipnya PK DKII ,5nw 
B:»»n I5»BK ^83 ipsa .inatiipa D3"DP: \V* 
npD»3nK 0H I1B &P8TP»B 8 IPD1PP3 J8D IV 
IP3"* ^T !y3^ P11 IX ,t"1B DIDO'D DJH U'J 
.58P8DapB DPT D*I^ Ba'B3ins: 
; .^yp»DKis pt« IOJMO-IVT fi^ ]yi 
IPD1PP3 DKII iOTPDIBDB H PB H^IJY 7 
IP^BBW t'K ,i8ii 8 nK^ Kn 8 m -warn 
IM D«n BP PK DayxtpB 27.2 tpiK 30.2 pe 
8 lyoipys DKII , n pD.$nipr. n a-ipoy-wyc 
-oy JIB ^ B pK .inpn \w i»n « i«5fi 
•api DKII ,n JIB 5najx n a»K Dnyn*8T3 
18ii K i&nrv 8 pa Tpi^pii ipoipys tjc 
-,1912 PK BJPVK-IB 25 PB |P?KBW 
*KB PK .1913 PK B)I«8^» 13 1"* 
PB ta8Y n in B^n BnyBplf l »i |m 
/WPD PK iaro > TatJin 20 iyoipy3 DKH ,n 
T I B ^yays BjpvariB 1L2 JIB BTyoynnsc 
J913 PK D3PV81B 28.1 VIR 1912 pK TPD 
D n 8 a »"» n y B K *T tpDnyj v o tyn 
n is ,vo ly^cpa . P ' D H J J K I »* 
PE jyoipys DKII ,iayn-]y3atii n |IB 5mpt. 
pB ipa^B^pa r»at ,IHPD pK i8n 8 "«t$ari H 
.1918 pK 23.B *i«lK 1912 PK B3PVtpB 16.6 
,T3yn-]y3afii "iPJPa n PB "ipnym n^8V n 




nypnyii Djjm -uo o n ^ * T j n 20 
rna toPKorw n n ni w a r n IVJ*V ORM ruwJp a im W**3ifc r* annp' ,0**3-18 
71 OTy3P?PiyB »K , W R 1R5*T 14 po -pa B«P nm.'st pBiminptpsaK .DPETPMI 
26.3 vm 1912 PR Da*m» 43.1 no IPIRM .D>J TPI$ WCWDKDOM im vt D3J0 
• ^ y o s p k w w n .1913 I*K Dinmi
 D j n £ # ^ y u r ^ i n pa cyrn^ 
• 
,VH R 1H ¥^T 25 MI w : y n jpanp D*U 
Djpvm» 81 «IMR insnya DTPJPJPTPB PK 
n .1913 I'R riJWJPB 67 ViR ,1912 pit* 
Ttp ^0 K P*K |PD*?# D3VV«na 57 P3MBT, 
^"irinv? iPDiov PWUPBTIPB PB D-IPD 
-»1B -J«B i)3"iB* ^RPWDB/IB npi pa*pn IRB 
K i«?un 18 pit "wtfip 12 ,nK?«T 6 no ivi 
p* 1PD"31K 'M D«11 0»¥. " i n 0*1? / ^ l l 
[JtelPW OHM IST11B PMnttBKlB n , r n . 
-iyo ?KB iny* PR v ' °*" lypna *1 QB 
?,IKV vj PR O*M iyo*Miv iyi pa .onyoyu 
'26 po nysoyu U»^5IB jpoippa DWI ,n nt> 
pH wyvtm* 61 no IPIBIW-IP3P?P IK?»T 
-1913 l'K oayvsriB 33.8 «IMK 1912 
•»aiR 5n*yn [ID 33np3yi>EnyB TPT D*O 
ijn MI
 (Dy#n**ii mp3p5p jpoippa DKH yiyo 
'P3 ,T*VDK3 ,PR ,")«B D3**">S? 78PBDRTB 
pan ,-»PO"3IK pD ojyv»-m iyn IW»DB»" 
m inyo *w i ™ DID*3*O oyn (poippa 
•myt oiyi ]yn .pna 010*3*0 TTT 
K DM I'HB 01013*0 iy i D«ll ,pDin 7»»B ^ " "D T y B >'• 
-»*i DPI*, oy .DIO*DPRO R iinyii a r;y-i3yo . „ ....L * u ™ 
5nw ^'jya'^aiyB i* 
npi pR !'« ,03**vp33R tpa*iR pit? MI 
33iiy3yn « iPoippn»B PHDOVT3*K l yv iw ' 
p^K PR 7RPKORTB *1P1 D3't DPEM-PMI po 
P3ija 3'oan v^ayiDB'in P R DTi -OBtnp pR 
njn pafcm IRB ,iP33i3*pBPi?p3 P?K n « 
ClO^'O K DTn>Dy33"lt Dipt'' ?Kp*40»pB 
I1B 73H ^0 imniP K tMMJf 1 y?P3«D .T"1B . 
-y pR •iy3:i3'DBye'y3 ya^yts IKB nnct? 
-iK «l !ID oayitKiB nyn I»K u^*n»3M iyi 
->3*o "iyn ni lya'jyn ivoipys p«n ,nyo>o 
,*] PD 7n«x n pN ,iy7KDP3 n3i)D*Hya ,D1D 
,T»IB DID'3'O 7HPMDSTB oyi iwnp ya&yit 
prjiowu i»K iMK ,|yi>DB*y3 nafO»n»a T'R 
poyviMBKia >i ,D»Q -TinyjpSp K P « nan 
Dprn'jH jnyayn ipnippa OKII ppo'u-iK n 
-' 5 p iiB ?HRV n .pns OID'J'D nyT M-
6 ijn*'R nyauyii ipoippa Dtjn , D I P J 
JIB lynRttp; onyjyT r^ipB PK ,T«ii K I K ^ T 
D3yVmB 37.3 HMK 1912 PK DM^ipB 60-4 
* 1 1 7HKX ^ ,1913 pK 
» K irum « ran>p»
 p D p n B ^ w r i f l ' w n i ^ 
D3HDy,PD;*K ,..» on , M W D ^ ^ P T P D PK , W K-iK?rt 14 ; 
W*tomX**mWjX>™.-m* npePR^R'nK7^12.IlB01=>3>O7KP«D 
T«7in 7 jyoipya D3wr>B 32.7 PV3K3 iP3«
 i m pK o m ^ ^7 ^ ^ ^ ^ DnwJ,5P 
W(ll ,H pti ,D3W»OB TP1 .^If l l K 1T1PD 1]»* 
'm?K t»« ,OID*3»D ijn *n inpo y^ippa 
J31D*3*D Dpn JPD1PP3 D8U ,*T PB Ml TPOPn) 
ivoippa DHii ,DTyB***n fri&t nj 
5L5 1*K IBM K 
iyoippa D3P*»nB 
h pD .^ t*i> K inpD PK K^7H^  16 
ojpvinB 44-6 IPDIPP3 -o m * i » n 
ojjnfKTB 37.7 ipsnp OTP3*OKTPP n **a 69-9 *IMK irt«iwj DTP 
•8T 12 PB.nP3»3Pll 1*3 10 pD 010*3*3 OJH PK D3PKK1B f " 
12 JP01PP3 D3WITB 32.6 pR K^M K IK? ,0 T P P * * 0 
. 
7T1K* *T J913 pK Djyx^lB 47 <1MK 
Ml 1P3*3PM 1P3HP OKI) ' ,D1P3*DK!PP 
,^«n K IK5JH 10 PB i*ns ^KpHOKna npi 
I*K w i K iK7»i 8 pe pna 5np«ttir'» 
pK D3PVK19 493 PB IP-1*1*.P3 DTP3P?ViPB 
. 1 9 1 4 , ^ T B K 
o>poe D3POOTKBPT aanabsp n IPII .a:8a 
,o«t Tpanpnpa P R n8or P W D W M IY o»a 
"»*3' c a r o m DO3POOTKBPT P O M W jpapp 
T O . DM« IPfoPD op ijnv j n « > ipnpoc ips 
.R "OTPPBO ,"DTPODPD n>^D« /o rpp^p n 
T3TKBPT prinaK JIB O"3TK n OTPH „$a .T 
IPno TPD»3TR 9339a pR .OTPocpa DOJPD 
*T IPhpJ 18»'D |ib jina pR j n " * jpnpa 
•38 PK iW» ' JnyJSwj»3 i» 5n8* poora'D 
ov is ,ofcnb IPO IPII ,Tn*t nc ipo»sr P T P T ^ 
-jn pspTP^emm ^1 iyt>5»sn iv a*e*u o ' j r»R 
IM»t DV 5"M ,3383 IJtflb PK DP3PDOTRB 
.tvsvn y v o lira MI TPO^BTR Tnpo IBTBB 
*i .an«* TPD«3TB Tnptf V*VOB3 jpnpa 
•pTMl *1 BIPO^ D»PaM8*DP»3TK P3M8T 
'K ,TPQ»*3TR *1 jyt^HV <K ,B8B* (ID P»P08t 
1Kb .V*OTBIIO38TPB iw"i DSII n IPPMIX 
Vt own op MI ,«8i? JIB uis?8nb*iM TPT 
j ao inpoaw j m ^ i w 8 P B oa»ntp3DMTK 
"PDPIVODPD D1K IPT8UP3 03BOPa VK Dtfll 
•318 TPTPH isam .IPI«TB P>BB» n jp5 
TPT D'3 0T8BPT 1»1IPT p8 OTP11 a31311TPD 
.D380 
"3»D V1K ^Bp»B8T6 V'° "ipVll "»1 
J3*BptnB38p 
D83TPB D8ii 5»P«o(pB pK opais i n 
•3PO»TP3 8 osnpa can ' 33'DPRTO38P-3BO 
OTpTa'OTPb iinp'coap im DP J3IPTMI PT 
,DT80P»tTDa8P"38D pD 5H8V H iPTB"P3 
-p3 iprpii P3*5mp5 urn JRD pin p8 n n 
-BR PDOP3 1MB TPD^ PHDMTR D*8 03'DDPr 
-If DTP11 0U33PTBR p»H 183 TP38 .DT8»"T 
•pa OTPII D8n p« ,TRO"TBR \*W TRD 03M5 
-i» n : lin»3 pD a w o i m TPT e 'p i^nta 
.|HP"K'D«DD8 n pK 18*3' 
P>8 PD (.YtfTB 28) fcWD 8 Ml T.TPD C5n 
PR ,TPBP(? I86"'8»D8DD8 H pK Tpb»riK 
"IK H pb (O3PH8TB 37) 5pom 8 Mi 1-iya 
Si •Ways? J8C"K*D8DD8T3»3 n pK iyD»2 
.Rn3iDic 50 MI ivaoBii D»a-m 
ipo ban oWfrt"H H oohva jyo jpn 
I'H *"10D113'K TVn. pK BfclKWHOMK D»n 
D8T ^08$) ,tn8* lib i8ii nptao'n'3 IPT 
1PT »'15 ,DMK OD1P ,(t33W81B.100 1PE1T 
T»ll 1p3^*3P3in Tin 18 ,3313injlD3lK 
1912 pK MW^SIK P>K |)D ptf Tp3'$0aM 
bD3P'TlPD Din JIB B3PY81B 7^8 IP11»3 I'R 
I« 3MK : ep^n D8i .^8ii *ipoD'n*3 npT pn 
lib i8ii TPOD'wa i n pK own ipo^a-m 
,TK 8^T 15 —- }y38> 1*08^ ,B3P'T»PD Tftlp 
1K^8T 11 PB^np D>1K D»3P3TH IPYD^B!: 
'38 5P'B D'3 PK DOIWTn TPtPH .($10^2) 
•3*8 TPT pD opceapns TP»B n p8 trun 
1*8 TPBPC tVB',1K*D8DD8n3*3 *1 |>8 .*TDDn 
""K'D8DD8 n pK PK ,.V81B 69 TIP )K IP 
.o;pv8iB 78 pR 72 — TPByE- JIJF 
-pa tP08iix TPBP!? P5R iponpa I>D |jni 
D"3"J8P3 I»38n IP38HPB 117 IB
 #TO |P3'D 
iPOD'n'3 MPT PR IP131DB» 10 Ml TP3'3PV. 
10 P-D 0"31RP3 IP38.T 205 i-mf* pD 1811 
-31DE* 30 P3 20 pD — 356 ,lP131t31C 20 P3 
PR ,Hn3\0&* 40 r»a 30 pb — 634 ,nn 
imsiDt? 50 MI TP3»3pn 1*3 40 pb — 2,980 
•^3 Tin PR OT'DKB 08H 0«T Ml M18 .18" B 
- ' . M18 [P3V1P B»3 1PP IPO IP11 ,18" "IPDD 
]D D8T 'VHt /OTPT8B IPD M1 TPD"3TR 5p'D 
TS1T1R P3»?3HP pR 0"np3BTP 3P>5« DbW 
Tnpt TR DJT 1P11 ,TMK TP38 BDPTD DP -IP3 
IX >TW5 |HP3 JP11D TPO»3TK H 18 ,M'3 
TPT TPT8 TPTlCDPPDiaiSO TpT D811 DPT 3P'S 
H IPD^ RiT IV T38Dl^ O*R D»3 IP3"1 18D18E 
tpa'Dpo^psyr ,IP^ID I»R 'Tpa>B*8o-oo'^K 
.1915 IKB DDJ?D yaynaiayi 
TKii WJ»TW" D*T»^W DoyD yayTiup: ^nyv; vopJ^^^y^ « |j?a«n n*o 
yi^fiyn jnn » .tnjoff J»J# ya>n Vijnranyfi fyB^no^ "T .1913 THD "iyp 
• 
lypiHii wponRi.on^ njn • 
JJD»31K D8M |PJB>*1PB H OKI ,PonB3DMR 
%1n>3 PK w i B i r H w 50 MI TPSUPIV 
15 pK npBPP IBEMWDSDOB H PH .*8*IB 
jjnjitJP 60 ipo^aiK D*u H JIB ojps«nB" 
|*Sn*K*DBODB n pR .SJflB 55 I'M 8^11 8. 
•"IPDBBOrbO rt PR'.VIpB 65 pK TPBW 
-
j«p jtK nBDVTVK" DDm PR DD'Ml n " 
•ooru'K T P T ^ P P3na*K »i pn pontoDMK 
tt iPDIBinPOJlK PK M D«l? am pK ,jpn 
'•yi OTPH DP MI .DJKPD poap^s? PK pou 
.jtfpatjo Tpom PK w w i n pR os»s 
- * !»DB:«O DPP» T»y IB Pita PHBD PK 
»tf* pK fl^miB PK 1PBB3BO 1P»B — B"3 
Thi no oD y^n B PK . " # * D V PK IPDBJ«O 
pDonrnja'D 'D*D p«rmw"e*«m' Q"s ipr 
OWB116? pmni I* oaMn IBVPK D*3P*PR 
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,irw« .oinppTyD .|jn«noiw »tpn pc 
•KIDJHP IIK PI8DIP PR"l*oi< n imi bnm 
^n.Dijnab"© n a w v t t p ' W * P*R B Y * 
oMnayanwi^vtMU-lW"! *n pR ivavuvi 
ir: JIB JORYD % i .p t t l ' " t o«ii v v w i 
•pj'ft ajvpnp&jy DiRD'ioonR DPI tmm 
^3»nyn« v*& 
,IP3Rfl TpY^P H pK IK ,Kt?K tPflltt YD 
n » j » ' * i I P D » 3 I R n pw BIPOD^D ' n I'RH • 
"DVT |jn»*te W DJ'Oy* JffO PK ,DYP38J 
o n T in : I P I & I D P O y a ^ i y i B T i n DDI>B; 
p* iKr"K'5'D3«P T i n *wow5*P V { 1» 
-pK* Tjn« P"1DD DPT D»bB,3K/lttB",nD*31» 
n 1K11 B1R1 TK ,|fflft» TlK 193*1 YD .OIK 
. n i r e t t f .o i « 
iro D38DP3 DB.1 ojiaftm ,5«PR*. tpumitpa 
.TDTK3 DPI pD DODD '7 .SpDlD DW"5p |"B 
W 1'1K V» IP3K.1 IWIDD 13P DOTH (W 
V33VD. -|P3'1K H pR IPBTRIW P1BDC V3K3 
o^nspsy^ ya n IWUIXP ' IK DYans lyawn 
."TPORII P:OID pR B»D iyBB3„ IV 
y» in«Dp w«3 iyiiP3 | M » * trass W 
o*n tyo .oyBD'DfyajiN Dyap pb i jny iB iv 
•»int c y i V I K Dy3"K pb T$W n tttnipiyj 
PK ,poiB i j n iB » o»np3 D*n imp* .JPD 
.pyiMcw PPBD oy DKii IPD»IV i y i pb 
.BVBP PK-3H5W PK 1P3P' IPIR i y i m '118 
•»P PK D3yn«3 iv Y I DPIP tyo t»n ly^t j 
•n i«D» * i D$ I I inyo D O .3H£IE» D O ' i y : 
i'K 3»i5ie» .iyoip'p-t8i »D»VB |P3«I "ipa 
•Tna iy)8DD«3 i y i PD I S B D C H M P I 
DiyotrpiK5p y>8 DPD3 pK l ipviyiv 
'Bl(3 pK n D38D / v n o ' i . v i ' o i r ana iKD 
W118 isihnyn ; D P U « 1 B \»p DPD3 IKD 
.K'tfpiK>D ,up5iv5p ,mw m Dipot? 
3'^ i y i D*D Y1 IWK.1 yiyi38 PK KD3K1KD 
V» B'in*i",DiyD3)«-wit$p o^» D^yp*iiD3y 
r-: D1^»13KD 1KDDS3 -D1K pB DO !KDDIf3 
tm 8 D'D ."D13y PK Dl» '1„ IP3811V »? 
•PIK5P w n 1 tyrvnaRD ,yon83D>iK ysssp 
]in ,iiy3y:DiR pK iKDDija IRE Y3 lyp 'n 
1TODR3 IJH.BIP ,|yoy31RD DO t|1K1 ivo 
•R11 .D1P0P yiyi38 PB Y1R WIP DyplKD 
"3iy n PR (JKDDR3 pK iyD1PP3 pa ^'R 
,iRDDR3 PK — .lyaoyvn pR .^D^X PDD 
8 D«X i y i pK Dinpn ^Riya'R »ii mpD 
-y3 « i a«n V'R . i " i o PK B"P$«OIP SD^ID 
i j n w - v > D«^uo5 jm ' t i 3 t twn i r . 8 lP3iB 
. lyoiy i i PR !»apny3'K 
D1P111P3 V I OR71 JDIPDDPIB n "3 
1KB D I 8 * I P Y D ;-jp;ya^ V I R PR B » » I M R , 
IPiyiyB '» iP3'i5By3'iP3-n.D33'a^ 5ys?yBb 
H ,v» IRB DiyooyiB n ;D«I3«B .8 V P 
"58HP3 DR.1 iyo .VMRB OiyDDyiB"1p031R 
P3R1B yi3P3P13 '*! p.K -IPD'!? |«K pR ]yO 




-3"n38 myo ty3'iiy3iv DIK ,«D IRB P'K 
C81 ,DDyfiORD ,R , |y3R c^y31RD D«H ,1P3 
y55« pD D3»B ' i |ycmBR 5RT \va ,DD>M 
IPiRiiya DBRiDE»pa tp3"t ya^pn .DIPDPIB 
•ERiDr*ya PK ,D3y3yiaiyB ysyiy^BnyDiRB 
*OJfD H PD .TfSlfi 50 D11R JjnW3 IW"t po' 
.renya 
J ' IK • m imiw PR DDyB'3«Q iyuhT 
.IJP'B I'D'IR 
DfclWSM DO YIR OR'1 D1KD»1BK H "3 
own ,jyiiy3 DO T^ K D'>3TK p'p .5yoiD \"p 
V) V I 'tJiP IVQ'D PR .DP11P1P oany3 |pb 
-VI 1KB IPD'D DD1^3iyB DnKD"1i* DY1PD 
R 0 m "t t8 . IP^IP |yoop3 ;yaR.i W3BD 
• 
2a .1914 A n i H 
yaw* Tn«u unyn.btBSya PB oy jy« n - SyryJa B |v»no jytoi TO ,OOIP jmvv$i 
'. iP2Bn- TO .DIBII -*wif 18 oaBiya *wn» 
o^o im tut lyeu D'D .TIVK ivonju oonaw 
iy3">8M "UHB 19*8100 I"P MP DP .B""3 
. .iyD$8ny3 o»3 TTPR 
Die |wp osn n."*t« ,oite OIK lyoipya pa 
in lybSBmya iv nw osnya o»a WBTTR 
MIB nniya operas om pB PR M .tain iv 
,oa«ny3>R i»n oayoya pi* b$n M t8 ,338$ 
]1» ,DD3y5r |*ip Dtf"tfVR OP3M1 W P DBT 
MTB MI ,iy5nyvTin T*R 5yn T B IIK yn» 
y>« lyBBcwaij lyoB^ya y? »a 2*1 VN 
PR tnnie ms!3iM no lyoy^s? pB jy5j'i 
n jyaBn 5yu VR *\\ n& MIB .iinyio 
-lyoySc, j"p.^K >yii ,Pin DJH nya'R nnsm 
Tpni pat «PIK 5yoy*c B 3JP5IV .pa'tiny oy 
pR — JhVW H»J pD HO ly'C 5*08 TR |'3* 
-»3>8C OB.1 n»3ET3 *iy3^ "»"TB iyO*8 MTI 
:D5nynyoD. 
VR tB .Snip yoony OBT lyuya im oy„ 
W K lymmipjmB *BT *i b*'v pit? PR DV^iynv ban.^v^BB n .*mytBMR lyuya B*I pa 
'.ni3B-py ycn83 ,B$yn KIRI iyo#i I'D*D ^jrt"D K oamajj 
-MI »B .oainBiiya BI?B VPK T B 3Bn„ 
-myo PH iya»ii ijnyn b»3 byn n I5B3 
u oyii ,»3iK w ttrtyi lyaMnas pR ,e>3yo 
TIK Tya» -lyoipya DO P>D««TD ps> iya*iBo 
•ya ma I.TR «i'iK D«n P«31C8IDD ipiy»n 
n, .oiyDbayya D ^ B J T O DBn M .DPTM 
OIQ Jtfc OBI lyttfBnya r^awiya *w n«n 
njn TO- vw rot lyDB t^nya ooyo in^v n 
Da3»na |yo DBH ^K?1"» y>8 MI opaiB 
ip3»i «t 5«» ,iyn»ny pK »n^a w iyn»s 
DDB vt iya"iD PB ,iyiB^ TyD PK D'T« 
.lyajin pD anayanBtW lyoBJ n 1>B DIIR 
•yo5y Dgnya & ^»DK BBO 5m»o yaM»T »T 
•iv pM Dsypyi D*a "t »a »Bn n-WU| ,\r\ 
i m » ,nipm ,om :'nwo' y»*» *i ay5 
a,*$»oBB Tyi pK nnx y^ y^ 38 im 
ojn .p^a iya*D5»aa»>a jyo^-in^K oa:B> T*B .lyaipyaa* "WIB vvt 5jn"o ^ jyii. 
lynaiKiicnyc n I»B lyaiBonno jyooaya 
omWa 
is fiqo namy wn pmw e*a r « oyB 
•iytii?038 OBOB^B eyT po 5BI 5jh"o B 
oy .|yB« PB "in ftnya** BT PK w a 
-38 po iyDn^ 038 nyW'» :B tscij m»DB» 
yny^ T DBH ^ySi"D ^ a WIST jyo^Dc 
"yaoMB a»oan D*3 «I IMB lyasn pnyo^y 
DTDBB oy |jni .iya*iyiy aajft* njns BBBB 
-up TO nnyn ,ayc ya'5cy yocny n r« 
n .jyau o^ a «i |ynya TD pR ^yana b*a 
Tjrrt'TD "WVT"O ya'iBn H oa'oys ^X^BB 
.law iv pniv «i ou"t t PB ^yayBc iinij 
lyayii iya*n TO tB ,81^8 TT onyomyB oy 
.onij'ya DTynaBtya tynya o»a I'BHP 
-31R IB T^anyiiys TO lyaao D^ Bfiamy» 
-ayaya:* ,"V^BB Tyn in5yo |IB aaianiyo 
pB |yo"n*yv3»K .iinayoroiB v$x an 
TTI IB ,T»>P imiya I»B ^BD lyin PB .jniBP 
-ya tavn n J3383"a iyoi0OiB T»B B5yn w 
n 08" |yo ly" .nnD ">yn p« n^sa o^nyo 
jya"t 0383'»a MI »MB .opyiiyaoMB v>n»o 
TO »i«i .oiBBPiyc lynya IBI lyrne H 
r3B3 iy3«oi?yacMB PB M IB ,"«PM jyiiya 
"3 oan |yc ."Di3 lyonBn. 8 BISPB lyitya M 
p?py IB -ly^yiB 03ypya ou in i"p -wit 
-imnn iv DIB lie o*a .^^sp.-unimr 8 MI 
.prnyaim oaypya ooitja W B "a osn lira 
oan pK 3MD" PB a\ow o3soya *^t D8fi M 
.Ijnyuoay o^ Biyia DO yaKTD i«p TW 
ynyiaB n w oiynys oo I^DB OB" M. 
nmaonynya o*3 ^BD3»P 3Bn VK-V^P 'O 
fD"POTBBB'wa"B ymoBaBD BIB [ynyiyi 
"XO)>'vyaD'nB BBH >jn«o o*n '« 
PB yo^ yocpaaB' y58 oaBtyaa* asn TB„ 
%TB jyViasnya PB T-TK IV oia pu iv rm. 
y^ B lyaBn •)»» .IBIB |yoDa»^a"iu oyi <IMH 
*iy3B .iPMibw -W* jyaMiya iv uanwa 
-«P PB ayo ya^oy pyiiB iy3"t oy JSDMOIK 
pB .onBM B onynys DO nnm PB OBH ^3 
lyvn M oa#B osmyoaiB po ijnaioE* n 
MVMTB ,iya'iB yonyip5anyB jayBB o'o 'n 
*PIB ^TDjnyoa'K oo -m^K O5B« IKT I"P 
p'p iyj»iiy3 bu 5BO3**P T I OBH D*;B "WTB 
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s i : .1914 ,^nlBK 
o^ a n v* t»"^D ,iyoKtn"iP PB VPO 
W W jit* jinipwa n PK v^ay .iyoK>crwB 
*n«l«K ty5»KBy3pyim PK n m ,o'c5rnyD pn 
0»3o*ynya vimpaypya osn n njmm ,wno 
-JKB V OWP Vim .IP33K»3D*1K !»nW TPan 
-ya v o o$n tvonuu i«o o^n *n ,iy*yoe> 
•**fi iyo»nya avn, v* DMW "iwnm ,03K*B 
»l bfthv ."wo'X"t"M» D'pc vno n fwtv 
yopyin n umya 1*P TK-DSKH .iy3"iK0B-yi> 
jyaKioya OSKH PK one vim pB paitnw 
,|»a»5 omtaKa i"o jyoniya P*o vw:.T$M» n 
ya»K t r w w s TW13W I'K B*yu Kim. 
.D580C3K TPWK PK V>1«D JIODM »1 pB 
MY-uf y e ' t a w Km tyiwn onoya own M 
K ,DCI ,o»mjn pK invo^y I W H " 3 «w 
y*K pus* 'I o*n .jynya i»p im n w ia>P 
DP1PV3.PH D»MW 1KB Bamoya |PWy© 
T» om? wunaR .BSKTWD qjo jyoy^K «m« 
KP3 niappy WW"K tm 0"n:pDonya vim 
o«n v >mB'« ,V*B in o j^rasf .iirthy^p-iy 
osyt iym»m»n " a i m oy m ,\t\\*} onoya 
JJR5 ayo jny* taw PB y i ivotaiya iv 
pK aaw»way r>ye>a inm IBO y t o^yoc 
pB Tno n lyaiaya tavn *i jjm ,iay5y vim 
onoya i n osn jut .eiKBtnya nyoKp-pme* 
•m K *n o^3o5ynya vim pn imnypom 
Tjmm ,pn"> rr lyoKtooay .mnliinya 
•truro iya«u 
V« /mm 03jnD "? pcun Ditf v * DKU„ 
ny yesySr m .oayoiriy ; jyaKl *m tmy5 
«PIK inya OPVN ny^p w JIKJE' pujuini* 
•jyts jnyn^y vt o«n m r>Kn oyonKt i y n 
npD 3i»ni3yoy lyo^Kn m ,D3yo»nx .jyt? 
•3IK im yosynKj (flt »»a«K PD iyw5c 
t« , inn9) nyyi T O oayp -mm .v?s»Jj» 
iynyiD»m iys«53 »o 5mi im m 33«? »im 
pny« o*a 5*o3»p uny»\o p« tjnn^ts utfjm 
im un^a n»3yp w out ,D3yom .tyoK^tnyo 
l»pv« « om PK 35«Diy o>o imny^po'iK 
no ,O$K PN 33ir ,rutn y3^ 5tP3yo or i I 'm 
• ^ D t»P3»p p»t tw*tf3 JJPD |y3K?i |yo 
•lynow oy3H3yoc 
D3»^b • .XTWP K IPD"JK»y3DmK VD P,nn 
b*a 3*T im >»H ,-iKBijn tV»pa oy t«n 
.vannm h tvawn i»a '«n 
. i w a n D3yo»n JUJ im a«n ;»4y^ n 
p'n VK'»3*?-D 'PB p 'P (y^ywio DPI PK 
emo n HMK jy^Kcys im D$»oy '« .t:^ 
•yj snayoipw , |w« ny>yp (m inn*n OIB: 
K po ^yB^yp oyn inynyn im 3*jn nyo;^ 
j j n o *T tpw iy^ KD onoys own DKU S»T«5 
o^yocyapyim.im ayn y»5a K *H p3'5c, 
K im .n3*p Dtjn iy3»wy3DMK p« 03»5 cip 
H osyp-tm w* PK im 3«n nyoyfir t r 
.B^ tfU KtKT J»31PUWUBnW 
vim 3BH T « .m5oom«M3 lyiiya im M« 
-yjj* PK nyo'V p*o. PK iy3Kioy33>nK yi 
\voim own.Dy .jnynyiB'iK "»yn i«j"|yj3->p 
oamaya.vim lyaKn T O t»a JI5»U yra*n * 
i v nnm ly^yoenKB ^M iyp jyo .m iv 
0*0 Opjny3 IKBPl PK D'3B TiVK .138CL-
-yaonK im imw jyiiya tm n .OSJUU'BT 
Ml IJmjHWD*!* n OKH 33KB3B pK .D11J1 
*wa5yn o*o o»'p3^oiyv Vi ny^ K ,vjirc 
lyrKiiyaonK vim ,D3yny3 inm oip JR 
PK i5'o PD"n vim jyayaya ,oa'Koya p^. p» 
y^yny vim iy oimya ,iy33ip»npiy y>in:» 
o»n r^ K o«n — nyony« OD'»no yonitn r* 
n iyv5»op« pK om»iiy3 vim "HUK T$TB 
riKn vim nys^yii PK pDv^Kcnm yoiun 
jya'inyjaK o«n M .o^y^iiyaa^m jynya v* 
»n s^iayny! /iyeyBP naioB' K PK ,iy3'".i 
n im
 ro5yoiyxy3 vim lyattn vo m s r 
ow i m n iM'iny«R lut y i ix iyopj: 
,5ao lyes-* 
pniumcrtfB im n jyii ,|y3i«o cy;r*B 
"iy5yp pM lyo^wiya y i n osn .irwua 
yv3K3 n »T?K im »i .j^Knis^ yBip K nyoa^  
Tya3imjn .iwt po osynw r3w ivtiva- o»t 
Ti jysy'aaa'wa'nK ivaiwwya vim ovn 
m* n limnjj pn iyoKp-i»Bc im 03*)"3 
9lBD*30*TOI 'UK |M\M DK11 -Om: D3p 
own 5«o y o m D»*I .insiiya ipiamnpTB 
Vt o»n PK lyoK^myB vno n lyaiuw'i 
.o'ayo^ynyp inm w oviypyaom a»iy3)vi 
n on»an» »a DKI n*m M o»n D3«a rff* 
nyp-Wi &W1K3 ovn^ -ijn 
•PJHO iv OPPKIODW v * aan DD3«T ,i*no 
-*y* J3131TTy031K Pi3"10t? 8 
>», pc ojri» pa v * ,VPR w o ni„ 
IM»P Ban Of  .00 vix nxan K ? imswun 
youpi san v * pRMVwa m » DO «» PD 
n»r.K *i JJoirwJiK w j n o c HI pans 
.Ottawa tafthi T W wax -vo oan 33131* 
3«n TK wni .oiraiyvj m>a v o Ban oy 
VK ,|ynw PK i»o nyi . w o w oaaaya i n 
-<« ii#3 m oxnya DO rn'Ta i r u x p»p 3*n 
envi oy m .•WDRPM^B' om tyo^enyo po 
.iVMiD wypyj by? iyVi"o H lyo oxn ,DMK 
man R janoyj o'Dim san T « 3*WW 
on DVK PR ,D"pe»nK3 R lyjjwya iy*ia 
wmnt np« ort-.ttiniDP) sip vx ,%»v 
IJD»nya aip y x px ,wno oysy ns y x m 
aan vK ° a n «1*D,5Bnyp TJfOXP'P'BB' Djn 
0U ^pM"D H TK ?yil D»DR1 tK.(eftpDys 
.trkWixft .(y3Ko nyDiiD nmx .nya^iny 
-3»TK 33WBKB 1H1»*1 3JM$W *pt B»n BV 
TO jyaSyn lie
 ftrnDD»o onut K DBxaya 
.|jnyii IIDB ojypyi by b"v yjsa^ K tysan 
.BVBRB inyo tiy.Tjnx ipaxn ni333 p*P 
any* IK ,PR i»w?i) yj»o pu P3"R„ 
5njp rwa PX oy nx ,jpnn P5R iim /ojnx* 
I* IMH l'lp3«R 11C R yX 1KO ,B*RDC3R pX 
Jjia-na ipinpnyrpx PR r*R w',yts PIP 
yanwDMR B>D ,"IPD»V ojny* Tin nya y x 
IWH .^y>1«» H IKD tp*iPD*VDRto n PD 
-Dj'iynytD'iH y5yvyBD ipaan iinyo** 
M IP3KD iV.iyoipyjDMK YD t*K aUKUt..ji*M 
K mymyi 3^n ~'K jy i^ .eysr y;»*3 IID 
.oywnyj p« D5yDE-y32K *^» a*n ^ K . 
TW 1«) lyflfpntn » nniyj DO »»K oy' ny3» 
4l»vya VK W i ">jn IV3 
o5nnyi P»B* 3«n UK .barney; »^t » 3 T " 
D^ yny3 iyini 3«n T K iy» ,inya nyo^n 
m oy PR 5BO OUT nyas .run jya^yr DJH 
.^ yoR^ ii '^Dr K i» nya^any lyn 
!W3w Din iy3'R .iy3;R3y3oiR pa VH^ 
•5ypaoi jyny* pK DcnRDys PR oauyy .PHDE' 
"lyoya xt \v\m oy.^m i"p iy3* PR oy 
•wYmw. | "po , 3 T « P3 "I^ DR3 PD-iyp 
.wp TyoR' DSKT -an :m ,iv a»3 T R iy3« 
oan jyo P3
 y|yD5uny> ry3ny v» »sn ,nno 
!» py»8 i8i VK PR D3yoyya imn*D n 
iy3*n yi3yDs^B' n .DpnyoyaiiR . pin' 
^^umsMi VK oy im p$o# J«3"n» I'OMK 
.lyDOsyo 1 T""i iyD*i^ D3B « 
* 
•yap DIP i»p "iy;R pan »X'5*B »I» 
D3ity3 nn«R. Dan pro .uuiDy3 oy T.TR po 
,pin PR TyoRD in'M va *piK iw ^Riya^ R 
»i nya» / I D ' P Tyo'iia R iJjfiira I'R i y a W . 
. ,pnw TyoKii PR m I'R 
,^ MI R DTDRB DMH 3RD |yDHl 'OjRi, 
iy3yn ly.Dyanyn D3Roy3 lyoy^R DB.T D*II 
iyom3 R oy'333'yjDMTR can uro .j'Rtin 
DRll ^ t R — TyeKP-p^BP pD D'VO pfSR^ 
.DVDRB DO >«D3"P D«X J»»O IRD DR.1 
»n D^RDP3R R:R pR jyo iyp niaia y3">p 
D3»5 -^ n t*R oy .lyo^myD DO lynyoiK 
^y^T'D y3yaniny*D3y?t? IR ,iy*yD!?w-i«t 
po n»pj* oyT iynyoc»3 lyayp DO !y?«' *' 
ny3«'."wow R — iyoo-iypy> R*|y3y'33i 
w5yiv— ojna iyaR> p n n v K — EWD 
TK .lyono iyD»n3 Rt* PR vJn«o *1 l» 
VD ijm onjnsiiya ,D'na R pyy'sw ipm n 
•^yii IK ,DO a>i?j VK -ffw i«p DO iyriRp. 
PD iny3pyijR 5*DK fy 5ri"» I»R cy ya 
,p-j T^yo'DO IffP oy PR jnnyjam R P*D 
?yo DKir-iBi K iy3y'i33 5ai nyv^o'R IR 
.D10C j'iyD31R D>3 O^ Rn )yo PR DO D31KP ' 
^KI n Dan ^b ' . IR. ,TT Dnypsnyo,, 
nt jyo j^ya a»n TR p« lyDRvnuB P^RDP 
|yoip jnoinu p»p ",i '*HR ..lyEnaii PR jya 
DSRD ^sn oy D«n ,DO D^RDPSR ' W J W pk 
• -an Ty^ >«D n ^33; iy3y3"K IR pn onow ' 
pD DO DiD"ii "I'm ,0TDDyDanB y>R iya 
K iy3>fciy3 PR H3)3 »T pR .WW IV DK11 
yaRniR i"p DRnya DO avn ^*R .p»»"nya 
.lys'oajmyD iv "T pa ]yojrti 
3Rn.TR \vy> ,TyDyBE» 3yo ya»5DyK 
PR',jyDy3iyD 331TORB H DKfiya DJR33 IMP 
.H333 RIK mypys nyrrii 
TR .oya PR nnanyi p w ^»K pa ipw 
"D*IR iyoy5R "t pit ^y^i"D n iycny3 aan , 
-n5ir H DTyiaoyatpiH 3an I*K J3DR-ioc»y3 
D3Riy3iv nn'R 38" pK pu irno T* ^K* n ys 
DO 5BOK3R3 DSl ty M ]D\R3 ,typ3**P « 
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\<y\* "iyDR>3 TJD'^jn?- R »N !*R ORia's 
pRiya*n*3 |wr IM j i w a i R iwn5a» oyi 
po e r u m » om oiyoe jyayS tfis iy}*5»a 
"ow W5»m IKMIR .iyo**aiR ye'^aay n 
yay*> mrwitya I*"*P jyiiya 0*3 PR i r w e e 
'1 pM '*0y<*DRD iyO**Dya5ROR i m IWMW 
j r T n - n pm . w a n k iyi**3e ye*i*R 
IP3*vu;33R ^n (pawn IJKSHJ pR Diyi**ae 
W * P o«n ,P*HY inij* 80 e*o ,iyi*p:R3i« 
w oyay ipaip lysyii oampw 0*3 ram po. 
PR ,*0»**DRD iyb**oy3*RDR iyi D'D 1B.10 
jyniaya o*3 0*1 *Dy»PRD iyD**oya*RoR n 
yen** n w oiyp»;R>iB l ^ c ix yn*o n 
lyoaiK m*P3Rai« «i m*aiia PR iyi**:r 
iyi ,13*50 .TO IK .noR PR oy .jn»D m*R 
-y?Bo B — iyo**oy3*RoB « po lyoyipyo 
-jja:'*K Dtp — IBO iim*Dyi3RiB ,iyo3Xi 
IB !W*W ty03R13*D*R WH'H H DR1 .jnyt 
iyi»35? i n iyt itf«i ya*oa*n n lySyae 
yvptw y**3 Tin om ;*>3R*33p V* nooii3*R 
ou i***io lyr'ats- i n po **r tyo.oyii 
^ " : jny**t yvn .tainvpiyp ;iya*'ioo*rw 
*i iya*a *'i IP J^TIJ lyiBoyo ya'toneoiRD 
"3*K i jn po |ya«ipp'rw iyv*;e ye**>a;y 
*jn*e*3K jya*viyaaK RT5R atpi iy .*TOOII 
y t 5RT p o TR ,TIKIJ3 ivoipytpy p»t **a 
"i PR iyi**3e ye*i*R *i IY lyiyoaynyriyi 
4o*Yurna3**R *i iya» .iyi*pjR3i» iy**io 
-yipy p*t po iyiy^ao*o yiPORiviyDasp 
.pnyn ofctiiya o*a twit 'yawn WOIP 
nwa »*HKO*3II »i \vv ,1898—1897 PR 
a»n .ipeopiRoe OK prtwj PR jnoyio *i 
-*I*R *i jyaim ty5p*oiR "uv ipapieyi.vit 
,"i*nm *iyi*0oyo3»p(, PR iyD3Ri3*o*R yc 
PR itfwiiei ya***3*o e**w n po iya**R 
c e n K oaRoya |ya«n jyJp'oiR *I .i3R*33y 
VH «&Vo*at"«| 010 Jtbjhi JftHRi *1 pn 
i n po " v n PR eK..oa*op3 *»t PR asn 
iya*n»a Dnyoc 03Ria*o*K iyi m yiMyo: 
TROiira m.iyiR ,iyo«aiR i»e»*5a3y o n po 
myaitfp IRD »yo**aiR ix i*5*« T*R iy Dijii 
•y? *I iyj»n*3 381R iy 033*»ia oycn-ni 
.iyo**aiR yB»*to» *i po |y33u:*iya osya 
-iyo *i m ,»ymi» 3*i3poiy5Re a«n ^*R 
•irn-SjPfi |ya»» |yb3KD?o*R n po ippoan 
,un**3v yE"533y w*o**n *i po *i *n iya 
.5yi«3 -R po w Dto ym wnvnn 
n |ya*i tyjRoe'Dsy T*R prwoTiyj n
 Wl 
PW R oSRiiya D*a I?*DR lyi^ac V&$iy 
•ni ,IF»J IY iyiic i'H oy .m*R HMR I*TD 
iyo>3y3- DJRII oy pnnw* iyoiyi3in y^«c 
-^ >33y i in p» pe»Ro-ny3 *T unn*DW3*»*.K 
**R yp*i*R *i 0*3 |y« ,1**10 iyi**38' i*w 
iya*inya3R **) lyasn i»3 0*3 .^ oama*© 
-iR3 i**o *iyiw *i IRO petto *i po*nan ' 
-tO'Ml *WR' IW3R3JJ3 iy3**I *'t 1B3 ."COJiTC 
o n ,oon lyo DRii ,]yaKo p»*inw3$ r* 
-yoeiRo i»t jyp \vo ."13a lyonynyao^n, 
-«y iye*o**n iyi i5Riiya R IRD OBH ,|# 
,iyi*R *i 1V3P3 oaRoya osn iyi"jty i*fl?*5 
iyi **,* .opipyaiy \\n iy38oey3 T*R iy ;mi 
"D**0 3*13yO*'31R ,D3R13'D*R iy3»3*tfel«P 
pR |yiya*5*a R oaRo ,peRO iyi n*wt DJW 
iyi **.! myo oaynyo PR oayoiR3 lyivos: 
*'a osyoiRJ oyi oaRo lya^yi*. .isnj^ijj 
nyo o*o *i D*D ,e*o I'n'iR ansyv*! .isitn 
-D3H> 
timy3 T*R petca iyi w IR*Y*TRBR iy»t 
iyr3»t **a oeiy ,ySi*ow *n, myo 0': 
iya«n ,K03KiKD pK iRejyiUKP lysvy) 
,jyoD*5R*YRD an ORI ,iyoR3y$yi jnyrnn 
ranaR PR iyoD*5RnDon3'R
 >|ypo*aiiwi» 
jyaya iS'Y^Rtyi H |yoi:y33R ,|y5KP*i*n 
jyoaRoya-peRo IJTIR "jyonyiiyaDMR,, ojn 
iyY3R3 iyi TR ,DD*MV D»H iyi .oayo^w 
lio iy3BDeo3y PR 17 5RPR^ jyays p*«o» 
u n «piH jyny3 iyaRo iyon y5y*o o«n w 
1*3 DR11 ,03yoiR3 oyi po iy^ **o 5y*o I'^M 
ounya 9 JRP^RJ po oiysoyo *i jyawn iyr.« 
jp3yp v i Mil ,i3R.i »*a jyaRD w inny *i 
tye*5a3y o n po «*ieya ORI i^yotriBt 
-yaJRDR u n po yooRpa *i po JIR lyi**^ 
-*R iyot**iyaiY oyi jyaya *oy»*t>RD lyo^o 
-DD3*yt *i l*t,OB.i jyoiRi .iyi**3e IVP,I 
PR DRnafDRi 0*0 o3*3**Riyo yoyiyoJ'K 
.pnoyio oyi jyaya y^**oiiRiRo yty*3,5n' 
•yaysaiR IR IRD oaRioya ORH tyo ipaftm 
yoa*iy3 R o»n ORH i3«5 R PR ^o»t3 c m 
.33i-*p5ycy3 
-noya^ RDR iyi po iyoo*'3 yi3yo*^ *T 
•t^iR yorny *i uniya iy3»*t *oy**DRD 1?= 
• ' 
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.(*PP'D"1R TTOJDn)' 
;WM BJDK3V3 yo^K ya'fop pR npaaRti i m 
TP3H13H* H — ^WDtfE'b'Ml pR PP11R VB 
»*D>PP!PP n csiivx'ivavn pR — RDPTU 
•an pB tpbayra iPtpn'K PD TIRB3 
•np DTRI aipi VR 5rtRi»R .IJRJ»DW5KDK 
I* ,!«}K10P3 D*3 1PDR3P3 PD^ R T p B 0P3 
•S3 »ropa aruptpiu* n lira*: p*o TPS* 
1W3 IV VD wiinow «? DBA py PR
 toown 
iTO'CDDRD K DVC13R-IR |P3RiV"T -IP3PJ 
•w iPoanp* DPT IHD .TpoRyta |IP*MIRO PR 
DBMH iyi jynya i»3 I»K jy35y« v m ,DDH 
.nynin 
n vfepmwn /ipr'a*' PD-IM*3R3-I* n 
c?"Div jpi«j ,IRI3R5 pa -un"i(? W K 
t^apa^ RDR H — \mynft p3»5na"D \mx pR 
WOP3$RDR n .D33n;yajn3»K n pR nyo 
wipa^ ptaooSp. »i im pa^R T*R *DP"D»P 
iw aatfpepapoRm W R PR .iaR*aay pK 
- w n nywi *yn iv v**w M *** TPDPRTRS 
BKH tpaRpmt ap**w ,|i*w DIH$"D IPD»3 
->5aap TJH »*R ,ijnnjrtpny 03«5 tara iyp )p» 
n /IPI3P*VR IK v^ammya TJTPW iye> 
•pa owwriR I<R W O R D wopa^ROR 
moMpa jnn>K pR TPIP3P?VR' po inijiv 
w n » n ijn .njnayh'R ympj TPO*R ]p3»t 
•aw im lyomvbmntfDaRp nyi t'R " ipvw 
W n .ofcm i m p* capo nytatriRaapiiya 
WPMpa I P M p w IPD IPP IPTDKVB PB"D 
IW m ,o5nyrwn n*a DRA yto .D.TR »« 
P^»K TttPD t*R DHTl DTRDP R — P"1KP 
[KTKD ipa»n — 'otp&v pr*v*R 3njna« >« 
oayoiw pja S»o TPTP» IR» ,TPBPB> nm^ae* 
0*11 DP m.DP31B ,1«n «3 tttKOW B W 
«»t Bipi pewnpa n n« , w ^ J n K limp* 
iwim »T J^ K jripn v^ B3jn3PJJ"iR oasf 
t^app R IPP tps ni .TPWW I P I » « » . 
VD 1'K 3ijn ,*5^ jyo30 ban ^Kboan 
•lRiaif? nw a'ttiye-ycn IPBRO lysTgyaaif 
ivoytya i»nya 12 DVIR ip:»»t ipanipa « 
-ya (p3Rn y?K pR ,P't«?nnD iv B»O" D»3 
•ya D5ytavT pay p« .^Janpwpa m ,|PiMw 
*«a papnp*enpD po jpcapo DDK IPO O*'D 
tpsipi pa j^m .V^IKVB 'W»3«R rw ,ipa«»v 
-"P po IPO taifli ,vt (yr'iix canjnpa J'DE' 
•m* 3*n I^^ M .D-iynya B?J trwm p»p npa 
lyoytya tm P?RD mja D5K IK TK .ompops 
l"o ^ik'.r^MP tanjnpa p« vo. npa^apapa 
n»» «i iP3ijn
 #IPDIP «i ipaKn po ,ya»*-)D 
iin jyop VD'iw, ."'opi'Di'D, tDTypoayya 
pana » pp iya"« tapnyoys ovn /P»HI? .DO 
I««B DMT fpaJa jpoytya I>K OKIV-^'TT PD 
n»o'lP3»n .onynya aa»<5 D*a DIP.DP .P I^MS 
D11K IPOPtpa, 1P3"! DKT1 P^ K I« ,iyaiDyaD*iK 
nyi»K PM' .iyaKpnPDR,iPiipa tpa»! t?«ta 
V» T O lP3»n .iibsiwa rDTPD ipa»i nns 
.iPiBB-ya ipanjop* R 'PK Da'5»Bya p>« 
imnRCpasK v* pa ,'n^a ipa»u » piw 
-pa D»a 5KO3"P T» 3**1 v x -tKnlK? ^«a 
•ajnnriD ip3HR ,IKT MI i»5p'5i »im o^n'D 
P3 $BO 1POEHP D1V .0^ IPP^aaP DPT 3^ 
iwan DMII ya»ayn n (ID nya^K ympa ^^R 
3Bn tRT pa .t5»npamp-pyi \\s jpo>5ya DU. 
tyoony bjn TKD iPD^tnp* TPD*K y i i^*« 
limpa T R p3 5RO D«T .D» I ' V W ynap!^ 
.ownnpa'R DnpayaaK 
3«n i»naH5 PR jpoippaaK p3( y* \m 
VDipa nap oojm n baiiya'bcmmi .VR 
""D *w o^y»DKD npo^DyaJRDK npi po 
•ami Tpi^ia iPBRTOPa DIRT aipi pR .DTR5 
m* iPURap i^n PB»$aap n po Dpa»'R ,npa 
|P3Rn "opnp, H -DinaaRp TJTII'JIP TP3PM\ 
J\PVO pB"5aap T O PR tpO'aaR DP»TOpa* 
y i "i pa ipaaiJpa nP3« v o t»K DP 
-ria D»D IPDRIW .ip»3»a raRa (pnprnatDMR. 
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i » PK e t v w v i yt»oo*Sox8D jnyj J*m ,oam O'o PK .lavp mBDi? pmys o:n 
•Sim* bus osypyj iy'e»nmB &n T B -TW* U«»*J p r e . m i s n Dip Tyti*H»a5ROR n 
jn«a jyi«i VD , w 5 PK P^IW'TTUP a*y i re 3*n V'R .jyoBcypya iv »i J ^ D «
 0sg 
n*a"* Smeayo. wn pK DTyaoyD \tnm ,V}& -ysnyapjiBaiK IR pR jyflDya ytf* 
: -Sre K pK Tirjny? B w w . i n vvt Ty-."3i*p .iinynay oaspw 0*3 a*n VR-ya5jm 
niO"> oarwiy i^H ' i jn pD TW3«n»"un a»n opianR lyothy om ,:tjoE^y;«T 
'-aiim r*8 un ipw ny PR pn oan .renBB -wa$jm ,po .* "U^TO IPD5B pre oauya T » 
IV3>^I IJWWWW o»n iff TO ,Tjnyj(j»sn? po . $ B » W I |yiyvi T W fciBo JDstn oa^io 
Off .ay twin ny m /DT^B'XBO -iVa„ !*R -D«3 PR D-vraBatR DBH nyafcm ,-un PK 
•»R »3"t mnnR^BRB iv iwii^pa on** PK -iBiVD3yoiK3 r i j n w n pc l $*PK> |KB 
pR*IimD^R^BD ycmoopy vi i w w p m pnw. imr aftaiin* |m ya*5oy ore .ony? 
.n3B*33y , -jo j:"«pi o ip PR BP'-iyoK po pyiiB np i>K 
-."JKTO it Brans t*K 4* o'TyoBD pn po -pa p i DVK PR ny .n3B5ay PR OYJTC 
'.nmatfVK in T« o'Tyoionyn po PR ,PI* IRJ ny. Donyj lyayireomaio TMB ,o»j 
*,**» pu m*a OKI B»*B *pi PK eipi ny w a i n i n vn yomyovK yareyno B tfs 
OMK ny on? w i miP .pom mayoftoyp ta*n ,nypa»i mfcyiyan* IR P R ny jaisjnuo 
lyonst? TWB xasnw B P R /nnsin . n B o5ypniD3y. o«n ny P R ,y*yw»R you 
,08n w t o i .^ BTKi "wp"^ TJH v w ,E»^ J3y nyo anusBn jinByno jWDb^B^HBD p»: 
lyojnytM'R ^ tPnwmyD'-^w«o pn w v\ IB ,o"P3^a»-"«n P« mn^i oyT ]jn'U 
lot? o-unjirya JDBJP Tyo"3iR i m po -3B lyJPP *'* cy pni.oy" yc>85p iyo"3i« 
T T P iw ^B3ippyD 'rem jyays ny own -D>D i^Riiya ore iroo*$H»»w H lycsr 
po 3'»v5y»B» DBT ,"* iMBt'.W* "»''""Bn iy OBn ^IB^PB yco^BB Tin *«n» ,pft". 
im ,oayo8hBB pR "OIRJI nySnya^ nyn .DDBIO,, I\D oyoo'D 8 o^anwyaonR vi "3 
-BTIPRD 1\D 3»»VpTlht OBI l»B *TlBn 1TP "*Djnt ^BO'BRP !8 ,I'K «U»*B p>I ."Ol^B'VB: 
OJB*3I* i*no n pR '0-)RB iR3"^ H /tf«j nnyo n DRT ,b^ii nm lyiyii oinoaywip 
iy«reBntnyo» iy3Bn ,iy osBt ,nJB5a» p« oy .DOOR-ID iruni iP j^ni jy^Toona^R yeo 
tpc*ru a m P R ."(yia»5 BVO B IRD S w a n iyonpiv3B DRBDI? nm |ya*i^ \vn omi 
TM jyaipi nyo^snR *i pni .P^IDD DTya«o -»O*BBP *I po oyvpB p« !Jhy»B8B noiyn 
Dip .^ yaiBa I'TKO lyoo^Bo^BP H iyo^«n n po lyo^aoaya^R nyn imyii PK |»OO4 
•yro 8 TKB ooMpnyo P^TOD am I B W vi -j»n iyn po ramayo n »tt *«« .ooaipo 
IRD D5sn-Ty i v ^ m ,pi$ o w e - iy?y3Rn -B? jyoayvBiB n JB ,i'K y^Bt'^ivv lya'is 
nR» -iR3«5 n iyii j r « y a » PR ynyoip R -O^BD'BBP H ii^yii ,imy» ttnyay^pnys tf> 
pre^B" 3^BSa3y pR oarsv TJ^D n PR <D ,OD3IP3"K TJPM imnynyD t"iwy5p»a i » 
• - 'BBP n O^KII .i^o'D iy«i iv " I D jy^ya po vimyo om po iiraipyi \v$vn «» DIJII 
HMK lyaBOpya aaB* I'W yoB^P WOD»5BD -naonpy w imynonR v ^ » ' ' 0 « oy»vPB n 
oaypya ^n' tyo^B" "* PB "t IRD y'3P iyT -'» jy^DTR yo^by jyayntrya 08n po -iJn 
.o^Bi^ ya vp&w »T DB« # B lywaoMK PK 5«inm iy3B ruBoeoyay) ly iy i TW 
•asy pK Dpia^VBD tB ,0Pa"T onmB ""B IS ptfa D^m PK paa B p v pn 8 MI "ff 
-ni D*3 pom 5Mi P5BO OB/1 -OMD I»K 3385 is .oreTm DBT oviy^PTy ny .;y»3yo yjM 
omm ,-w D3B» ^3BniK n in* OBI .?»D ny .o»v nyi IRD inB' Dnrmn B oay? TJ 
o i r .uny5ya 3>ayn mini Donpo^v p*t v» ITPK-»»yn oyii ^ i a » »B ,"iyaB oa-^a 
D»D D^ 3 v* DTomyo3>K n3B$3jy pR p^ BB -pvHnyfi mo *a mo opii ,IIK lyo'nacnJB 
PK DPftPXlfO &»M ."IKDim DP^ K^ VKD DJH .JTUm D3'S 
^DO>^VBO n T^ znwtormn im^iya itya lyaasaya T « pa * P ft»«w* em 
•»? nm iio DTyaoyo *i — bayB"D^B» yc -m iy i ,c 11 y n K n3"*m tyD^B P'o iw 
nrenya ojm oy ^ayoB^RB PK 'DIRB IBD -B'v^Kiim K ,"t?n^R va„ nm po nBoPin 
tjjp-isTi ejy»"rt« on"5> njn 34 
-TUB 8 jrtmvxpWte pjrfyj ts-o im"jt? *un 01*11 wyoTBs i n TB . D B ^ W H p * 
TJH OBH 1906 PB .1**31* yPTBDP ,yt33y380 |ye"DD't?!K |K Mil ,PB B3BO D3B"U*D*B 
pK iyD**oy35>KOK Tin pp PD5V13 nycTB TWIB mmmr tyr MI ,Tyoya DP3iBT3Boe* 
px I***P linya J«T i»a PK D»II ^yawe**!*.'; "W"iv w f c a ; ijn O*M »n» Tyoiyibt* 
•pwi panbyasB $BB3"H t3*o .-uycnyasiK B oaBew lyaBn iJtfp'onB n .ovynipB 
•»P10 IVD13WDMK 0«n JIK ,5p*V 1'K i»D V$tSt> Ml *yPPy3 3*n TB > M ,y*XBD3yo 
•yj jyaipi nyaHo WK*P *T .enyaayo nyv |ye»*33y DVT po &w*o n jjmw T*H oy 
roavia 8 imBW pK fcrw-a T.TB 03*BO *3*B PB titftnBO ,jy3»eo"3 lyjyii otp^ais 
*JWP WDWtfW »T .iyO"OK3^8»K Tin PD 
rnotoonri y t DBn..e .e .B.TI/T IUS **o 
HD 1^3 }D B B*D IVD^ BnjU pB iyp1Ty33B 
"IK IX 1V0"318 PB"V« '1 DIB J»OBP TfPB 
-i(i n .ywoyp mii'M prvtp pK prmyw 
jnpMlW JJB* D*3 1»3B OBH 3310*08* JH'i 
- W ^ W ^ B C B Tin ; o**pa*$T3**e JTD^B n 
Jff*VK »*I IX TyO**DB3*BB8 Tin po IPMTD 
•VTJ1W3B IV 1WP$ JHS»"PK *T ;Tjn»JKf 
-B3B0MK 1»>8PB* PK D«prM"naw3W ,B**P 
_3BT3*O*B jwn»n n lie TSBDP pftpnoDn 
DB-l TyV*3e**Tye>*T*B TyoDBmye T1H .|yD 
PD 1P33U3 H IKUU "0*383,8?.. nOtoSBWH* 
DV3"B PD DPPIT"* »OBb H I # KDBT |VI 
oipi |IB /i3j0-pH i»5«r«n.0BMn *i po 
T3JHB. vi tWM'D-lBOBD»3B *T tB ,tyUP»n 
"18 . | m m " I OB1V DD1BPW D*3 jyaB-T "m 
y*xBo*3B nm pn *nnn'B„Tin ,o**nri t^B3 
/"HOTPD V OPDJf3 t3BH ,"yTDinDw *T |MP3 
'.!in»PBD»i* pt33n3'»*K n DBtarjB iwri 
'3 o*n« PIBOP MTB i n onyi oi^« J»'»o .BBTI DIB^"D »IB '»»"DBO *iyD"DK358n8 n 
PB« ,Tjnn»D pK jmaBW "J*pc^>u. ^n nya 
•'K *i po iymDTyD-»D35yi n« rttfov ~vn 
on 5BDJ"P t3«n wm$ p« i in"J«' y e n 
V» D»n DJ^B eirf — jyainbnyD 03ypy3 
"t IB ,wki 03in3y3 PK ivonysaB "unyp 
IVD"DB35KOK nm PD tyo*iy33B v ivaip 
^smsyBinS'K jynBiiyi PK ntf»DBD 
*vy> ,HT3B^ P B iyoipy33B pa ^PB imi 
I'K 0J«,1DW 1WU1M "I ^B 3«i1 ,TJID« \VQ 
•»1 3H3y33»13D>lB |Jny3B? M ,5T3»'0 "MV 
TH3B >1 W"B PIB1KUD*W VW V<1TV3P Ty 
•K»'3KnB »3y3"B p*D „.-"oinv iV"! yn 
•^ BBCIV — 1B'3P 1MB3 5yt33BD M — t»*V 
l?D3jri3 8 P3»B :DyMtpB1fi "PX t\'lB jyo 
« T»y IB D T^UW pM ,iyD"c?B35BOB iyt JIB 
.03ri3yBin3'B jft3"iix n jenysopo n»p«> 
•»3 Diyp PB onyaoyo ispvva 5 CITK OBH 
"Wi typ'eD*aiB3B,|y3*nyD ojn po oin>c 
Diy3t3yo yo5« w J o y H -JB^BBP ~ *W3 
D*3 DBH Tya« ,vi t3iyp*3y; PB DypOTiay3 
.imyDD3j» w DBP OBny3 
jyC'DD^BMfBO ry>B3B,XB3TyB3y« D"3 ? 
|p« DBP ,Dri33Bp jyenoouBw n^-io p« 
,1896 pK 1IH3B5 PB pnipwa jyo^Bny33B 
•3nya B lyjicyjOBQi? 3BD jyoxy? cm o«n 
jyawn otfn ,iyoB3j^jn H po 33*0*0 imm 
PB |y3B*WP3BnB im,*3B' ^i lyoBTDTyo 
-iy,Div w* 3$»-.mg) .nin3j^ yiynytsnyo 
lymno iy D**n3y30y3 n nitnyj 5»o lyes' 
-BD nyo»Dy35Bo» nyr po TyDjAoiyB *T 
,I3*^D Tjnna ^ P B **t jyrPix PB ,*oy*'o 
DiBn OBP p**D .lyompyo Jnyayjyn nn*B' 
.mn"3B* yenrn «i IB IB5B Dirt wy^yriBB 
nyD"oy35BpB nyi IB iyo*^JB V* 1»^«' 
, » ? • iyn OBI ,BPiyeya ^n$g iya* a»m T B 
•yj^ BQB TirfpD jyoB^jn inin3B-*T PK 
"'y3 r5*t tyaip **i .ii^yDyi oy iyD»»o 
-iB3 yosBoyrpCBO xnytsiB tB ,t3'n3yo 
.'100113*^ n iirpj'Bn Dosyo 
"SK358D8 nyn pK "t pD 5*^0 B — ]Vi^ y3*53ypy33iB ^foiBn n.DBn IBT 0*'t 
VK .03jn3yBrt3*B n PK 5**no » pK w iyo*3y3 y* I5*CB *oy»»o^» iyD*<eBi5B0B 
yxpBTD y3$yiv« bowiys 0*3 BI?« SB" - , B n ix Biyosynyran v i iw p*t3PB» tn*K 
wmtnya t*K oy MI »PB IV2B .33B5J*3 ^ B |*B tyDny3iX3»iB «) OIB . l y y s c yp*n 
,1lET3py$ B lyO^B" tlTBT 1*8 t8 .J^BPya "VOIX IH'B PB OB*t .JB'lfBP3B3TB "W1* 
'JBnK T O TBB OBH nyo>*DB35KDB n DBP .|BT3B^ l*B |y33i5y3 fcjo lyoc 
•jyiyi3*B Tin im Diyaoyo *T IW*T ,CTCI y»n*k *t Dy t*B.inB* 30 yoxyS H PB 
37. 4»14 ,^n»K 
y»*'DBB K a*n tut »p>1tfeB |*K naita VPVO 
?p-l8' V3 pK D»il 8 [IK 
~tpw PB 5n*syj TJ»C"QD($D:BD- "uwn 
-yj j*a TH am .nypnab]? TO TD «a IPI 
no D*umw a»n*"tyB IBP ,njr»> TO iyoip 
D-iyoe' n T» l»*n inifT J.893 pa 1886 
jraraavi v>vn Srfi ro:i<P»3 H " D PB 
•yaop* iya»p n & w PJ»D pa.aivwn 
-YIB» yo"p imrmV* pw&jtt «t m inyt 
-»i %*ut oypDBn yvH p* BBP I'*PIB IBP 
.np&a'tya m* 
in ban iv3"t «t .aypoBb pupo ru»iD 
jra5yt »i DO »TBD ^ T PB ya?yt *n jyiw 
mp«i pB r*i39pv PB B"» D»'a anaimt 
-wrap* P^n B o5n»epj T B 3$n Tyoyiya 
pmy» «T pmtfi w am .OPPDBO jnyin Jim 
•VDTBPP t»o .otB$yrmaiB »t a*n Y* ii 
awn bisT .D»5B boaypnn pn pmya I-K 
W B
 r\mp "•" »ovy5 n eanBpya T* 
ofo-Bya a«n T B ."i3B5aay PB wm* pa TK' 
* W 1 T* 31#B D383»3 .D#n B PB )*$B »tt 
VB intpi iv : T* "3 IWjnfi 11K |y*W5n V* 
-
H PB trwiya iyb5Bny»*w PB yvst^ni 
•»B PB ON» *«« .nyo^aiB JWTPJWIIJ 
UPVBPSMV* im pn oayoBiaiB *un yfoaya 
•Ty pB OD31P >Vl»n 'JPTDbVW'K T^B 0» 
JIB D>*3iB po BWYI | y w OBP ,utu*ia 
basis cjn ^>jyD lyaeo PB Din»a*n iycBi? 
.oTrajn pram DKP ,Tjn»* pa WB^ a PB 
pa jya»x3»"» **i DP* ,"iypjyp "Hh* *wyo 
m ,p'fct DPBB -an pw'.-wv PB D«wnj 
DTBO'TPV i w i lya^v yo^ B pa D38'av 'T 
b»n oy is .DP'pya ,ijnnip'tJTr»in ya^by 
.b^n^na DKBO v&xim B btcnynya a^ soBT 
3Pba»nyD n p* b»n^na |ia aaipa^ncya »T 
-*t TJH BBSJ B tvayjya b»n D»T3P «I PD 
JtB B3BO H ty3lfT3y3-iy031B JIB -JPVBPJm 
-iB jyiyn I^ B unyn onn lybpsa n lie 
JTD 8^ PB D3BOP »1 jyayp ,iyay3y338 5yp'D 
»vip »n w .lynyt w oa"p PB ,iyn"s 
b'a*n lie b3yb8i3ia "un imiya iy3»n BaB'iP 
OBS 331b3WB TV"! 18 p.K ,D38D yplBbP 
iya«*ay3 i^nayiiBbssD^M'K baspcyj^tj 
oyi jyayp lyiyn BB^ inyr jyiyn *PB 
-8B oyi I>B Dai*DDMpy D«ii /^ nBcnyvN 
:»P?;wx ny3^ D3'>n iy:3iK pa iyay5 w^ B'X 
n D3"T3iin o$n n ny&a ,OPT p« ^^ 
.o 'wvu PB oasb nn>B PB yBibs? pbDsyn 
.^nscnrpp ny'b^n JJPD B orbD'tpy oipi 
oiBpi5 nybDjna nyn ,b"pon8 P*t Binb3"i 
•B^PBbbnB ]rf ,m>T nybb3^pmi!' ijn p« 
,„-„_,„ - . , _ „ , .,.., mwJpBnro « P« »OB5P TWay^ PB y r^ 
J>-WBD K ^1713 n Tin ,:,1B yg^g-Hp yooayn H ,bB8enyb»3i8 
•n Tt W3W am po b»»# -una H nyo n PB bpSyiPH buhm B PB lys-v 
-'b^BB yD«n».*uMnyuiK !B jyawny b«n -V1 n t n „ n P D „ p m i 8 ^ iwo^njya-i^ 
.iy^vrjtmH ly>n T>n ewnn .base yf H
 r;K IPB^BIW V» oipi ^Btninpi w 
H "IPB lyaai^p «T JIB in85p nnyt i^B.wn ,>« e m Tin»B .mntp wvnw \vm 
m«*miB mr.38 PB iy^8b ,1W»D -^ .nwVi n m , t«P 1» n».4»5wi 
• 
ippn«v, eiyo-ma Dvn^.nyn 36 
• ^ • - • 
y\* »am i^o'^»mo ' i o?n ojmrm -RD-P3'D3H B pn bjm op ijn»K /WRV26 
^ * , v n e m » iptnw *»* ijrtwpj* on-* *i *« nt» .TOB>J3P PR «uimw PB«OD>>B»X 
.Vi -ureal* njn •»-» r*B 1(13 ipr*n ]«K ipa* D3MUH Pll>BRmPD3*p gl PB DMpVDVnD 
BTii i? iim m ,BJ?'?J TO e*n DMJD imwn I$PB iPe"DB3Bpp PR I P P ' O ^ S S or* m« 
7» w lpapw n£ B?II ; v w i » e p.«"w inpn * -JPD:IK JB.PR D P S B P W D pit
 f!¥$xij PR ' 
-»* is'onjia Bjni pp ,^Hn» 1JJB-131H 10 t n , -«pno p»j B BSPPMIOSP TV BB?I , w » # 
BffH i»» m i n r * .jnjn w r » T W o«o ipn m ,DD"EI o n / o p ^ n m o T$*a; — pn 
n im e«n w * <b*ii ijftflpnpi pit ipaitpa w -ODVWR Dpi *P1R IB'XpB VP*DB3Rpp : p n 
stwv.«p,"»JW I'M? itiTCpMMH imnio pa*p* -ya fepniny. Bjtfw n p&m oyapj ytfpn 
••"»*•» *>'« »nfrijB i»r &*» Viyi nn ,-w-it -i(i H .CP'SIK-iy»> pa ^ v i p K IPBBE> 
in ns*nm ='3 te»"P W R rt$n ,ip>o.o jw OP31B w w "»n IMW epii SRBWRO WM 
pn oa«nnj E?ft in<K paftii .ipunpopanpB
 tP3^n fl»na ^P3 H MI t»mp poppvn BIB 
linn naii-ra p»B'V»» .P'noo t r q w r n -ip«»* f g w n
 Dpn IBT. pit ^»D»W»' TP»n W 
•Sfc jrtepr»n*p n jjismya Tjnsnanit npi p " D«B MfifflP pR lPnpaix3"R-13B8E'D'R pM 
i« IJMBP Tin i»s !pnpn B3»ii .tyespD .DKBDB' mn» oo^Bb'BBP DPI 
.HJinpopaipB ipaMiya "intK Bjpp Bpiinop • • : D3BI PPtlnR 
l«»'rt p 'c^t t at»* PH *rt« yw BMOPP njn i n precis prt OKI epii Vm ipty px 
1W3BJM V* 1-a 3BO'D3i#3 IP3^» Qjn 1JH =>«" ,l«n CCDWK . t w MWjm» IBOi-
&yi ayn sj?it .oanva inKWTD'p i ' i ivnyi CIPB-^TV pjn BII^ J ijnin* BO»B»?3 ^jt pi^. 
vif ^ iVDaipa Dmjnw $uo PDirip . Tn HP*I» "»n PB mjicyo n l^yn ^ntapa 
PDMT3 K .m3IJt31V3 pK T»"D K "3 ,PniV .B»i3W ip»| pB IWtpll PPI O'l^  .jpnpll tfStt 
p w w B5tfo«nPD i*t m v n UJB»WB uo»a «J»" ,»*» ' i)« p« n^w* i»»i ^ »i» : P » 
D'D D!fl3Pa Vt Dip DnjD j » TJ '^B 01^ -V PD IKT'Vljnpi.K pit TVB3»'Vl»J. i m c ? 
Sri"? 8 I'lK *1M1H PR ,0"iUM#jn i jn -oatpa 
Ui'R siin p3»np"B B iPD^snyj IIR DBB *J,I H -WB^PH ipenpa n?i *u ,im*rta vo 
U -lyo^apa PiRtac- i n o»n "iy JST^R^RD T P n CSBPW an3paw?»Tt ii« ip-m-a JIJU 
••13 Tin pB w o b ^ o K ^Jpviv Dif'K PR -D'D |>IV*D^ !« ijra*»n^ wa»M jrte o<o T?3 
|llt tJBJfll Mm t3p3lB — PnPBO'R TPf'D ,IP=H? J3«V3pD «l B3ra5#3'P* IPDnjJ 1» JBPS 
-pBOBnu IW»BVQ ipa'Dan « MI fronRB • 1« ,i»m>'"« IP? " W W * " * rt*3n | i eyii 
-W PR 0J«5T» T^W" Tt »»^ IV -D8T »1 TW DB"uri» iP"i P« 1" lP3W0»nit J5B8 
IV TO lPaOP3"Q»B BH1R D3B0 DP W
 (DViP5p |»rt pB pDtM pj'BJtR »t lpBKTiafa» aaiapTOT 
ix' Dinpiipa I»R »moPRBDnR n MI ,jnpr ya»nn "»i irnpiiait PK ^wV(P*ot'*3tit pn 
T3DMR DIPlP03*K DM13 tW3 D«n IP. .iP3BT TpaMt' y^ BlBSBp pan'JlWHV R.WB VWB3|J0 
IPJJm o5fipXTpn DTPR a«n T R DRM, ,oi»n ' « * .CMD» npi PK OJ*<3P n t>e"n» B"3TK 
V* 1P1V pR .Rp'TPDR PR Din3RlB npi31R DS«»31i H 1W» 3»BP3 pit Bjnl ftlW '* ,T^ 
n iR onnp^pTp T O IP D«n ,D3H3pp3 a«n B"3-W ipam j^ n-nmj? pan'ruenw 8 tjn*n i» 
"« DK tVOntv 1P3'M n3R^ 33P pR-Tjn"3B' np» piyw tpapt v a .o-na '^ jra n b-n ipotfiia 
•IP3RO 0*J*1R3 «T O^D IPP 1PD PR ,D^"nD H t« ,lPpn?0P3 « B3*I»imp ]1K BniCp-lp33'« 
.ISSJllPOpanpB 1KB JPBBDPP IX D80C3R *p« p^ncOHi'M rpiK i>MP*"ViyB pc pprn 
'•1 VW B»> TV -T> U«»W "I IPBBSPP tH'ipe prnKBJpOK^BB v « Ml W'3 ,irr 
J3^ 3 33i3B»n l«p nnpo .DPTWP* M W 1JR MPBII 
PK osripnya I»D o«n 5rvop3 TP3n«o R -5p» pa n3»>33p |*R IRO TP3'X3»R nvn 
."IJ8533P pR.imipa pa v « DSP ,B"X IPT ipn ,D3IM3 piHrn PR ,o5«n pmnR IPD' 
•o^n PR 3P> V R »* .oanpa T O cvn DP TO 5KW^» *m pB D3PiMjnB Tin ,TPOD»3»D 
•SPTun.'pK.»5B PR '*3 nw!wmKbip..Dtf>8. ESSRIPS T O o*n P H P I R ."TIRK3 B3PD3TPII 
»"DP>8 Ml 03"IW?3 TD ORH PP .D"X 1P2 : DP13P35RB 
39 .1.914 , ^ n » * 
•i»DW n oK«m? ,pn ufi'ww. lyn* iwan 
>D'3 TO I»D"U iyi"5 .iwanB D5R yjj»a 
w IBnoys D i^ppT jpatjn M R W 1 DRII 
.DMS njnipwp w t i f t TT* PB V» twrya 
-"5 w » „ w»n THR ^3 eon IPD DRU 
-:RP W I O W n t« ,iyaR *** " W •""1*>2 
D3R13V *1 T»»3 BWHM'H \fitifl\ DTROPB1D 
^aaruPiyS Tin "3 D'5tf\B'ya *f&C& 1P2*1 PR 
fe8 "imp pR .ysrytya yaa^noc jyonyjivaB 
-iy DJRW ysawa J W T 01&D**IP TRBP3 
, -*DRTBD3RP D*B rvtvi pa i r>*w tmy*p 
.iyj"»nyc jm 
03BOTjn tinjm y ^ o o v i iyo5« i n PR 
lyaiDyaoBOi? m*n >a$jm ,DP»-)DD y*y<a 
yj'iin 1 j>iyio»H w ^ v i TJTI PR 
Tjn B*D inRwa lysipaya !W"i DP^TBD 
TF3 BUM Trims n tw r ^ o "un pa D3BD 
-*r» Tjn O*D ,m»rn jntj I P R I W DBRTDE» 
v$w .&"» ipay na nRieiru'iD Sytwi 
i n ' t j fi pb lyaau^ETyD n .MW»»W*IP 
' TJHpB 33RB3$ Din S'O 18 T* MM?! D3B>3 
.ynyflD'R w?D' ) i 
PR SyiiRD jyos^npya 8 lyaiaya oyn tyo 
TOR ,DIBBT B IHR ,iy*TR'p^P .Rnyaaso 
TRaya TR*> D"iri3in ya»foy ^ " c v w w 
pD p»nop M lyjyn oSnynri DBJ> ,DIDD»TP 
P"TDD D'pB WRniK n .JRW .TyPOT TpT 
•R3Tyai3 lytpv^Vi iyn .Bayaw 0*3 D"ym 
8 IVfimVB BBn ,OE»oy33"TR V* ORTl TRU 
DyT383 HR •nORVDOBBBE* PD 33l5D8fiyB 
own .pnRiiya DTDIPDH MH yaRiD H *W 
•ya TyiR pcvpjRpru'K 18 |yayayao*nR ny 
w pnnypoiR rx mna nypya n i« ,5nyu 
-lyn ,i8ov ny»M lyijtfBnR pR B*»3TR tyi 
oyii Typya 8 a»w TR ,oyD>tfy3 o«n Jnyoya 
•ynB»iR oyii ijn^ , i^ : i ' nyn iv |y3385y3 
tDD^ Mnav oyii i n s ^JBO.CBMR iv iw 
jyfi^ yn oyn nyiw .iwa^DRiiya yraynpyD 
t3jni .DS'iya |\B y3yBR^038 n lynvanyc 
. i m w i tJBRTQBTD 33*^0? i y 
^ t3»p3>-iyilP p»p 08.T ^D8TP«DD'-|R n 
-.' n lyays <IB28P 8 lyainmv owya 073 
D38D 8 D$n»BTyi 1?»3 »T pR 138?1 M .03«O 
"p>»nn» na 'R lyDs^^yB v>tw jyp DRII 
»im ,Da#yi» y3»D3»n n *« DP3W 5»n .oy a^ 
n .^yapjro pR jP3y3 is an ta^y^v^ pp 
lyoisya ,o»H«5y3 Q»IBVI VI l»3»n ipp'io 
.(*$8"*o t)T8 081 OD"n DKyi) o*,n 
jya^aya ty>"? ^yfioya PB lyaws n« 
KIR 9»in v» lyasn »n .ot?>oi» lynyop 
.own.into intf ?"ii .oanys o*3nR3 P»IDD 
-RrinyY yiy*a«5jn n imwiB' oaypya 0*3 \v? 
•pi DO jyo ORn Dy»3Rsynyx jnv'pR ,BJP; 
n iyp>co»nK iriR ,non^ inmc DJPP 
•y3 ya^ayay »1 iP^csmyB njnR .p j^^ 
.oiRtw |IB lyonyr 
•y33»»R 3"*3 ORn oR3yo iyp*oMT *un„ 
DP'OTU t38n pR IR'VRIO'D y»D3iy n inm 
nx iy^BiriyD»5B n, oviyaro VH cn-5r 
jyBnya jya^n Ty38»nya»o n .tirui*^ IV pn 
«i tyavn pR 33^ D8TiyB 8 IY Typnw n 
i t ny3R -o.m.'iRJ ?pi irmypMtDiM ipopayj 
D581W2 0 0 tyD'EtfiBORP P*P tyawn rwp»iH 
jyvoaBiBa 5yv»B8 "t oyn iyo i>a ,iP2i« 
H .^ yBoyo pR iyO"itfn»D ya^ayo rip«i 
e8HP3 RIID jyasn iyom pR Ty38>Tya-b 
-3Vo "92«$"n-3$8n. W*^ 3381W iwwya w 
-yij>5m «a Da^Bye^a BR.T |yo ya5yu
 (jpr 
jy^ BBya jyo J*R v^wy PR
 (oy»a8Djnyx Pi 
Hnnny'D PM iyno»'™« »i IB^B B WW 
oi8or vi .|yayinaa8iB DIBI B PR Dni.w 
D3^iy pR iwanjnRB jriy»*» ea^ntva D*T 
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.oryiRiipiyn nyiR .lybinppo 
»M iPii DRT ^y5nyvTin I » R iy5pii ^r 
jpo 08n ,ipm»BO'iR ORiioy^Riw lysipi 
PR P»noDi* einjtfpry pR eiRiiya DB-^IRS 
*m ,-Miv ,D3"R pR ;a8b opanyw IPO*2 
imy'ii pw tMp IPO pR ,]P3iR»ya |yo ORn 
.TTD3 IP;383P3•'.'PR MT8 PM ,D"3TRP1 
P»R ipeynyc ''jMRn yo^> ytyn nyav 
T8 pR ,0B"3 OBtf^ t? O '^ntCaiO H D8"l : W 
vitfo DRiv .0*8 1"R w * o c a onyoE' IPO 
-3R iP3Rn iR-av i r i iv O M R ^ oanya p ^ , -RP pa oirsyj ojn H^R IPSRO I>D Dirur8 
•RitR-un w i rvww liWWi-oyi iJn'iHii^ onyv. npnpiiB' y>R ,0B8t?apDMi PR nro 
RT iyaRn T O Tyoit |ybvy$ jyii MR'1(RP3 jyiio TO JIR .jy5y^ pn p m njn lawiRB 
jpaa^pa on>R mt |y|R3iia Tjnii3 OBfiya' -.0"» iyT O»D IWJ 
-R31R TTl'-pR 1P3PJ OR110P iy33»-)31Ya"1R* PR 5RP103RO PR tR»3P TP3RDP1R5p *"l 
•i' 
njspiHii ojyonw w**? njn 42 
»2 tpw 33R5P3K [K iv:\Dj?i o»n .ivoyntJijfD 
.yO"V)yt7B*B8B» H 
-t$8tun n o*n ,|Piiya PR amnipTyo 
iyjaya y w a jynys.IM«I jb5y» ,phy3B*y 
o;yD*n« \st)V cyi no P* .[y'iBo^n pD 
,0"3nR D3WUK 1JO "iM^m D^ D ;D"p5m 
-3P3 OBOBOB nyajman nno D3»DW "t-wpi 
cn'K itfti^ o»3 ttfBiipa iV3«n v o tyn„ .npa 
iv DB.% ;px$W " t iim»3»K tMpi / t imn 
TD .©ttW W 331B3B nytJlK 'punW DWiBW 
D'oononiiK cnynysonK i n on'K jpsijn 
IP3B.V ,IJtfBP^K"l /W& •1J'D'BE,3"K WVK 
i% :ovn3w5ijB;'DjifTV3 D*n T»D»*IW B 
i'K IWUDSPW t>« "pafthv ,t*a *w«» -iyt 
TD D«n ,Dij»P»noD JJDBB nrt po B'o Tjh* 
jpnyiya 3*n T « ivaSjm ,1BQ B IK tHBoiin 
D'D opmpaDnR DB^ iBD**n ofti /uroiim 
w ,-i3>tf i»a T'K »Jy« HM : vfeao ,jyt38nt3 
"! IK>3^ JT1 |«D T'R DyDU IVHD 
PR IPSBBEWDnR ]B1 I'« |80JV1 W D 
o's e**p pR i y r n DJH naBn pR ansyo^Bn 
,cn-K tpavn TJ«3»'3IK iruypiB »$y« 
-ip oyn .DVBjynnB/iyBBD jyssr •»"»„ 
": oiny^pTy oyi3P35»D 
\ ,titn y?» nnn* lysSjm po pw$*n T»>I» 
'•pan* t3»n iy DBII DBT i«nDy3C»iw 0*1 
et^Bin'R oyij DPI PD ns DPT BV3 ,iwno 
•pa B*BH VH |ptt .i«*SKi^«nR npi3iR PR 
P3P3"» PJ"B tt'D ,]*^« t3"31R H jlpJQ 
PR DP .ODRTI p'P DBHP3 D*3 M D ^ ^ W M 
PK pv» ,33iayiip3 ijn iyj D8oMTp-i.nin 
ipipn pb .wnya PK oy lys^yii pD nyoyna 
-pi im irtpnn iP^ynDDn3»R IRD 33i3yiiy3 
VD i)j nwo^&y^B 'TO iyinw''BRiPRa 
8 D8nya »8n IHDDMR i»a 3>IR .tyspa 
uwiya 3vn ^'K 5>ni .nsoiyi oy T*R .ntsnyn 
H 5"ivpR.,33«y"y3.Tjn PD imnDw o n 
•pa |P3»n o m y y i"3 po |yc3PD yrtapno 
,jie3^D^nH-vVin»BJjn3»n 
•T)3»ii SrD'i'R t>D"J iy»3 nya'tKT ^p^1 
•wo -iP"-r.iytpmiyD»iR D$y»8nyD in \S2 
Iy338ay3 •"» t»R ny Bhim ,on^ lyayn 3313 
pD'pnnSpnpnw ijn Bny« m* IPI^TPB 
•DTO .p-lR»* IO |«K JK»31' ny3BOP1R^ P IJH 
n jyeRnaTyp DMn ya^jm
 f03»an '•uiwjn 
DDRB n i w * t^ R,,ay»> ivi»i i i no Djyoni 
i3y«mjB ijnw iwyt cy jw JJPTPODVD 
.omy yn"3 pD nybySbTyD yjynyinyD 
*I»3»n jnjnaa tw. yq»$nyt0trivv 22 
- ) » pR nyt)"am"a'i5 v-w»t opniyibnR 
> ' R 'tsm ">y38 , n « i ^ jnajnc yar^B ' 
-"* D3y>nyD o»n D»pi ,{BD tan TRD »D'*a 
lyJo'Dnyo i y n iyny3 p(t 0*11-; n n y ny 
y"3w « iRD |yn*3 cyi «? 1RD jyB8cy3 J\R 
.
M>D8np«ojn yJynBtons'R 
VIK i«3 ,yo^hyt»o-88e' n 1*3 013 IIR 
8 ovnyj iy3tfn yoTD nyn JIB nyeyioiRD n 
-3nJ3nD'iR pH 0'»p3'npD n ipajm on»« 013 
y^8 jy3«n « | ips^yn ,IRD^H UTD pc D»P 
•un PK uairn.Ittt^»B»u »* 0^8 wypryiB 
ijn tB
 #onny>PTy a*a^0P3'iR o ^ nysSyr 
•wn PD TysyB* n pR osn DB» .Djypnjn 
pp«i .^if'^inycjnB,, n |yDBt?y3 JTOTD-
-1PBT IPff'IBDD'n 8 iy3"$3 By'l) ,"M& 
-iinyaiB TQp PK ^n own D*OBT ?'m ,03yo 
-;'R y*'3 B ; -&**y y^yioDnsn*, y"3.B jys 
DBTI |8D5'n m "anB /BBiPBoyn-y^ynDon 
-j'R pR Dp^Bjri'R iy»3 8» : (mrura''cy. 
-y^y l y y B :"iyt3Tyjt ynpnjB pR ,"»it3bn 
'jawynya lyo^anR nyn pR oiyo. 
T&'H — ofoi'D i v lie nyoinmpD n 
ovy^soc iy3Brt.—iBoyDirB B i m w 
iypnoo3'R *T ^ n unrnD in D»I\ .D^OBT 
nyr3W„ iyW1"! Tteya^yorB Tin no tpaij 
po pyn ipDia DPT ri'iR c^uya^'i DDypp3 
:o3"n3B PR pyi lyeu nyttfn IIR D'3IP n 
."Tyo"3iK H po pm jvcia DJH |ia 
'oBn iy t« ,li"iy3 mio DBn iy ninpi 
•Dy33BD ^y !P*«n38 DJH pD Baiy^ya ?y»D 
Ty3B .oyo^'P \rwftso T > " Tnyo ^BO 
lyipB nxn DBII iy33niiE»03y tic oayBbinyo 
DBn tRB?»nB-3iR m T1RB3 im PD IBO 
•»E^33y wy3'B3n. W H — lysyiyaoinR 
._ -y»i ;BpyBDm lyi^nspapa iptyn .tJwn 
PTP13B -ly-iB-tfpi ni 33uynyaijrnRDipa -3»D3^D^R « P* m^i PK tyniow ny» 
IPP 33iayiW3-iyo"3nR n 0P3BI p^ynpoBD inymww i n PK ;|yD»n y r o no a^p 
. 
46 . 1914 , ^ - I B H 
yo**> wnip >T jyapp tmyfripB IMH PK 
yn*»*»K* owo DMII ,Ty3oyo i p v w u 
-P33K PM 038 *M JPO*Mrt 5*11 DK11 ,O**3TM 
PM O**3TM V i TMB jyowo myy* w"t 1« 
Tvaovo TPl'Tjru jjVi>» Tin po P*»5**.MII 
pM jyony3iv 5»no3M MTIO P*P 0*3 O»»T OMII 
HOOPS *T Tyo*K o*3 DMII # « m l yo*oMP 
,Tya*Q3n 8 D5M ^ . f t enm PM ,mvy 
-o y o T m ,TKT3 — iy-wo Ty3**r*0M3 
-c*i« ohm fc*t jya os'oamm PM i y a 
.imynD*iM oKipryo 
DMII .isaoyo K pe S*O K PK OUT TP3M 
.imy^nyD yrm pM \vyvw w pao n nu DM* 
PK .wye Ty3*5o*3cnn TPT TK ,03*1*3 ny 
pn 1»K .jyivoKe you Dtfn IIK 3*O3*TB*IK 
,ppi3 >* m ,iyp3K-rya Tyoo*K T * ivimtn mo 
M«T DIM pM .|8nofi'iK oyiy Tye*M>ii TP 
.M'D P^TK B^ I'M 0P31B $«« -VI TMB D*E*T8 
"MOPD DDB8wyp»u TMB 33i3yiwa H mn 
DM 03M*3i* *T ]yj>n ,iyoDpn«op DM PK in 
•lyoDSKiir 
•*'».iyau DM« DijriiropyDWMD »n (3 
PK ,O**3TM wn y5io p*P o»j nyo»3iK pip 
jy^ Mt ,D**DTyiiM jyo**3TM jyo**n DMII n 
lPJyii .imyn ecKTetwtt T*W»M IKBTTI 
" W K i n » *n IP5D*D jya'cys pie «t?s *M 
,O**3TM y3'Dyo5y3yi3iM po im 
•MD i t DIM iMnoya 5yp D*n D**T3MT:» 
*DO"3TM y3*5oBMwyo*u po yyr*M *T IP: 
-3P35MB *T -f*K DM ,Ty3* ,Ty5iiM> pnuDPa 
-iyo3iK oyn jynyi jyo fypju»i TyoTyii in 
•KO*3M wny^M n PK DJPM lyemv TPT 
DMII ."oayncmyjyo p^ D o^jy'MD, TMB OT*D 
:D3«T D**T3MT3 .038*31* flfi D*M3W |P3"I 
•nyhyD ipno Tyo**3TM yoTn*3M3TM n . 
•3K no ny TM ,Ty DO»*U jnmBivyin iym*M.^ ,KOT*B r\& PK r«5B iyT3PD**TP3 » IPD 
i y "1 IPP3**IP PK non lyapsit iPC3po jnyT 
pre opiBoenyD lmifoyo yaJym o^o -lPmo 
onynn^M $pw *vn PK *no«r Diyoy^ K 
- t i 0 P ly^DMBC K DO! pn VIM 0*3 5MD3>'P 
]y3»E3D»3 M T» D»0 O^ 0JK1D Ty J1K 5y3 
amt m ,3ni3 i^jnwwa ^n PM -iy .^yoMn 
•Tjrma pu IKD onmi DU K jysKi ou iyp ny 
•»>D .J'ID |W| JPDXSWWY ny ejMn .tysoyo 
-on w lysoya KIK 3*0*13 onyn oy prft.nh 
.ten iM'ii* n D|15 iyi'3'*S'V 
pn DM11 i n ,Typ*0'ip lyaiSiny *uci 
fp3»ooyfip3 PM |y*13iyD*lM 1«3 PM 33K^yD 
nys* .Diyssya yoony^o n JID lys^K PM 
~iy» TW5 D»J onyooi^ »3yo onMD lyjpn 
an* -CHMO 1'1'IM ijnM DM3 pM iyo"p3*?3yi 
-*D D«a py iy 03KT ,jy3Kt w oyey t>«n iy 
MtM IMM py ny DSKI IMT JW ,^ MPM^ IID 33*0 
D80V3M .oiyseyo »i 03'3"»nyD 0*11 ,m« 
nptfno lPfiMr* PM iy?"noiv "? 5KI DP OMII 
"38 |1D PD3JT1 H Ol^ DpyBDjn IP -"T IPK^ DV 
-tpKDM IV jnJMIT M 1MB DM1 D*MH pM ,PnJH 
"1 |m«D ,1PDDMP3 M 1JHM Ty30ya M \}T\ 
,iy3'T»noiyB in IP3PP pM n3p»pii3M }Vi"t 
jwMno ijn W3yii 33»>*D nyn rysya y^^ M 
| iy3"io-m5'3i PK nysMo ptin y3*?oy 
iyBBD»f IV P30 M |V3Mn DM11 ,18*31* M pM 
IPO'OK' **t Vopii o»o Drw VIM ijr^*r pM 
y3*5DBMB«3yD*ll 0*1^ OPD5811TPB OTy» BB» 
-y3-Do**3nM PM nrnni ,^Moya .BUMBPD 
-3*T Tin iM3 inyii DD'OWQ ty no tyasus't 
-po y**3 n *y5yoe'iV3»*M .ii*opy58p *^r iw 
n* n IM ,DJH ins — jMOv Tjn mv p"»P 
1P>8I TP0**3TM *T DMT ,*PDMBD*1M 5lf» l*1) 
IP0*B8iB nyojna n po p^n iy»*t iyoi?p: 
-yr.tytM* iv *n ,i*5Tnyfly3 *IIM DP31B PM — 
1M3M» -TP0**3TM n Ty3*K IPlipJifl D«3 ITl 
pM TP3*^ 3**"UJ M ,TyD13 8 PM D«3 im [Pll 
Ty 18 ,3'D3*T 0*3 TIM t'M Ty03y3*5y03'K \* 
-TK vw po yosyr H tPD»DB'y3 5Mt r*58 
8 iy3M.i DJH pK IP11D O*TTV m**3 ,Tyo"2 
"Mt TyD**3TM *T 18 ,3*0*13 1*M n*BMT pM W 
."18*3^ 8 PM DVP3M3TM P*l' 1^ 
DIpT^BD )^3U»P"PD3»|t„ 1?D ^ ptHpS'TP)-
)M yoDKa *T oonp3 yt**iny3*5p'533iK 
lyDDJPU DTI |P3MD 0811 >P3MMT *T 0D3JT? 
D**V yODTiTPD *T IP33**T3TyD D»tt ,DTK*5 
IPD5M11 "I DM11 ,DPT 0*0 1*1 |P0n*Ty3 «*« 
O>M o^nyiny **T O5MII lyo pm ,WM 
tPP jfDDMO n ,n .*8*3ii TJH pu oryD'E? 
|p**ni? pM (mm *ii viy» w ,tnyr3**K o*J 
. " W W WjmlW D*1«* l y i 44 
Bfrwm nROBiw {ymiw iiB*>RTyBB 
pW»1W IBWRiyBBBP PR nDOITPK "un 11D 
IT mxt wn ow ,ITO»3IR PR o>na *>»•_ 
-irvKiUBJ-iB |W iB'3P Tinjy3*n-iy' 
IKB DTny5piy JB>B pn own c n j i n a 
•»P 8 ,|RE"OBP D3RC»5in ^ynooVun* i m 
w#n itfDutvmi pR "nyujn n DBH ,IB»D'O 
•» y*ynoon3'R iwinpwiK w -pfrovyjjR 
n v»R eainyww »5jm — i w n u w f t n 
^ ,o«panM5oD"ai» pB IMBHIK 
"Si C8TP"iy9D»W p"1MCW Dun 5a D-np 
D3'*B in>K PR PV« 18 tW'D'DBp 1V1 0380 
•fruruw Dtp ,ow»faia OBI pnny^pWB'iR 
m ,»3in31R 8t8 BP31B PR 0»3TR P3»Dyo 
W»5 H TJHR /UTU'P W3P pB 0»31R H 
TO B^BT T O »ni .iB*nu vonRV pB ipnjiop. 
18. ,D»n«T3 D3B| /IWypiMB 5B03»R 
TOXBD B PR Q^31B [ID D"p3'0yD5y3yT31K 
|'R I'm Utt-TPi VD «m pR ,03in31R y5 
PI tan Tysyaoo^a-iR nyn IB .BSRIOM 
ra»rn IH3*DW D3»5-vo jitfyii .D'DRIB 
."onapB pR D"p3n85Db"3T8 tycnw 
: 1PBP31B Snmttp H DSBOITI D'n3RT3 
itfBt W 3 1 R PR o*na »*M IB (1 
»T iwjjRnijiB iv |B5B oyn I*R lypvinpo 
tM>) ID1R IW'fcMrtBMyD'W B *MR nBBpyD 
T?njf3WD -D'DHMlPKD. pB JIpTR-Ty»»3 T»l 
fffo'TyOBO PR 0"X*DB«anR '13 ,("D3yo 
ohpi p'5« DBn .r»iP3- pR inw 0*3 jySBt 
1TBBD B*Btt Dtfll l5W. 3W3 |P33«n33"R 
T» .D»DJf3J»3 |ytl0DD"3'18 1RB.138D B *PW 
"3B1 jyO^Bll TVD"31R PR DTjnitPDPDpW 
.(VTO'DBnB 1H«3 
•m pa IB*B ojn irvPBwstn DIR <2 
1 1»I\0 ,BBC PR HlbJRWWS P3»5DB8»jyD 
IB'31' Ty»t ipyi iyDB10n»D p»T TW3"3nK 
T3^ D0"3"»R |jn3t3f»3 pR MPI R !P3Bn pR 
lW«n 1VPBT "t tB '13 ,I»PnB pR IW3133H 
.IPTBojnrot3"3iR »"3 n po B»ay3y3 oyi 
TO"! »1R DJRW y33BO DMR11 WBlllR »T 
•»bni y»*3 jy^oa'3"R iwy: iw»t -mnnns 
tm»BO'3B n ?"ii ,t'R unsoyo DDBBC* 
V3^3ynyi iw»n unBoyo y»3 n IRB 
IPJ^D Tjnn'D 1 * W »1 .D38*JP !1D O'RSlf' 
rm \S2\\ D'na '5y3 n TB .osyn O'o *fi& 
nW 153B MB'VBI-J' .pyiiB PR ny m M 
-IinBiyj o^Bp oy5» TjrvH PR 
•ix TijysBn pnw DBJBO »3'3»R D»O 
tvawn pR onyaoyo jnpoPR n (youyjiyoRr 
nm otT3 iya«n jyp' py DRI .lyow^B-ya 
-pyaisRo n J«n ,i3B0B'iv.Rm »ja [ya**?a 
•jyjy^yj iyT OID oxuya n^* jyaipf "bniniro 
y3»5p i n i ' i a ' * iysi3y3 jyasn pR t)»n 
D:««"»3,onpon jw pniioir yjjs? .pfpna 
•oyo jnPopR yjy3y»53y3iyan« jnyi3iR ivaju' 
trx w jwuya DX'K yi jaaBn Tfc .o-iya-
.lyoBmP yooya n Da»;"Riyo pR D"ai« 
ly'no T O Mn-#iy"iB' oiyaoyo yoonnyo *i 
pp D3i"iB rt .p»noo 5Rny3ypn R jyaipi, 
'T .]yp'itf3 » iv in oa^n o » : w i'yt3iR 
•ip oy
 riy3y5m»MR pnw iB.jya^n D^HPB? 
•RP n i!3 5RPR5 PK Diyaojro 5ym ix ]»o 
-M3nB My5c OE"3 iy3"t ,19 5RPR5 ,ipyo 
5RPR5 iP3y» TPJBJT in* IPP ya^yt OKT ,oin'3 
.DTyojna n ' ,61 
ysSjni ,102 >RPR5
 #oiyp»n3 oiRp-pjn n 
lyoxy* l y n i»3 jy5«Bix tyiw, j w n 
.oyovB yooyi3 n PB ys'3"R "3 P>^TOD 
I» njri pB B-pooyiB' i n .»I*IR pnw lysy* 
-pyaisRo n »»3 'R /uuva'vw R PR WV 
•yaiRB yD'na .nyo»3iR n »3 n< DTIHIPD 
lyoopyj oy^ IRB OSRDW Brum, jyaio^n 
tyxiip pR ORI .jyoiRiny ins pR IRPD 
ypiMOC R (yawn ^RJHDJRD PK T O \V$W 
.o-uJp»e o y n pR DD*MI on"5 pB IBJW 
5R3Bny"3iyo3'Rfc "un PA yo^n "in o'o 
tnBor imm jywp in ir»» »"J *T ojm 
• . .0^T3 PR 
.ruor^ ama 
*nmp. D3»i>B»n ojypiT'R-oyjpa 
J .^ RjnWRO pB 
,5yo'o oy"3 B oan p»n3Rna .i D'RI5 
nvpR ,o"p3nB5oo"anR mjna'onyB w 'n 
-B5DO»3IR IRII J»HJSDD"3TK n tyb^yn w 
-3*B PR pjnnt n .v^T'oiyasm PR O^PM 
Dy ."3 jyX3B3 PR D'3 T»R »J Mfl ,D3BDjnyo 
I^Pant PR JipxRTyBBBp PD yyrK n i'« 
I«JW nyn |yiMU» w iriBoyo y j yiyn' -BP ,Tyo»3TR IPB»WX iB'XRTyBBip ~ ,n 
a 
47 .1914 ,^-liH 
PR ,BPD*np3"»RB jm ovpawiM anayse* 
rayitRwa* o«-tt |jmyaip* MI v a i n n "IM* 
A p"l'OD D»T TP>B*0 y&QU"t&P .VI IJTt 
n s&n S"3t nymip r « j R PR .ipsmaix 
-»B psayBRiwa iaypis 50 SWIM aanp'ayn 
y j Trm>o jny"t PR Dnyp^iso I ' D * ^ 
.JPIUTIBO^ R IX 
n 5«n ,jnBiu>a iiftumr n»p"n t» njn 
WKMuns i"p Ditnva DO tysan DTPP^IOD 
-»B *1 [yaP3 *p| IP&BB' w yroisM pip DK 
U o^»D-nBDKp w i ivayn *n lim isa , r * 
.jyaniya w sanow IK tuinju «i ipctan 
$Kiyay: iyn pfi tPBDn;8'jRBRiB n 
iwtjn PBU raw I") VI •&»)». W»*K PVTOS 
IP3"i "t nw* .nypiDpiRpB wwMK'Joa pR 
'T 1KB JP3PP "I .IPDD'aBW V»T», P'P B*3 
.jM3«ia s*a |paanyDyaTyB.ya»p nya^anR 
tpt B"ttn«B tyaanpopsnyB p/aa^is w DIR 
-IR VDV:'}JPXDI ]IK yaHaPOi? ,PDDPB S 
, 0 " 3 I R jwbpmB ID * — PR prYRpasa 
J O T VXtyV 1"P B'3 
-jnppo T J JT>W nyfaj^'x«rip»r'H .njn 
-
pK pnpnpa DKII Tirw'Saoio to** n 
• » BR*TRDyTPyO 1P5R38»VR3*1PB3'R OPT 
: 03**0 *11 .177,397 DBpnD 























































Dip pR DWnSD *% -n V3 MIK 5"1> 
sSyp ym -warn j r i"* is twin #33 P>KB 
IV 1W;1K11VW ") l«»t ,P"1DD DPT »iJw 
-5y» «PI* ptfB'D oapap? sna tpi ipa-itjii'2 
n p ' l K jp) |PB"B IKT Jpl DI8& Dp IB1K JM 
I* i n IM»W op .»Y<*RB n PR aanp'jjn • 
own p^neo ' iyi .yoMBSMpDRtw ya'stfa 
T*B st* .troro pK nya»?Ty'"iB R PH »V ^"K 
1?a K — iytP3»11 jyOD'^ WKSKIB »T Ml up 
^Dy-iHyo n lyawt itnwi .I:8OVOMK iya*D 
•D»nsvw «? |W"» DKT IK ,niK»aa T5K3 iyp. 
n p« "is*xi5»iiin y5«*VKD njn pa iv^3'ic 
^ m nya« .bBKt?5yiya ny^a iyi PB DDJIPJX 
pK anyaam DIKB |ya«i w a i K *i '« 
triyii ,BTt*3KanM D'aiw ^J^B iiKiie' DIKE. 
P»TDD "iin jn»r5KTKCJn i5»a ypKD "i 
snjm ya«? DiyD»aiK n PK ,|yi«VivD onuj 
.nyn*iB >n lyny 
DP"IDD 5HTyaya on«t ya^ » T * iwvi »ifti 
•«n " i oan ,ypwk"» pit oanayya OI*WBIK 
•P3KTB pK .yn«yns I*K fyaai^ pya inyt? IK 
,nyoTy jnnaK pit UpaKBt? jy^Ke*n ,V'i 
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 (i8*xH»'38ai8 DO ,r« "iB-ya nyi m\ 
yooKp lys^ans n yp8D PH, . .wvi^nm 
snysitr aaiaynya "ivo^aiK v\ .Di>pjKai« a': 
n bEK t^? 58DOB8 PR ,C18 p>K Jl»lR Slip 
.D'3 DyiattIB D1J? p'p S3KD.M .|«H 1»I 
^yas* DTyc**3nR n s*a I^BR snyoyaiyE t 
.jypnaRB n pK 
sayny^ KPHEK HSIMD PK p»nos- i n 
-pa |ya«i M5yp n .iRcyJ KIR spaie tsiR 
lyaaiasnya os»3nR ya>D*iin H S^D saw 
nyo"3iK~n IR |yD»*« ,p"nss br i n«opa 
" i IR ; iriHiwa D y^nawnya ssyjtp iya*" 
D"pa'S3ynyaaiR inyai?HraMR SRnya jysip 
aiaya BKny .^tPSBn PR-PHD PR o n f vw 
-IPTDDPSmB pR IPTT':K31R W J^H ysRniK 
18 pya« ot"»ya p»nsb o'po aaRaonR "tin 
>T TR IIR ,sin»aRan8 sia.lPwya s»a p|a"»"» 
piR m jyaRD^ya s»a Pit DRBinyD"="s 
jya»i «t .nynniD n pu s»n ijn »I^ IK paps 
jyaiya s*a jya"i »i ipas ,P»TSD PR DT* 
-n»B is tytw VH rap IP'M #b«np2"Jff 
PR nyas ,p"iss Jsiyapj jya^npnD K [in 
.^^ayoaiR ipiiyi DP PR PP'SPITB 




•WDDMfl tVl DP"1BD »3$yi8 pK B'VKDOB 
! noK-nyo 
,tfvc yo*«w DVBRB iya«n BV ,;TOK 
inw B»nw o«n P»HDB > n N n K wro 
•sa^? I*K jyosya PK j ^ w i y Tyaoyii -lyi* 
I«ji5ya SIBO »iw pw lyDK-iPKoyn 5K** 
jOfcm-pM .BP^BB | m V ^ iy*PP3K31K 1* 
y*ynoDvu»K *t lie ^ "ufovani* yDDinyo.vi 
iw*n "I IIK ,w$»nDya v.t jyaijn D-typp 
nra» .'jroasn yi^o^ijB ya'iiys poiKiiy; 
•»nv p j * ? W S P . K tyoSya PK bayoeny 
j?j*nyD inyr OTKI nyo»3iK rt !»*n. ,B3ya 
-ipyr^K'it'tjB n pu-n . o w o n i J T T W P 
-Kiowa* PDMTJ w>«o pufra PK lyoK-ip 
»»i 'ii ownr f tw 1 '$ybny»B K pit? .B-HJO 
I K yBTP3KnK-DByn K lybKnx tyoSKn 
no BO,o"moi<riKPK ya^yn jxanryvo"* 
•^w n*a v w top , ^ y t w yt»oipi»ji IBB 
iy^ KB'K ^»np»in PK nya* -lypyiiv ye»o 
*YB*n yss»DD'a-iK3K iitvi yiroy* J W U K p* 
ovana njnij .tycnyaB'viK , jyasn av? 
-»aiK **i o$n ,DP»TBD $KitfJW jycnB'n** 
•unyo K )yB>yiy Snip ony* aauyiiya nyo 
pDiynpn ipaynow W I I o*n BKII
 (yaRS 
.linn«» noa «PW 
1M> iyDBHiRaVBlpa UK. WOyTgyO J1 
'iw IBBKP'KIR IH ,iy;ifi p-noa SKTyaya.tf1 
vw ,D»* nynip K;pK jrum owawyivi 
t n ^5iyna "i *iya« .JBIK lya^TjmD- M 
-n»D va Ww ny no ,pn DO 5KT tKta 
-KDVT pK lyopyiK jv$Wi ya'Dtfa ly.iyi 
PK iyD»31K yOBKQ yD'VU *1 JPYKPfcl 
-DjpapS sisya B»D oaiRnyB D O SBD3»P 
-KBmB n pK .*|BOKP UWK* K »)*1K U^O'D 
BO ypKD ^ionyuya p»*»i lyoonaKJ 
l"p IRB pK ,"iyoBn3K3KBKTB,, ni inyo 
-11(3 ;yD"U "1 -D1K0KP3Ka*1« |"P 0*3 5»B 
tnmyasK pic .jjnn'B iv -P»IDD KIK MI B»; 
-ipa B*D yyons H ty^Knyo BMKIBD PB 
J»3 33wm \v>p i«3 " i invn iwan .D3B^II 
"MW"! j>"Too S«"jy;ya K pe jynin »i nw 
*T»D "1 IK JPTK "IT! 1KB OTyOB"3y2 'UK 
-v> IJTIH D3KMim» -\vi Ban
 ri«a i n jyayj 
my»t pK Biyp'nDD-n IWJ iy5D'o-B3ya 
i — yiraioK n ^'m yp«B PH IIP5*DKB 
.HBDKP oyn pH yomi yoBs^ayiiD'u 
• 
W3W ni iy*]Kip inyo W ' - i S ,p'n DO 
"t S"ii .iyajn3vP"*iDD yoi'DiKaom nunc 
\V$2IH inW — »nyrip PK ipn iysK»ya 
yovP3Kn«n ly^miBnvaM injro ppio D S » 
.oSyii Tjn ;*K rSK^n f&n»«i 
* 
enjn^jo ?u=l»»73i7B3,»tJ, -I« Ijnijeay'^nm) 
-'oyiifyo yo'iiya jy3"r pmv inn's1 B'B 
pa yyn»R -un -we a«DBH»iio» WPIKI*> Typ 
pD p'nDD K DD'^ n Dip) P"TDB 5«TJ0W B 
B8« r?K ,(13K> iyY3K3 pB |ynDDn3«K V$X 
Si -lyp'DinifyD yay* jyaifn ,^n 03*013 ay 
P'K lyaySiya iyS»t iyD»aiR n w ,I*K ,03«t 
K iijno iy^yii po .."uryru* nyn v w niKn 
Byaip ST ptfyu — IBT.IIK ,D"aii« i s o p 
.isyn »*i PK "T "3 p'i i«>vu3 yv3K3 n .pit 
KIK iya»Siji»inyB iv m Syo*o ijnyBya w -
•n ]w yn^ D aoyn >im o»o .DKoSnyi IUDU 
nyp'DinByD n IIK ,]y:y» DO l ip \VJ> ,Vpn 
.nya'r raw jjniya D»T jysyn (yj^n 
•>m PD inyv*»«K rm ynnyo yanm, ,_> 
ya?yiK nSua DTyoB'o'ya n IK ! ,ti'i«-|ya . 
,iypi«1 iv o:nyny3 bo ty3"T BIJII ^y^ayo 
Ty«"DpmB 'TJH D'D D3«Py3 DO IP3"t pK 
typ n .wiaynya nyo'2-m iy3'53yyo»D 
w b y3jnnKDny 'H iyaM»iy3»K DO TJ?3» 
Ditny3 33KS ijnmf*'i»3«n yaSyiv,iyDBO*or 
jiK .opinn iyBKQ-TyD»aiK n O»D j«no iv 
y3"Sp pD D3KTD JOKB pK jyJBpcfra !yj"I 
. .DpMTBB »D'V« PK 
lynpDna'B yS« pa p»noo' 5wwm « . 
nyo"aiK. n iyn ,^^3yo n«3 PK 13KS K po 
.DVP3K3T8 Di3 i w t ynoBns'K njny1 pn 
•^ KT "t jyaKp onnoK3"i» DO vwm ">y^ ¥ 
-Smyjya K. ins iy33njrmD jny«i (y)'im' 
0T1OKT1K DO DO jy3"l S,I iy» pK ,p*nDB 
K o»p lya t^ay ^n p i^DB-SKnyaya K ^«*T no 
J3n K "1KB ySTBKlVD3"n -.SuDyin ly'OlK^D 
DP"IDD yaSytK TKD jyTDOK is BKT osn 
-«Sa l'K iyo"3nK nroypio pnn*oiyD ]IK 
JIB pnjn iv D3"5 »IIK PK. By 3'IK ?yo 
KIK 'wi I»K BK^P iyo»3iK nyi iv noKnyo 
